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Divers
checking
luggage
from wreck
EAST MORICHES, N.Y.(AP)
— Scuba divers were sent
underwater this morning to
examine luggage and other
small items from TWA Flight
800 that investigators hope will
help determine whether a bomb
destroyed the plane.
A Navy source told The
Associated Press that the
divers, using handheld sonar
equipment, were sent to
explore the debris, which is
slightly closer to Kennedy Airport than sites where large
pieces of fuselage and the jet's
mangled cockpit were
discovered.
The source could not
describe the debris being examined today. But The New
York Times reported today that
debris at the site closest to the
airport consisted of large suitcases and clothing.
A laser scanner used by salvage workers Monday focused
on some of the luggage so
clearly that searchers could
see first-class tags on some
bags on the ocean bottom, the
Times said.
A source close to the investigation had told The Associated
Press that a prime theory in the
jumbo jet explosion is that a
bomb was placed in the front
cargo hold, where luggage was
stowed.
Such an explosion would
have blown the suitcases out of
the plane first, closer to Kennedy Airport than where the
nose separated from the fuselage and fell into the ocean,
investigators said.
As Navy salvage ships continued to pull up wreckage,
investigators began untangling
the 1 -ton lump of steel and
wires that was once the cockpit.

WEATI-fR
Today...Mostly sunny. Hot
and humid. High near 95. South
wind 10 to 15 mph.
Tonight...Mostly clear with
some late night fog. Low in the
lower 70s.
Wednesday...Mostly sunny.
Hot and humid. High in the
lower 90s.
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Teens will
take psych
evaluations
Charges
pending in
murder plot
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Two Calloway County youths
will undergo mental evaluations
following a hearing Monday in
Calloway County Juvenile Court
on charges they conspired to
committ murder, according to
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott.
Deputies took a 14-year-old
female and a 16-year-old female
into custody July 29 a,ftcr investigating a complaint by the father
of one of the girls, Scott said.
The two girls allegedly conspired to murder the man and
went so far as putting a gun to
his head while he slept, Scott
said. The incident occurred July
28 and the man called authorities
the next day.
"From the evidence I've cornpiled, this act was almost carried
out. The victim found the gun the

next day with the hammer still
cocked. I don't think these girls
were knowledgeable enough to
know how to release the hammer," Scott said.
Scott said authorities confiscated a weapon from the scene
and other evidence that he
described as, "written documentation" of the crime.
scorr NANNEY Leôge & T,rnes photo
A STICKY SITUATION: Workers with the Southwest Recreation Co. spray glue on the rubber surface before rolling the new artificial surface on the playing field at Roy Stewart Stadium. Timothy Wallis
(left) of People Lease presses a seam to the turf with a roller.

"About all I can say is that we
found handwritten notes that they
planned this from the begining,"
he said. "This incident was pretty
serious and they almost went
through with it. It's disturbing to
think that kids could plan something like this."

TVA offers Brandon Spring
as option for Youth Station

Scott would only say the
intended victim was the father of
the 14-year-old girl and the incident occurred in the southern part
of Calloway County. Because of
the ages of the girls, Scott could
not release the names of the individuals involved.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
As a way of providing environmental education services to the
area, the Tennessee Valley
Authority announced this morniag the availability of the Brandon Spring Resident Center at
Land Between the Lakes.
According to press release,
TVA director Bill Kennoy said
the Brandon Spring facility will

Scott said the girls will receive
evaluations locally and will then
be arraigned on the charges.
No date was given for those
preceedings, but Scott said the
court will hear ali the evidence
compiled against the girls at that
time.

Hazel
reaches
agreement
on alley

provide a more efficient alternative to the Youth Station facility,
closed in the fall of 1994.
"The Youth Station was closed
in the fall of 1994 because of
deteriorating conditions from
years Jf bi...1e,s.,t cutbacks and a
low occupancy rate," said Kennoy in the press release.
"Because the Brandon Spring
Resident Center is a larger and
newer facility offering environ-

tilt

Is his tax idea
can-do or voodoo?
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By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writer
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ON TO SYDNEY: Carla Salyer of Marshall County takes advantage of the warm weather to practice her balance beam routine In the
Murray-Calloway County Park Monday afternoon.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Bob
Dole calls his plan to both cut
taxes and wipe out the deficit a
can-do proposition. His critics
call it voodoo redux.
For years, Dole has derided
supply side theories, often regaling audiences with a joke about a
busload of supply-side economists going over a cliff with three
empty seats being the only
disappointment.
But in his long-awaited economic speech on Monday, Dole
gave every appearance of climbing aboard the supply-side caravan, unveiling a $548 billion
package of tax cuts — 27 percent
of which would be financed by
higher economic growth.
That estimate, the Clinton
White House quickly asserted,
was even larger than the 20 percent supply-side revenue boost
Ronald Reagan had built into his
1980 plan.
According to supply side
theories, tax cuts, by spurring
new economic activity, can significantly offset the lost revenue.
Democrats gleefully threw

back at Dole his own past criticism of supply-side theories.
"The best commentary on the
Dole Deja Voodoo II plan comes
from Bob Dole himself," said
Senate Democratic Leader Tom
Daschle, quoting Dole in June of
1995 as saying, "What I could
never understand is why, if you
just cut taxes, you'd have this
big, big revenue increase ... And
you don't have to make hard
choices about spending."
For his part, Dole in his speech
touted Reagan's economic
achievements during the 1980s
and vowed to "finish the job
Ronald Reagan started."
"During the Reagan years, we
vanquished inflation, we brought
interest rates down from double
digits and averaged nearly 4 percent economic growth, the
longest peacetime expansion in
history," Dole said.
The Dole camp contended that
the tax cuts were only a part of
the Dole program to boost economic growth from what they
termed the anemic 2.4 percent

NI See Page 2

Police make second arrest in robbery
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

Rollins said police have no other
suspects.
Both arrests stem from an incident that occurred July 31 when
two armed men forced their way
into a home at 1210 Main St. and
robbed the occupants of about
$400.
The victims allege the two perpetrators held them at gunpoint
and made them lie on the floor of
the residence while they robbed

A 16-year-old juvenile was
taken into custody Saturday in
connection with an armed robbery last week.
According to Murray Police
Detective Eddie Rollins, police
arrested the boy following a brief
foot chase.
This is the second arrest made
in connection to the incident and
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Dole's Plan

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A settlement may soon be
reached between a Hazel resident
and the City of Hazel concerning
the closure of an alley.
At the regular monthly meeting
of the Hazel City Commission
Monday, commissioners voted to
partially accept the settlement
offer made by Steve Sanders,
attorney for Hazel resident Jimmy Gallimore.
Hazel Mayor Dan Farris said
the city would not accept part of
the settlement that requires the
city to open another alley.
Last August, Gallimore
requested the city close a dedicated public access alley that is
located behind a row of businesses west of Highway 641. The
alley runs north/south.
The closure would entail
changing deeds to two pieces of
property, one owned by the city
and the other owned by
Gallimore.
"Through some kind of mix up
many years ago, he ended up
with the deed to our property and
we ended up with the deed to
his," said Farris.
Farris said the proposal contains another request by Gallimore to open a section of the
alley that runs east/west.
"That alley runs through
another resident's property and
the only thing that would affect
him would be where it touches
his property. He would only have
250 square feet involved.
"(Gallimore) contends that he
needs that alley in order to gain
access to his property — it has
never been an alley. It has lawns

mental education and outdoor
recreation, it is much more efficient to operate."
But while LBL management
claims that the center is a viable
alternative, some advocates of the
Y.Cuth Station facillty say it I, it.;
wrong option,
Joe Baust, professor of elementary and secondary education at
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Rollins said the victims were
able to give detailed descriptions
of the two perpetrators. From the
descriptions, police were able to
make arrests.
Police arrested Lawrence C. EAkels, 18, of Murray Thursday
after the victims identified him
from a photo line-up, Rollins
said.
"(One victim) gave us a good

description of the perpetrators
and told us he could identify the
men if he saw them," Rollins said
Friday. "So we showed him some
mug shots and he identified (EAkels)."
Rollins said after E-Akels was
arrested, police began looking for
the juvenile as an accomplice in
• See Page 2
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the station, the two schools submitted a proposal to LBL management in June. The proposal
Murray State University and a
proponent for the reopening of suggested a partnership between
MSU and Austin Peay in operatthe Youth Station. said that LBL
ing the facility.
management has misinterpreted
But according to a TVA offithe purpose of the two facilities.
"The purpose was to have two cial, the plan was rejected
facilities that would provide' because the agency would have
been, responsible for infrastrucenvironmental education," said
ture improvements to the facility.
Baust. "But they (TVA) have
"We responded to their request
backed off that because they say
to run the facility in an honest
they cannot provide it.
effort to help them," Baust said.
"When they say that Brandon
Baust said that using the BranSpring is used to offset the Youth
Station, that is untrue. They're don Spring facility as an alternanot providing us with the services tive for the Youth Station is not
viable for some students because
that they used to provide."
The Youth Station facility was the facility charges a rate for its
use.
previously used to educate stuThe Brandon Spring facility is
dents at MSU and Austin Peay
also a disadvantage to students
State University before its
because of its location. Baust said
closure.
Fighting for the reopening of western Kentucky schools have
to travel 40 to 45 minutes south

BIG POOL SALE
19'x31' O.D. Family-Sized Pool with
Sundeck, Fence & Filter

Hugd

Complete
HOMEOWNERS ONLY

of the Trace in order to get an
environmental education
experience.
"In a time when money is not
plentiful, the schools are saying
that they cannot afford to go to a
facility such as this," he said.
"The school systems who have
students who need the educational opportunities cannot afford it."
Baust said environmental education is a long-term investment.
"We have a sound plan and we
want to meet the needs of all students," he said.
Baust said the reopening of the
Youth Station is the most viable
alternative because it meets the
needs of both sides.
"The winner in this situation is
everyone," said Baust. ''If that
facility is reopened, the nature
station that is just right down the
road would be better off. It would
help market that facility.
"If they saw that and what it
would provide for them, I don't
see why they couldn't do that.
Where there's a will, there's a
way."
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Investment Rates
MINIMUM

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

5.00% 5.75% 6.14% 6.24%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

5.06% 5.83% 6.23% 6.34%

average of the Clinton years.
Dole set a target of 3.5 percent
growth, even better than the 3.2
percent average turned in by
Reagan.
Dole's $548 billion in tax cuts
would include a 15 percent
across-the-board reduction in personal tax rates, compared to the
25 percent cut Reagan campaigned on, and a halving of the
28 percent tax on capital gains,
profits made from the sale of
stock and other assets.
Dole would accompany the tax
cuts with reductions in government regulations, reforms in the
cottntry's legal system and
increased support for education
and job training, all proposals
designed to promote higher
growth and productivity in the
U.S. economy.
"This comprehensive plan ...
represents a different arrangement between the government
and the American people and it

The fund, operated by the Kentucky Association of Counties,
insures most counties and hundreds of other local governments
and agencies. Some no longer in
the fund question whether they
are legally obligated to pay.
"I expect. counties to pay their
fair share, and any county that
thinks it doesn't have to pay is
going to find state government
awfully hard to deal with," Patton said in a public meeting at
the Livingston County Courthouse. He declined to be more
specific afterward, saying he was
speaking generally.
State Insurance Commissioner
George Nichols told The CourierFROM PAGE 1
Journal in a telephone interview
the incident. He was seen walk- that he is willing to
give indiviing by a patrol officer Saturday.
dual counties two to three years
"One of our officers saw this to cover their part of the deficit,
individual and attempted to stop depending on their
circumstances.
him. He then took off and ran But he said
they must have "a
inside a nearby house," Rollins legitimate plan"
and the insursaid.
ance fund must remain stable.
"Everybody is going to have
The juvenile was taken to
to understand that if claims were
Owensboro for detention but will
to come in quickly," Nichols
be arraigned in Calloway County
said, "the time frame may set
court. No date was given for the
itself."
arraingment.
Patton said at the Smithland
E-Akels remains in the Calloappearance
that he "would like
way County Jail in lieu of a
to see the counties have three fis$15,000 bond.
cal years" to cover the deficit.
The chairman of the Kentucky
We can provide informaAll Lines Fund, Christian County
don and coverage for your
Attorney Mike Foster, said in a
telephone interview that the fund
has decided not to contest the
assessments and will submit a
SMITHLAND, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton said he wants to
give local governments three
years to cover the deficit in their
combined insurance fund, but he
offered a warning to counties
unwilling to pay the assessments.
Patton said Monday that counties must understand they are
responsible for paying the assessments imposed by the state Insurance Department to cover the
deficit in the Kentucky All Lines
Fund.

•Arrest...

"Dole's program might make a
mild contribution to fixing that
problem but I am not sure it can
be fixed in the short run."
Critics also said that Dole, by
proposing identical 15 percent tax
rate reductions for all levels of
the income scale, would be opening himself to the charge that his
plan was another GOP attempt to
favor the wealthy.
The labor-backed Citizens for
Tax Justice estimated that 42 percent of Dole's tax relief would go
to families with the highest 5 percent of incomes while those making less than $50,000 would
receive only 25 percent of the
benefits even though the represent 76 percent of all families.
Dole, however, said that attack
missed the point of his program
— to boost economic growth.
"A growing economy is good
for the middle class. A stagnant
economy is bad," he told his
Chicago audience. "I will restore
vitality and growth to the American economy."

plan to cover the deficiency by
Aug. 15.
Nichols said the fund is coming up with "a fairly decent
proposal, but I have not seen anything in writing." He said he
would expect counties to sign
legal obligations to pay the
assessments.
Patton told the crowd at the
Smithland courthouse that KACo
would be able to use $5 million
from another program to soften
the impact of the deficit, which
was estimated to have been $9.4
million on Dec. 31.
"That's going to help a lot,
and that'll take a lot of pressure
off," Patton said during the first
stop on the last day of a weeklong tour of the western half of
the state.
Livingston County Magistrate
Charles Babb raised the issue
with Patton. Babb said be questioned the fund's financial status
in April, when a representative of
the fund said it had "no problem
whatsoever" and got the county
to keep doing business with it at
higher rates than before.
"She just flat misrepresented,
in my opinion," Babb said.
Foster said he couldn't
"respond responsibly" to the
complaint because he wasn't a
party to the conversation, but he
said the fund's plan "will clearly
include different ways to provide
management for the program. ...
We're trying to look at every
aspect of the program."

INSURANCE

Bomb fragments were souvenirs

Ask about Shelters
LIFE, CAR. FARM,
BUSINESS

ATLANTA (AP) — Investigators found fragments of the Centennial Olympic Park bomb in the
apartment of the hero guardturned-suspect, but his lawyer
says they were merely souvenirs
given by other guards.
The scraps were found in the
home of Richard Jewell, praised
as the man who spotted the pipe
bomb in a knapsack shortly
before it exploded early July 27.
One woman was killed and 111
people injured when the blast
scattered shrapnel and debris into
a conccrt audience in the park.
"He had three pieces of metal
fragments and a piece of wood

coverages too

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY I TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S 121A St • Runty

We'll always be there for you.
Shelter Insurance Cce Horne Mee Columbia NC
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should be looked at in its totality," said Donald Rumsfeld, chief
of staff in the Ford administration
and an economic adviser to Dole.
Private analysts, however,
were generally skeptical that
Dole could achieve the higher
economic growth that would
allow him to provide the $548
billion in tax cuts while still
achieving a balanced budget by
the year 2002.
David Wyss, chief financial
economist at DRI-McGraw . Hill
Inc., said parts of Dole's program
could help boost lagging U.S.
productivity growth.
Gains in productivity, the output per hour of work, have been
lagging for more than two
decades and economists see this
as the primary cause of the sluggish income growth during this
same period.
"We have had almost 25 years
of essentially no growth in real
wages and that has occurred
through periods of tax cuts and
tax increases," Wyss said.

Patton: Counties responsible for fund

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

•

He said the extra money came
from a resident who decided not
to follow through with his renovation project.
Eligibility for the program
depends on income, length of
residency, compliance with local
ordinances and extent of repairs
needed to the dwelling.
Elderly and disabled applicants
will be reviewed and accepted
first. Applicants will then be
accepted on a "comparative
need" basis. If further prioritization is needed, the grant regulations require a first-come, firstserved basis.
Farris said the grant money is a
no-interest, no-payback loan for
as long as the grant recipient lives in the house.
Potential applicants can apply
for the money by calling either
Farris at 492-8872 or the Purchase Area Housing Authority at
753-8352.
.Was told by Farris that the
city purchased a one-year subscription for a Hazel homepage
on the Internet.
The website can be accessed
through an antiquities group.
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and gardens over it and the city
has no intentions of ever opening
it," Farris said.
Although dedicated for public
access, the alley has never technically been opened, according to
Farris.
"We're really not closing an
alley because it was never
opened. We're really just correcting the property deeds," Farris
said.
In the settlement, Gallimore is
requesting damages from the city
if the east/west alley is not
opened.
In other business, the
commission:
•Was shown plans for an awning to be built in front of a row
of businesses on Highway 641.
At the July meeting of the
commission, Ray Goff, owner of
Charlie's Antiques, requested
approval to construct an awning
in front of his business. The commission asked Goff to submit
drawings of the proposed awning.
The awning will include 11

posts, set 10 feet apart and will
run about 100 feet in front of the
business.
Goff said he plans to put lights
on the awning's posts for security
purposes.
The commission approved the
plans with a disclaimer that Goff
will be liable for the structure
before, during and after construction. He will also have to hire
insured contractors to build the
structure.
Goff agreed to the terms and
told the commission construction
of the awning would probably
begin sometime in September.
*Will be taking more applications for housing grant money
awarded by the, Kentucky Housing Authority.
The money was given to the
city to fund the renovation of 10
houses within the Hazel city limits. Each house was given up to
$25,000 for repairs and
renovation.
Farris told the commission the
city had enough money to either
do renovations on several houses
or major construction to one
house.
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and they supposedly had something to do with the explosion,"
one of Jewell's lawyers, G. Watson Bryant, told The Associated
Press on Monday night. "I guess
if you're in law enforcement,
maybe you would keep such
things as souvenirs."
Federal investigators seized the
items in a search Wednesday, he
said.
Bryant told The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution that the
fragments were given to Jewell
by other guards, who also took
pieces of the bomb.
FBI spokesman Jay Spadafore
declined to comment on the
investigation.
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Not a box ofchocolates

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Dear Bob Dole:
I went to see "Independence Day"
on your recommendation. Now that
I invested my $3 (I went to a
matinee) I am puzzled as to the
exact nature of the appeal this movie
held for you.

Where there is no vision, the people perish.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Dear Editor
I am a 75-year-old man that has lived in time from horse and carriage
to see a man on the moon. Our progress in all fields—technology,
medicine, farming, etc.--has been excellent except in dealing with our
fellow man on a fair and just basis.
Our Forefathers lived under various types of oppression and fought
wars for freedom under the most trying of conditions. They won and
took what they had learned and established a country based on their
experiences. It became one of the greatest countries on Earth.
Now we are sending people to congress and government that are
destroying this country that we and our Forefathers knew. We are afraid
to walk the streets because of the many types of crimes that are rampant
in our country. I read an article in one of our newspapers this week that
really points it out. A man murdered a policeman(someone who gave his
life trying to protect us). This happened in 1980. This murderer has been
clothed, fed,and given the best of medical care, a program of recreation
and had to do little work,then finally, after 16 years of care and support,
he was given lethal injection. His attorney claimed that was cruel and
inhumane punishment. Nothing was said about the cruel and inhumane
punishment the policeman suffered or his family and friends, and
children continue to suffer. I know, because I have been there, and still
am.
When will we learn to respect those that daily risk their lives for us and
tender swift and just punishment to those that commit the crimes?
I personally feel that I could stand an unlawful search of my home--I
wouldn't like it, but I could stand it better than a mugging on the street. I
for one have about come to the point that I want to thank God that I will
not have to see much more of this destruction. I hope that the time will
come when we can leave to our children what was left to us: a nation
under God with liberty and justice for all (including the victims).
Pete T. Gunn, Jr.
106 East 12th Street,
Box-487, Benton, KY 42025

Furthermore, on Nov. 6, 1995, Judge Daughaciay signed an order
denying a motion by Mr. Hayes to dismiss the members of the fiscal
court as individuals in this suit. In open court Judge Daughaday told Mr.
Hayes that he was going to hold the members of the court individually
responsible for their actions. Since this suit was brought against
individuals, not against the fiscal court, it would appear to me that these
men will be obligated to reimburse the county for the expenses that have
been incurred on their behalf. But ofcourse, if they appeal this decision it
could be a very long time before the county sees any money coming from
their pockets.
Kathy Lyons
187 Satterwhite Lane, Murray, KY 42071

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest Letters must not be
more than 500 words. I'he Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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Statue of Liberty and even the
White House!
Perhaps you are positively disposed toward the film because Kansas was not a target of destruction.
If there is a sequel, I suppose the
capital of the country could be
moved to Topeka, or maybe even
Russell.
Maybe it is the youthful appearance of the president that you
enjoyed in "Independence Day," or
is it his war hero status that impressed you? Could it be that
actress Mary MacDonald, in her
role as the president's wife, bears an
uncanny resemblance to your own
spouse, Elizabeth? If so, what did
you think about the inference that it

was her own independent nature
that led to the death? After all, if she
had obeyed her husband and headed
home when he told her to,she would
not have put herself in the path of
danger.
This may be really picky, but I
wonder why you would applaud a
film that features wholesale destruction and mass violence. Is this
family entertainment? Further,I am
puzzled about the values the movie
seems to support. It made the
prospect of war seem like a football
game where the main players claim
they are gonna "Kick butt!" like a
bunch of boys out for a bar fight.
The best thing I can say about
"Independence Day" is that the

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
Lexington Herald-Leader
Education Commissioner Bill Cody is right to approach cautiously the idea of requiring an exit test before students can graduate
from high school.
Designed poorly, such a test could actually undermine its goal of
ensuring that a high school diploma really means something.
But designed poorly, an exit test could buttress a key tenet of
Kentucky's education reform: accountability.
For that reason, we encourage the commissioner to approach the
idea with an eye toward overcoming the obstacles that have dogged
such tests in more than 20 states that already use them. We're optimistic that a test can be devised to complement the state's increasing expectations of its schools and students.
The exit test was one of several sound recommendations made
last week by the Kentucky Commission on High School Graduation. The others include stiffening course requirements for graduation and changing high school transcripts so they mean more to
businesses and universities.

Cody expects the state school board to consider the recommendations within the next nine months. But it seems evident the graduation test will be the most controversial and problematic.
We don't minimize the objections that have been raised to such
tests, especially concerns that minority and poor children are more
likely to fail.
But we challenge Kentucky's education policymakers, who lead
the country in so many other ways, to devise a test that is unassailable on this point. ...
Kentucky educators know well their experience with KIRIS, a
test intended to measure school performance, that tests are inevitably subject to second-guessing.
But we certainly hope that we haven't gotten to the point that
disagreement over standards causes us to give up on setting any
standards at all.
After all, if our schools can't assure us that every high school
graduate is proficient in certain levels of math and reading, what
are they about?

Tobacco series misleading
by Will Clark
Chairman of the Kentucky Tobacco Research Board Tobacco
and Health Research Institute
No one would deny that tobacco
presents Kentucky with a complex
dilemma.
It is a billion-dollar crop--the
state's largest by far. It employs
60,000 farmers. Its profits help feed
thousands of Kentucky families. At
the same time, the risks of smoking
are clear. People who smoke are
more likely to die sooner than those
who don't.
But even The Courier-Journal,
which seems to revel in its position
of making moral pronouncements
from a loft Louisville perch, is of
two minds about tobacco.
The Courier-Journal's editor, David Hawpe, eloquently described
the challenge facing Kentucky's
tobacco industry recently through
the story of a Henry County farmer.
Hawpe wrote,"Tobacco folks-those
who have been fulfilled by their
lives on the land-simply do not see
the cigarette debate in the same way
that others do. They are mystified,
and angered, by the fact that what
has affirmed them is so easily
condemned."
Mystifying is perhaps the only
way to describe The Courier-Journal's recent series on the Tobacco
and Health Research institute at the
University of Kentucky. Titled
"Clearing The Smoke," the series
might more appropriately have been
named "Blowing Smoke" for the
misleading haze of misinformation
about the institute perpetuated by
The Courier-Journal.
The Courier spent three months
interviewing 100 people and reviewing thousands of pages of documents in an attempt to prove one
thing-that some sort of sinister connection exists between the Tobacco
and Health Research Institute and
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Ledger & limes columnist

character who plays the president
quotes the poet Dylan Thomas as
the planes arc revving their engines
and pilots are readying themselves
for battle so as not to go "gentle into
that good night" Not a chance.
These guys are a-hooting and hollering for blood. Testosterone flows
like beer at a frit party.
Besides "Independence Day,"
you recommended three other movies in a recent address to Hollywood types. You also cited "Babe,"
"FonestGump"and"Apollon"for
excellence_. Males in,leading roles,
women in subordinate positions.
Popular movies with simple messages. No brainers.
Is that all you think we arc
capable of, Bob Dole? Only ableao
handle movies that transmit messages that could easily fit into a
fortune cookie? I think we can do
better, and I hope you agree. In all
situations, effective leaders need to
know the difference between popularity and excellence, glibness and
honesty, life and a box of chocolates. When youtcome right down to
it, there is really no comparison, is
there?
4:

Writer gives comments

He is further quoted as saying, "Our position from the beginning is
that we did nothing knowingly wrong." Yet., if we refer back to the April
17, 1995, edition of your paper, we find Mr. Hayes stating that the
charges in our suit are "unfounded." We have shown Mr. Hayes and the
judge the foundation of our charges and the judge agreed that it was a
solid foundation. Both the jail committee and the court which appointed
that committee broke the law by holding meetings which did not meet the
requirements for public meetings.
Mr. Hayes goes on to allege once more that CCACC has cost the
county thousands of dollars and delayed the building of the jail. Mr.
Hayes and his clients took these allegations into a court oflaw in the form
of a countersuit against CCACC. That suit was subsequently dismissed
by the judge in a one page order which, in essence, said that the record
revealed no basis for the claim. The order further said that CCACC did
have probable cause to bring these actions based on a reasonable belief
that their actions in filing the suit against the court were valid under the
law. Again, I would like to point out that no member of CCACC has cost
this county one thin dime. We are paying our own legal expenses.

Constance Alexander

Basically, the plot revolves around an impending attack from
alien ships hovering over New
York, Los Angeles and Washington
D.C. There is enough time between
their ominous arrival and the countdown to zero for a techno-nerd who
was once wed to the president's top
aide to figure out their plan of
attack,and to come up with a way to
avoid total annihilation at the hands
(tentacles?) of slimy creatures who
commandeer sinister frisbee-like
disks poised over the major cities of
the U.S.
•
There is no clever "Mork and
Mindy" banter; the potential invaders confess no longing to "Phone
home." These bug-eyed dudes are
evil. They are out to disrupt our
television transmission, and are
bent on nuking the nation's most
precious landmarks, including the

Gunn expresses views

Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Calloway County Association of Concerned
Citizens, I would like to address some of the comments made by Paul Mr.
Hayes, attorney for the Calloway County Fiscal Court and printed in
your paper on Aug. 1.
Mr. Hayes stated that the court tried to correct the "technical
violations" when they were brought to their attention. For the record,
these violations were pointed out to these men on numerous occasions. I
heard the citizens point out that violations were being committed. These
complaints were consistently and deliberately ignored by members of
the court and their attorneys. That is, they were ignored until those
citizens hired an attorney and brought suit against the court. Only then
did I believe they made any attempt to hold meetings in a legal manner by
providing adequate space for citizens to observe the meetings. As late as
March of this year, they still had no sound system that would allow
attendees to hear what was being said concerning the decisions of the
court.

MAIN STREET
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cigarette companies. When such a
connection was nowhere to be
found-because one does not exist-the newspaper hid behind its own
opinions and the suppositions of
people with no firsthand knowledge
of the institute to try to create a
perception of wrong.
The Courier-Journal rightly
points out that the Legislature
created the institute in 1970. But the
paper wrongly implies that the general public is funding the institute
through its tax dollars. Money is not
coming from the state's general tax
receipts. It is not being diverted
from other state programs.
The fact is the institute's funding
comes completely through a tax on
smokers.
The paper also completely ignored the fact that the Legislature,
itself, directed the institute to examine the health effects of tobacco
and to "preserve and strengthen the
tobacco industry and tobacco programs in this Commonwealth."
For 26 years, the institute has
adhered to the Legislature's mandate--even to the consternation of
the Courier-Journal. Our board of
directors, for instance, is representative of all tobacco's constituencies. Academics, farmers, medical
doctors, businesspeople, and yes,
tobacco companies. It would be
impossible to "preserve and
strengthen" an industry without representing the diversity of interests in
that industry.
Moreover, the research conducted by the institute, which is
roundly castigated by The Courier,
has never sought to rationalize
away,or obscure in a waft of smoke,
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the health effects associated with
cigarettes. In fact, much of the
health-related research has focused
on areas such as smoking's effect on
pneumonia and the relationship between smoking and cardiovascular
disease.
Yet, in its thousands of words of
copy, not once does The CourierJournal mention that the vast majority of grants given to institute
fellows must be reviewed on a
yearly basis by a technical advisory
board. That board is composed
completely of scientists, roughly
half of them from outside the
university.
Nor does the paper clearly make
the point that while most academic
institutions don't limit resident researchers from taking grant money
from cigarette companies, the Tobacco and Health Research Institute
does.
The Courier then comments that
the studies performed at the institute
would be better conducted by outof-state researchers. Not only is this
unsubstantiated since few other institutes perform tobacco research
(and the Courier cited no examples),
but it smacks of colonialism. The
Courier knows better than most that
one of Kentucky's chief economic
and social failings has been a reliance on outside interests to take
care of us, rather than looking to
ourselves.
But what is most distressing is
The Courier-Journal's dismissive attitude about the institute's new focus
on evaluating alternate uses for
tobacco.

Oddly enough, and without any
apparent regard for consistency,
The Courier-Journal only weeks
ago advocated that money be put
into market research to determine
the potential of hemp. To the best of
my knowledge, hemp is an illegal
crop.
Given our legislative mandate, it
would be a dereliction of responsibility not to study alternate uses for
our most important crop. It only
makes sense then to look for ways to
use tobacco to produce compounds
for the manufacture of foods, medicines, vaccines and other products.
Fifteen years ago, there were
naysayers who said plants could
never be successfully genetically
engineered for a broad range of food
and industrial uses. Yet, The Courier-Journal points out that, today,
Proctor & Gamble Co. is planning to
buy at least 1 million pounds of oil
produced from genetically engineered rapeseed.
With the institute's small research
budget, the best use of these resources is to plant the seeds of knowledge with industry about tobacco's
potential and its versatility. The
goal is to find markets for tobacco
compounds and engineering that are
new and economical for industry.
There is, in fact, a strong interest
from industry in examining how
compounds can be produced from
plants.
The institute's efforts today are in
the best interests of the thousands of
Kentuckians whose lives depend on
tobacco--now, and in the future.
With that at stake, there is no
question that the focus of our efforts
is clearly appropriate. I question,
though, whether The Courier-Journal can clearly focus through all the
smoke it has been blowing.
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Today

Calloway County Fire Rescue Fire Prevention Team will sponsor
a flea market on Friday and Saturday, Aug. 9 and 10, on East Sycamore Extended off South Fourth Street. The market will open at 5
a.m. each day. Space, 15 x 20, is available for $5 per day. All proceeds will go to help teach kids about fire prevention.
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Southwest Council to meet tonight
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CALENDAR
Tuesday, Aug. 6
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
District meeting/7 p.m./fire station at
Almo.
Community Improvem•nt
Volunteers/4:30 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce.
Family Support Group at West View
Nursing Home/4:30 p.m.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Info/753-9395 or
489-2046.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church,
Calloway County Band Boosters/6
p.m./band room at high school. Note
change in time,
Calloway County 4-H Horse Club, the
Dusty Spurs/6:30 p m./Weaks Community Center.
East Elementary SBDM Counci1/6:30

P.m.
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Murray Middle SBDM Council/4 p.m
Cancer SupportGroup/3
p m./Education Unit of Murray Calloway County Ho-spitar.
Info/762-1100.
Pool party for kindergarten to 4th
grade/5 p.m./Murray Country Club.
Health Express of MCCH/Hardin
Library/1-3 p.m.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homplace Restaurant.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club/First Presbyterian
Church/6 p m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Memorial Baptist Church Esther
Class/2 p.m.; Golden Circle Class/6
p.m./Dutch Essenhaus.
First Baptist Church Parents Day
Out/3 p.m.; Step Aerobics/5:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Aug. 7
Murray Elementary Fee day starts at
8.30 a.m.
Fellowship breakfast for any persons
and spouses who ever attended Faxon
School/8 a.m./Shoney's.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/11:30
a.m./Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant.
Calloway County 4-H Club planning
meeting/i1 a.m./Homeplace
Restaurant.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.

Wednesday, Aug. 7
Senior Golf Group/8'30 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Murray Country Club Ladies Golf/9
e.m.; Pool party for 5th to 8th grades/
6-8 p.m
Oaks Country Club Betty Shepard
Golf Tournament/9 a.m.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Piggly Wiggly/8:30-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Board of Calloway CoUrity Public
Library/4:30 p.m.
AA clos•d discussion/i1
a.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Cordelia Erwin
Circle/1:30 p.m..: Small Prayer
Group/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
ulasses17 p m.
New Life Christian Center study/7
p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
p•m.
Memorial Baptist Church prayer
meeting and youth mission groups/7
p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Covenant Prayer/9:30 a.m.; Wacky
Wednesday/10 a.m.-12:30 p.m.; Steering Committee/noon; Chancel
Choir/7.30 p m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m
First Presbyterian Church Choir/6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club,
Youth. Bible Study, College/Career
Bible Study, Adult Bible. Study/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Step Aerobics/1
pm.; Library open/6:15 p.m.; ChildreWs Super Summer Studies, Youth
Prime Time/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir,
Intercessory Prayer/7:45 p m

Reunion is scheduled

Sharon Cunningham Taylor
Sharon Cunningham Taylor
will be the featured speaker at the
dinner on Saturday, Aug. 10, at
6:30- p.m. at Curris Center, Murray, for the 27th gala homecoming reunion of Douglass High
School.
Taylor, attended Douglass
Elementary School and is a 1964
graduate of Murray High School.
She received her B.S. degree in
Elementary Education from Murray State University and her M.A.
degree in Special Education with
a focus on Learning Disability
from Eastern Michigan University. In 1981 she received her Education Specialist degree in
Mathematics Education from
Wayne State University.
Mrs. Taylor taught third grade
in Paducah Public School System
for 2/
1
2 years prior to marrying
the late W.C. Taylor Jr. and relocating to Michigan in 1971. She
is the daughter of H.L. Cunningham of Murray and has one son,
William (Chuck) Taylor III, a
senior at the University of
Kentucky.
The speaker taught middle
school math for six years before
becoming a math consultant at
Highland Park, Mich., Middle
School for nine years. For the
past eight years she has been
District-Wide Mathematics
Coordinator.
A dance will follow the banquet at the Curris Center.
The reunion will open Thursday, Aug. 8, with memorial services from 8 to 9 p.m. at Mt.
Horeb Free Will Baptist Church;
socializing and Bingo at host
room at Shoney's Inn starting at
10 p.m. Tickets will be sold.
Friday's events will include
Riverboat Casino cruises available at 9 and 11 a.m. and 1 and 3
p.m. with each one to provide
your own transportation; a free
fish fry (all you can eat) for
homecomers will be at 5 p.m. at
lawn at 227 Spruce St. or at Wil-

lis Center in case of rain. This
fish fry is being sponsored by
Earl Hudspeth, Nell McCuiston
and Charles Williams.
Saturday's events will include
coffee and donuts from 10 a.m. to
noon with tickets to be sold; softball game between home team
and homecomers at 1 p.m., and if
interested contact Earl Hudspeth
at 753-3592; dinner at 6:30 p.m.
and dance from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
at Curris Center, Murray State
University.
Sunday's events will include
skating from 7 to 9 p.m. at Roller
Skating of Murray with tickets
being $5 per child, open to the
public.
- For more information contact
Dennis Jackson, 107 Spruce St.,
Murray, or call 753-1648 or
1-502-442-0867.
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Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet in special session tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. Agenda
items will be Personnel, Committee Outline, and August meeting
date changed. The items for action will be limited to the items on
the agenda, according to Jim Sloan, principal, the public is invited to
attend.
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Rho Chapter to meet Wednesday

Calloway County High School Class of 1977 will have a planning
meeting for its 20-year reunion on Friday, Aug. 9, at 7 p.m. at
Pagliai's. All class members and spouses are invited to attend. For
more information call Renee Tobey Williams, Princeton at
1-502-365-7671, or Jerry Don Morris, Murray, 753-7830.

SCV Chapter will meet Thursday

Ashton Gail Modglin

'Barney'theme
birthday party
Ashton Gail Modglin celebrated her second birthday on
Friday, July 19, at her home.
"Barney" was the theme of her
cake.
She is the daughter of Jason
and Debra Modglin and the sister
of Daniel, 8 months.
Her grandparents are Terry and
Rebecca Mott, Lillian Thorn, and
Charles Modglin, Murray.

Tristan Gage
Burress born
Mr. and Mrs. Michael G. Burress of 5163 Airport Rd., Almo,
are the parents of a son, Tristan
Gage Burress, born on Monday,
July 29, 1996, at 10:24 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The baby weighed seven
pounds six ounces and measured
/
2 inches. The mother is the
201
former Sharma G. Tabers.
Grandparents are Gene and
Kathy Burress and Barney and
Linda Tabers, all of Murray.

"Quality That Will Please"

Thornton Tile
and Marble
612 South 9th •753-5719

Tilghman-Beauregard Camp #1460 Sons of Confederate Veterans
will meet Thursday, Aug. 8, at 7:30 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of
Water Valley United Methodist Church, Water Valley, located on
Highway 45 south of Mayfield. Joe Thom, chaplain of Tilghman
Camp, Paducah, will speak about "Why He is An S.C.V. Member."
Those interested in joining the SCV call Sandy Forrest, 753-9688.

Lamkin will speak for chapters
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch Masons and Murray Council No. 50 of Royal and Select Masons will hear Attorney Rick A.
Lamkin speak at their monthly meeting on Thursday, Aug. 8, at 7:30
p.m. at the Masonic Temple, corner of Highway 121 North and
Robertson Road North. Lamkin, a member of Royal Arch Masons,
will speak about "Living Wills and the Power of Attorney." Refreshments will be served. High Priest Roy Harmon urges all members to
attend to hear this important subject discussed by Lamkin.
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North plans early registration
North Elementary School will have early registration on Thursday,
Aug. 8, from 3 to 6 p.m. Former students and new students who
have pre-enrolled will report to classrooms. New students will report
to the cafeteria. PTO and YMCA representatives will be available to
assist students and parents.

Murray Elementary plans fee day
Murray Elementary School will have fee day on Wednesday, Aug.
7, in the school cafeteria, according to Eleanor Mills, new principal.
A fee of $25 is to be paid for each student. Students not preregistered should register on Aug. 7. Students are requested to pay
fees and bring required documents according to the following schedule: A-D, 8-8:30 a.m.; E-J, 8:30-9 a.m.; K-P, 9-9:30 a.m.; Q-S,
9:30-10 a.m.; T-Z, 10-10:30 a.m.

Almo reunion on Aug. 31
An Almo school reunion will be Saturday, Aug. 31, from 2 to 7
p.m. in cafeteria of Calloway County High School. Any one who
ever attended Almo School even as a visitor is invited to attend.
Dinner will be served at 5 p.m. Cost will be $11.50 per person
which pays for dinner plus the expenses of the reunion. Reservations
must be paid by Monday, Aug. 19, and mailed to Datha McCallon,
693 McCallon Mill Rd., Kirksey, KY 42054. For more information
call McCallon at 489-2403 or Norma Jones Garland at 437-4482
after 5 p.m.

What A Nice Reflection On You!

Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-4-1)1m.
408 S. 12th St. in Murray • 753-0545

Flea market on Friday and Saturday

CCHS 'Class of 1977 plans meeting

CUSTOM MIRRORS
"kitchen & home

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa will meet Wednesday, Aug. 7,
at 11 a.m. at Pagliai's. The altruistic project will be school supplies.
All members are urged to attend.
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'Old-Fashioned' social on Thursday

/

An "Old-Fashioned" Ice Cream Social will be Thursday, Aug. 8,
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. on garden patio of Murray Woman's Club
House. The fund-raising event will feature homemade ice cream and
cookies with the cost being $3 per person. The public is invited and
urged to attend this fund-raising event, according to Naomi Rogers,
finance chairman.
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Dole rips out abortion 'tolerance' plank
SAN DIEGO (AP) - Bob
Dole's insistence on making the
GOP platform specifically tolerant on abortion has dissolved
under pressure from social
conservatives.
The Dole campaign gave up on
the effort Monday in an attempt
to bury the issue for now and
move on to a convention next
week showcasing unity instead of
the division that loomed.
But abortion-rights Republicans vowed to take the fight to
the full platform committee
today. Ann Stone, head of Republicans for Choice, said "we are
going to take a good shot at trying to roll back what happened ...
and if that fails, then next Monday we plan to take it to the
floor."
Asked on NBC's "Today"
show if Monday's development
meant the religious right has
more power at the convention
than Dole himself, Stone said:
"That would be the message, and
that's a message that I don't
think Bob Dole can afford to

have come across."
"Either he's in charge of this
party or they are," she said.
Abortion forces were elated
with Monday's victory. They had
argued hard to keep pure the
Republican Party platform's
hard-line language, including a
call for a constitutional amendment banning abortion.
"We're just absolutely
thrilled," said Christian Coalition
executive director Ralph Reed.
But moderate Republicans who
support abortion rights predicted
Dole and congressional Republicans will suffer in the election.
Party leaders and conservatives
said the deal, on the first day of
platform committee hearings,
cleared the way for Dole to focus
on the $548 billion tax cut plan
he introduced in Chicago on
Monday.
Dole, the presumptive GOP
presidential nominee, trails President Clinton by as many as 20
percentage points in polls. He has
a particular problem attracting
female voters, and the deal on

abortion might only sharpen that
challenge.
"Tolerance went out the window in favor of Pat Buchanan
and Pat Robertson," White
House press secretary Mike
McCurry said today. "And
they're now in control of the
social agenda of Bob Dole's
Republican Party. That's

Brain Attacks.

Five local students are
awarded scholarships

44.

Murray State University has
awarded the following scholarships:
Joanna Assad of Murray is the
recipient of a chemistry scholarship.
Assad is a 1994 graduate of Calloway County High School and is
currently attending Murray State.
She is pursuing a double major of
chemistry and biology, with a premedicinc option. She is the daughter
of Dorothy Ann Assad. She is
actively involved in the student
chemistry club.

JOANNA ASSAD
John Preston Weatherly of Murray is the recipient of a Rainey T.
Wells Scholarship. The Wells Scholarship is awarded to a student who
has both an outstanding academic
and extracurricular record. Weatherly is a 1996 graduate of Murray
High School and plans to major in
pre-medicine. He is the son of John
and Bobbie Weatherly. While in
high school he was president of the

Hi-Y Club and a member of the
French Club and National Honor
Society. He also competed on the
MHS football, basketball and baseball teams. Weatherly was named a
National Guard United States Scholar Athlete and received the Football
Academic Award. He was on the
honor roll and earned recognition as
an honor graduate.

Deaths

The language, approved by a
platform subcommittee with the
Dole campaign's OK, offers a
statement recognizing party
members "have deeply held and
sometimes differing views" and
saying this diversity "is a source
of strength."

Forrest Blake Stone

Public hearing tomorrow
service area to include Graves
County. The proposal does not
involve a capital expenditure.
The hearing is scheduled for 10
a.m. Aug. 7 in the Department for
Health Services building board
room, 275 E. Main Si, Frankfort.

The Cabinet for Health Services
has scheduled a public hearing on a
Calloway County health care expansion proposal.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Home Care Services, Murray,
proposes to expand its home health

Cabinet approves projects
The Cabinet for Health Services
has approved 18 certificate of need
projects and denied five others.
In Calloway County, the following proposals went before the
•
board:

cal Research will conduct the
program.
During a stroke,the brain is under
attack, and damage occurring during stroke cannot be reversed. However, damage can be minimized if
prompt medical attention is sought.
These speakers will discuss stroke
symptoms, how to react if you
experience them and information
about new advancements in stroke
treatment.
To preregister for this seminar,
call by 4:30 p.m.on Aug. 15 at(502)
762-1384 or toll free at 1-800-3426224.

From 9 to 11 a.m. on Saturday,
Aug. 17, this seminar will deal with
"brain attacks," or strokes. MCCH
emergency medicine specialist Dr.
Jerry Edwards, MCCH neurologist
Dr. Jon M. Gustafson and Harvey
Taker, Ph.D., of Four Rivers Clini-

Forrest Blake Stone, four days, died Sunday, Aug. 4, 1996, at 3:30
p.m. at Kosair's Children's Hospital, Louisville. The baby was born
July 31, 1996, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his parents, Freddie Joe Stone and Rhonda Manners Stone, Hazel; his grandparents, Joe Pat and Lavelle Stone, Hazel,
and Emmanual and Martha Faye Manners, Murray; uncles and aunts,
Terry and Rhonda Pardue, Charlotte, Tenn., David and Rebecca Harrell, Paris, Tenn., Kevin and Stevie Warren, Paducah, Jeff and Cindy
Manners, McEwen, Tenn., and Glenda Belcher, Mark and Lisa Manners, and Shawn Manners, all of Murray; several cousins.
The infant son was preceded in death by his great-grandparents,
Carlos and Bama Lee Byars, G.L. and Elsie Stone, S.S. Turnbow, and
!vie and Pauline Manners.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow
in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Mrs. Mavis Bean Lyles

Continuecare Inc., Murray wants
to expand home health agency to
patients in Daviess County at a cost
of $5,000 which was approved.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital/Home Care Sevices wants to
establish a home health agency to
serve Graves County. The proposal
was denied non-substantive review
status.

The funeral fOr Mrs. Mavis Bean Lyles was today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Jack
Doom and the Rev. Sammy Cunningham officiated. Burial was in
Brewers Cemetery.
Mrs. Lyles, 92, Brewers, died Saturday, Aug. 3, 1996, at 9:10 p.m.
at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Lita Adloch of Benton and
Mrs. Glenda Mason of Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Gladys Bean Mason
of Benton; five grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
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SARA FITTS
Sara Fitts of Murray is the recipient-of an accounting department
scholarship. Fitts is a 1994 graduate
of Murray High School and is
currently attending Murray State.
She is majoring in accounting and is
the daughter of Mac Fitts.
MICHAEL CARR
Michael Carr of Murray is the
recipient of a Chad Stewart Scholarship and Cindy Sawicki Scholarship. Can is a 1993 graduate of
Murray High School and is currently attending Murray State University. He is majoring in organizational communications and is the
son of David and Donna Carr. A
dean's list student, Can is also a
Summer Orientation counselor, Fall
Orientation leader and Student Ambassador. He is a member of Alpha
Tau Omega social fraternity and
Omicron Delta Kappa Leadership
Honor Society.
CRAIG CARRAWAY
Craig Carraway of Murray is the
recipient of a Frank R. and Gladys
Edwards Buhler Agriculture Scholarship and a Kelly Ellis Award.
Carraway is a 1993 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
is currently attending Murray State.
He is majoring in agribusiness and
is the son of Steve and Freda
Carraway.

4
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- Accredited Home Hospital Equipment -

HOLLAND MEDICAL SERVICES

Fine Foods

PAP machines,and any other home health equipment you can imagine. Our Learn
of pharmacists,nurses,technicians,fitters, and registered and certified respiratory
therapists ensure 24-hour service that families and physicians can trust.

Holland Medical Services has served the people of West Kentucky, Southern
Illinois, Southeastern Missouri and Northwestern Tennessee for 12 years.
As a supplier of durable medical equipment, we help patients recover from
illness and injury in the comfort of their homes. We're the folks who provide
simple things like hospital beds, walkers and oxygen equipment, to bring you
relief and aid your recovery.

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
at

Holland Medical is accredited by the Joint Commission on Healthcare
AccreditatiOn, a sign of the highest standard in the health care industry.
Holland Medical: Quality medical equipment, respiratory care, and I.V.
therapy, offered with pride for those who care about their patient and loved ones.

We also offer the latest respiratory and infusion medications, CPAP anc1.13i-

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Street
Murray

PADUCAH

MURRAY

11

905 Arcadia Circle
753-1465
1-800-227-4125
--,46722
,
- v-Holland Medical Equipment MMEMEln====
Certified Blue Cross / Blue Shield participating supplier. Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment

1914 Broadway
502-442-6311
1-800-223-4947

Next to Arby's

the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

Accredited by the Joint Commission on
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Hospital plans Saturday seminars
Saturday Seminars, offered
throughout the year by Murray-Calloway County Hospital, help you
become better acquainted with topics affecting your health. Saturday
Seminars are free,open to the public
and take place in the hospital's Third
Floor Education Unit. The upcoming seminar at MCCH is entitled
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PGA Championship

St. Louis' Benes
quiets San Diego
to get 8-2 victory
ST. LOUIS(AP) — Andy BenBcnes allowed two runs and
es had a simple explanation for four hits in 6 2-3 innings. He
his rocky start Monday night.
became the first St. Louis pitcher
"1 guess I was nervous going
to win eight straight since John
up against my old team, that's all 'Tudor won 11 in a row in 1985.
I can figure." Benes said after
Benes struck out four and
overcoming Greg Vaughn's first
walked two. After the Padres
National League homer to lead
scored two in the first, Benes
the St. Louis Cardinals over the
retired 13 in a row before a walk
San Diego Padres 8-2.
to Steve Finley.
"The have a lot of new guys
Danny Jackson, making his
and 1 gaess ma_ybe I was trying to first appearance since breaking
do too much early in the game," his right ankle last Aug. 11,
Bows said.
pitched a perfect ninth.
Benes, who won his eighth
"It feels good," Jackson said.
consecutive decision, retired his
"Its
been almost a year now and
first two batters. But Ken Caminiti singled and Vaughn broke an I'm glad I was able to be out
0-for-12 slump with San Diego, there and do what I did."
homcring to give the Padres a 2-0
Padres starter Bob Tewksbury
lead.
(9-7), who won seven straight
"I settled down after that and with the Cardinals two years ago,
made some good pitches," Benes gave up six runs and 10 hits in
said. "It really helped that we four innings.
scored a lot of runs."
Tewksbury said he made some
Belies (11-8) was pitching with bad pitches, including one Gary
three days' rest for the first time, Gaetti hit for a two-run homer in
this year. Cardinals manager the second that tied the score 2-2.
Tony La Russa said he was
"(It) was supposed to be down
strong until the seventh inning. and away," Tewksbury said. "It
"I thought he really had good wasn't and he's a very good misstuff," La Russa said, "and he take hitter. I didn't have location
deserves special credit because today and I made a couple of bad
this is the first time all year that pitch selections."
we've started a pitcher with only
St. Louis batted around in the
three days rest."
third, taking a 6-2 lead on Ray
La Russa said Benes beat a Lankford's RBI single, John
tough team.
Mabry's run-scoring double, Tom
"I haven't seen a better club in Pagnozzi's sacrifice fly and Mike
the Western Division," La Russa Gallego's RBI single.
said. "The Padres are a very solid club and to jump on them in
John Mabry,and Gaetti hit RBI
the first game of this series is singles in the seventh. Mabry was
3-for-4.
something."

PGA field
finds heat,
tall rough
at Valhalla
By DAVID ROYSE
Associated Press Writer

File Photo

Former PGA champion Payne Stewary ignored the heat of Monday's practice round at Valhalla
Golf Club, but paid homage to the many fans who watched the professional golfers tour the
Louisville course.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Players arriving early to try out the mostly untested Valhalla Golf Club, site of the PGA Championship later this week, gave the course good "
marks.
Many said Monday that the 10-year-old
Jack Nicklaus-designed course would play
well but would be challenging, especially if
the players find themselves in the course's
thick bluegrass rough.
"The bluegrass is a little thicker around
the greens, that's a little tougher," said Bob
Tway, who won the PGA Championship at
Inverness in Toledo in 1986.
"You can't hit it in that stuff all week,"
Tway said.
Justin Leonard, who got his first tour win
Sunday, taking the Buick Open in Grand
Blanc, Mich., said he hoped the rough
wouldn't be a problem.
"Hopefully, I won't be in the bluegrass,"
Leonard said.
Players practicing today again are contending with 90 degree temperatures and
high humidity.
Monday the heat felled several spectators.
Medical officials said they treated more than
25 people for heat-related problems and took
two to the hospital.
The players, too, were concerned about
the heat.
"Hot, very hot," said Vijay Singh.
-Some of the fairways are down in valleys,
and the air isn't moving at all."
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O's, Tribe
finally end
wild series
•'E

By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
The Orioles and Indians won't
play each other again this season
-- thank goodness.
Some of the characteristics of
well-played baseball — good
pitching, solid defense, and
heads-up baserunning — were
nowhere to be seen in Cleveland
for four days as the teams locked
up in a forgettable series.
The Orioles built a 10-run lead
Monday night, then held on for a
13-10 victory over the Indians to
earn a series spilt. An ugly recap:
the Indians won the series opener
11-1, Baltimore took the next
game 9-4, and Cleveland was a
14-2 winner on Sunday.
Another sellout crowd at
Jacobs Field booed the home
team Monday night after Baltimore scored four runs in the
seventh and six more in the
eighth. Those who stayed around
for the finish saw Cleveland
score six times in the ninth to
make it interesting.
Or was it?
"It was boring," Cleveland
shortstop Omar Vizquel said.
"Who wants to watch that? I like
3-2, 2-1 games."
Elsewhere in the American
League, it was: Milwaukee 13,
Oakland 3; Boston 3, Toronto 1;
New York 5, Kansas City 2; and
Chicago 15, Texas 5.
The Indians scored 11 runs
with two outs in he eighth inning
on Sunday, and as they rallied in
the ninth on Monday, Baltimore
starter David Wells (9-10) began
to get nervous.
"I was just saying, 'Come on,
guys,''' Wells said. "After
watching the game (Sunday), I
didn't think it could happen
twice."
Chris Holies homered and
drove in four runs, and Roberto
Alomar went 4-for-6 to raise his
•
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NFL Pre-season

Mexicans crave NFL action
Vaqueros/Cowboys
fall to Chiefs 32-6
in American Bowl

File Photo

Dallas' Emmitt Smith did not play In Monday's game against the Chiefs,
but that did not deter the 45,000 fans in Monterrey, Mexico.

next to his 14-year-old daughter
Two kickers had successful
Karla, who had stamped a Cowauditions for a job vacated when
boys helmet in blue ink on her
the Chiefs released Lin Elliott,
cheek.
the goat of last season's 10-7
"But this is something that
playoff loss to Indianapolis with
rarely comes here. And we've
three missed field goals. Bjorn
always been fans of the VaquerNittmo banged home kicks of 48
By NICK ANDERSON
Associated Press Writer
os" — as the Cowboys are uniand 50 yards, with room to spare.
And Roman Anderson was good
MONTERREY, Mexico (AP) versally known here.
fans
in
the
Most
of
the
45,218
from
19 and 29 yards.
— While the outcome of the
"I was delighted with the perAmerican Bowl meant little to sold-out stadium plainly sided
the teams involved, the full-house with the Super Bowl champions. formances of each of them,"
Chiefs coach Marty Schottencrowd hung on every moment. But it was the Chiefs, in their
heimer said, then quickly added:
After all, Monday night's pre- preseason opener, who provided
pyrotechnics
in
a
game
the
most
"The
competition continues."
season game between the Dallas
immediateboth
teams
dismissed
Dallas
dropped to 1-1 in the
City
Chiefs
Cowboys and Kansas
exhibition season. Cowboys
was only the second time in two ly afterward.
Before wholesale substitutions coach Barry Switzer played down
years that the NFL had brought
"futbol americano" south of the began, the Chiefs gained a 13-3 the defeat.
lead at halftime on a touchdown
"The statistics mean nothing
border.
quarterback
Rich
in
this ballgame," he said. "The
pass
from
No.
2
So, Eduardo Elizondo sprung
$24 for two tickets in the nose- Gannon to running back Todd second half was a bunch of players who won't make our team and
bleed seats of Monterrey's Uni- McNair, and two field goals.
For
the
Gannon
comprobably won't make their team.
game,
versity Stadium. In a country
where the minimum wage is pleted an impressive 10 of 11 for Simple as that. These games realabout $3 a day, that's a lot of 143 yards. Starting quarterback ly mean nothing, statistically and
Steve Bono looked rusty during scorewise."
money.
With star running back Emmitt
"This is a luxury for us," ack- three series, finishing with four
Smith
sidelined with a throat
nowledged Elizondo, 42, a medi- completions in 10 attempts and
one
interception,
by
Cowboys
cal worker, as he watched the
•See Peg* 7
Chiefs defeat Dallas 32-6. He sat safety Darren Woodson.

Pro Basketball

Bulls formally
announce deal
with Rodman

Heat signee Howard rejoins Bullets
By MARY BOYLE
Associated Press Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) — This is
one basketball game that will be
decided in a court, not on one.
Less than a week after the
NBA rejected his seven-year,
$100 million deal with the Miami
Heat, free agent Juwan Howard
has re-signed with his old team,
the Washington Bullets.
The Bullets inked Howard to a
seven-year deal Monday after
agreeing to forfeit their firstround selection in next year's
college draft. Terms of the pact
were not disclosed, but The Baltimore Sun reported in today's editions that it was worth $98

million.
Case closed? Not so fast.
Both the Bullets and the NBA
said the deal is "continent on a
judicial decision, expected later
this month.
"The Howard-Washington
contract is subject to the terms of
the injunction issued by a state
court judge in Florida, to the
extent those terms are valid and
binding." the NBA said in a
statement.
The mess began after Howard
turned down a reported $90 million offer by the Bullets in midJuly ind signed with Miami. The
NBA rejected the Miami deal last
Wednesday, saying the Heat

exceeded the league's salary cap
by agreeing to pay Howard $9
million next season.
Last Friday, the Heat went to
court in Florida, challenging the
NBA's decision. Dade County
Cireuit Judge Joseph Farina
issued a temporary injunction
prohibiting Howard and the NBA
from entering into and-or gpproving an NBA.R?ntract until arbitrators settled the dispute over- his
contract.
When it was announced last
month that Howard had reached
agreement with Miami, the Bullets renounced their rights to the

II See Pegs 7

CHICAGO (AP) — "The
Worm" is back.
The Chicago Bulls announced
Monday that veteran tree agent
Dennis Rodman had signed a
one-year contract with the team.
Terms of the contract were not
disdosed by the Bulls, but Rodman's agent, Dwight Manley, earlier said it was for slightly less
than the $10 million Rodman had
demanded.
"People always say Dennis
wants this and Dennis wants
that. Dennis don't want anything," Rodman told WFLD-TV
on Monday. "Dennis just wants
to be respected and known as
the individual that goes out and
does his thing."

File Riot*

Chicago forward Dennis Rodman
signed a one-year contract to
the loin the Bulls next season.
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SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.

FROM PAGE 6

BRIEFS
average to .355 for the Orioles,
who tied a season high with 21
hits.

Oaks plays host to 11th Jeanne Falwell Memorial

There were 16 home runs in
the four-game series - 10 by
Cleveland and six by Baltimore.
The two teams had played eight
times in 12 days.

Oaks Country Club will host the 11th annual Jeanne Falwell Memorial Golf
Tournament on Friday. Aug 16 at 1 p m The 18 hole 2 person scramble features men's and women's divisions with proceeds going to the Kentucky
Leukemia Society
Sponsored by the Murray Life Underwriters Association and the Oaks, the
tournament offers $750 in prizes Registration will be held from 11 am -1230
p m on the day of the tournament The $25 per-person entry fee does not
include a cart and players should contact the Oaks to make cart arrange
ments To register, contact the Oaks at 753-6454

"It was probably just bad
pitching," Cleveland manager
Mike Hargrove said. "Not bad
pitchers, bad pitching."

Tee times listed for Wednesday's Betty Shepard

Wells gave up three runs on 12
hits in six innings with no walks
and two strikeouts.

Ladies of Oaks Country Club will host the annual Betty Shepard Memorial
Golf Tournament on Wednesday Linda Brann and Faye Brundige are the
defending champions
Tee off time will be 9 a m The lineup is as follows
1A Mary Bain/Sue Taylor, Pat Smiddy/Rechelle Cadwell, Cyndi Porter/
Janet Graham, 18 - Linda Bram/Faye Brundige, Sue Oudand/Sherne Lamb,
Vickie McLeary/parn1er; 2 - Martha Farmer/Beverly Soloman, Hilda Jackson/
Verenda Linn, Virginia Howard/Jane Bradley, 3 - Karen Puckett/Shirley Flood,
Dot Dreher/Susie Golec, Peggy Dunkeer/Freda Hines, 4 - Betty J Purdom,
Venela Ward, Inus Off/Evelyn Jones, Carol Roberts/Donna Maynard, SA Margaret Schmidt/Lynda Sanduskey, Polly Buchanan/Sue Jorden, Kay
Lopansn/Jen Ann Gentry: SB - Betty Lowery/Mary Anderson, Leta Taylor/
Mary Bogard, Peggy Veal/Lisa Carver, 6 Mary A. Scott/Waldean Siegfried,
Lucia Jones/Gracie Purois, Janet Alexander/Carlene Leigh, 7 - Cynthia
Darnell/Connie McManus, Barbara Sloan/Anna Duke, Judy Lyle/Pam Tucker;
8 - Mary Coburn/Sue Husher, Cathryn Brooks/Jeannie Brien, Marilyn
Hopson/Joan Fowler; 9 - Nancy Rogers/Debbie Ray, Linda McKenney/
Claudene Epps, Sara Chumbler/Donna Saxon,
10 Ruby Bennett/LaDonna Drake, Mikki McLeary/Connie Steely, Denise
Seltzer/Heidi Seltzer, 10B - Agnes Payne/Gloria Payne, Mary A Smith/
Carolyn Woods.. Anna Coleman/Sue Veazey: 11 - Melissa Hicks/Mary L.
Hughes, Linda Pate/Jackie Abbott, Ruth Spurlock/Etarbara Sturm; 12 - Irene
Woods/Sue Stone, Ada Roberts/Shelba Barnett, Ann Tynes/Sandra Lyles, 13
Jessie Rohland/Edith Paschall, Mabel Rogers/Dianne Cothran, Janice
Wildharber/Ann Owen, 14A - Shirley LaMastus/Crystal Parks, Ann Coursey/
Gail Coursley, Freda Latimer/Arzetta Armstrong, 148 - Marilyn Chatman/
Isabel Parks, Shirley Wade/Bronda Parker, Susan Fisher/Tammy Gingles, 15
- Laura Parker/Buffene Brewer, Grace James/Sue Lamb, Martha Burgess/
Berna Morgan, 18 - Mary Atkins/Pat Hallaway, Glenda Paschall/Linda White,
Belinda Elliott/Sussy Dick; 17 - Murrell Walker/Jennifer Course, Freda Steely/
Peggy Shoemaker, Mickey Dodd/Peggy Oxford, 16 Della Miller/Sue Wells,
Carolyn Darnell/Patsy Neal, Norma Jones/Jenny Wilkerson

Paul Assenmacher (2-2) took
the loss.

FROM PAGE 6
6-foot-9 forward, who spent his
first two NBA seasons with
Washington.
But after disapproving the
Miami contract, commissioner
David Stern determined that
Washington was eligible to reacquire Howard's rights, the NBA
said in a statement released Monday night.
However, since Washington
had engaged in a number of other
player transactions after renouncing the rights to Howard, Stem
concluded that the Bullets must
forfeit their 1997 first-round draft
choice if they wished to sign
Howard, who finished 10th in the

DUBLIN, Ohio - The Murray Heat, a 14-year-old traveling baseball team,
is currently 4-1 at the Continental Amateur Baseball Association (CABA)
World Series
The Heat opened the tournament with a 3-1 win over Colorado, followed by
a 5-2 comeback win over Michigan. an 8-0 victory over Washington and a 4-3
win over New York before dropping a 13-5 decision to Florida
The Heat finished second in its division and 16 teams remain in the tournament The team opens double-elimination play today against Tennessee Its
next opponent is yet to be determined

FROM PAGE 6

•Mexicans...
FROM PAGE 6
infection, the Cowboys' starting
offense was stifled in the first
half, managing only a field goal.
However, quarterback Troy
Aikman and defender-turnedreceiver Dcion Sanders connected
on a 62-yard bomb, establishing a
deep threat the team hopes will
develop.
Sanders, the erstwhile star cornerback, beat left cornerback
Darren Anderson on a fly pattern,
catching the ball in stride at the
Chiefs' 40 and running another.
29 yardS.
Dallas has been looking to bolster its receiving corps since the
NFL suspended Michael Irvin for
five games after the star widcout
pleaded no contest to a drug
charge.
Mexico's first American Bowl,
in 1994 in Mexico City, drew a
league-record 112,376 in Aztec
Stadium. Played in a city ringed
by the majestic eastern Sierra
Madre, Monday night's American
Bowl was the 27th in an international exhibition series that began
in London in 1986.
Monterrey, celebrating its
400th anniversary this year,
preened before nationwide television audiences in both countries.
With a metropolitan population
of 3 million, Monterrey is a leading exporter of steel, glass and
cement and a poster city for the
North American Free Trade
Agreement.
That makes Monterrey fertile
ground for NFL promotion in a
country where football is known
as soccer.

Reaching Those Who Need Help.
Touching Us All.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily St Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Car,.
• Call Us l'or Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.
753-4461

"`-.11••••••••‘
••••••••••AAAIA.A100%-••?`
•

Monterrey boosters say their
city could sustain a pro franchise,
and fans here made their case
Monday night. They clapped on
cue to "Start Mc Up" and "We
Will Rock You." They even
roared at the Star Spangled Banner, sung by two Dallas and Kansas City cheerleaders.
"Hopefully, this can continue
to grow," NFL commissioner
Paul Tagliabue told Television
Azteca, "and maybe someday
we'll have an expansion team
here in Mexico."

Dine in ow rustic atmosphere

Patrick Burke worried that the
heat - expected to remain in the
90s through the week - will
cloud his judgment.
"The hardest thing is to think
clearly," he said. "You have to
be prepared, drink your water."
Burke said some of the higher
fairways afford a breeze, but said
some players may be affected by
the heat.
Some players, however, said
the heat was expected and
wouldn't be much of a factor.
"It's August. It's supposed to
be hot," Payne Stewart said after
his practice round on the course.
PGA of America spokesman
Julius Mason said the organization wouldn't release crowd estimates. But 30,000 tickets were
sold for each day, and by early
Monday about 10,000 people had
passed counters at the club's
entrance.

or

17%. the SamItvii Jr. I'late
the P01411i1

'See me for all your Witty insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

Rhodes, who just missed 21
days with the injury, allowed two
runs on two hits and retired only
two batters before leaving in the
ninth.
"I don't know what's wrong
with it. The doctors don't know
what's wrong with it," Rhodes
said. "I'll probably sit out the
rest of the season and get it
better."
Rhodes was 9-1 with a 4.13
ERA _in_ 27 appearances. He had
surgery on the shoulder last season and has spent time on the disabled list for various injuries in
each of the last four seasons.

NBA in scoring last season with
a 22.1 average.
Howard had nothing to say
about the deal. But Bullets
spokesman Doug Hicks said
Monday that the team held no
grudge against him for leaving
and then coming home.
"Obviously, he did what he
thought was in his best interest,"
Hicks said. "This is a business
and we understand that."
Bullets fans probably won't be
§o easily placated.
"I'll just wait and see before I
turn cartwheels over his return,"
Julie Bauer said. "I just want to
be sure that he wants to play for
the Bullets, and he's not just
coming back to fatten his bank
account."

$14101,

IA.

753-9627
Like a
neighbor.
State :
fa rf3
rf-i
l is there
State Form Insurance Compenioe
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERICAN LEAGUE
AN TWIN COT
East Dtelslea
W
L Pct
GS
New Voik
64
44
11100 Bellmore
56 54
509 10
Toronto
52 GO
464 16
Boston
51
60
lBS 16A
Donal
36
73
CONN Naleletti
-WL
--11111
1111C Niveland
57 Si MS .Chcago
62 SO -1164 5
Mataukee
56 57 .41111 12
nriseola
52 59
4411 144
Kansas Cry
51
62
451 164
West Divielea
W
I Pct
GS
Texas
62 SO
554 Smith
60 50
$45
I
Oahlend
56 57
496 154
Cottons.
52 59
466 94
Monday's Gaines
Misause• 13 Oakland 3
Boston 3 Toronto I
Bellmore 13 Cleveland 10
Nee York 5 Kansas or, 2
Chcago 15 Texas 5
Only games scheduled
Tutioday's Gomm
Toronto (Hanson 10-12(11 Boston ()NOWA 00)
605 p
Texas (MI 11 4) at Detroit (Lira 5-41 6 05 p m
Chap°(Tam* 10-5) at New York (Rogers 5.5)
635 pm
Biallbrivare (Mumma 1211) 11 Mhaukee )1.4c0omid 10-5) 706 pm
01and (Veasdri 6-4) et Kansas City (Belcher
10-4) 705 pm
rAnnotola (Ratite 6 131 at Caroms (Springer
1.0) 905 pm
Cieeland I loPm 1 3) an s•enie (W.o. 11-3)
905 pm

so sir4

BASEBALL LEADERS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BA TT'NG-A Rodriguez. Seattle. MO, no
bisucti Mnriesols 155, FThornee, Chicago. 356,
RAtornar Balinese 355, JGcsualsz, Texas 155,
Curio, Milwaukee. 335. kiVaughn, MOW, 334,
Ekuirtinez, SNOW, 334
REli-Belle, Cleveland, 106i MVaughin, Boston,
101, JGonzatez, Texas. 90, Buhner. Soares 99,
GVaughn. Mewaukee, 95, RPaIrrieso.
93, FTliontes, Chicago, 92, GORY, Jr. &mew 52
mirs-torion. Clowelend. 154, IANtoi. hinnies>
W. 152, MVaughn, Balton. 147, Knoblaucli, Minnesota. 143, ARodnguer. Seattle. 141, Retailer, Baltimore, 141, IRodnguez, Ti..., 140
HOME RUNS-McGvere. Oakland, 39 NM.
Cleveland, 37, Grine" Jr, Seattle. 34, ByAndmion,
Baltimore, 34, 1.4Vaughn. Boston. 33: Joonzaku,
7.,., 33, GVaughn, Mtivaukee, 31, Butiner, SeatSa, 11

"It shows you the majors need
to get into markets the PGA Tour
doesn't get into," Stewart said.
"There weren't this many people
at the whole tournament last year
in Los Angeles. For a Monday of
a championship, for there to be
this many people - people in
this area are starving for golf."
The tournament begins
Thursday.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Ego Div Won
L Pet
W
OS
Manta
65
42
615
Nemo&
61
411
7
566
New Yoh
53 60
469 IS,,
Florida
52 90
464 17
Fileiedeltwia
47 46
420 22
Conseil OteliMem
W
I. Pm
GS
H01.111100
60
S2
536
Si Lou...
60
52
536
Ciro lints
54
54
4
SCO
Chicago
54
57
499 5,
Plhotkitgh
SO
52
449 10
Wow °testae
W
L eel
GS
San Diego
60
54
526
Los Angeles
SI
54
515
Cotorado
57
55
509 2
San Francesco
44 54
415 12
lisouley's Genies
Pilledelpha 3, PIllaburgh 0
Si Louie 5. Son 0I4190 2
Champ 7, Ni. Yoe% 3
Florida IS Colorado 9
Cinonnal 4. San Franosco 3
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Grime
New Yoe% (CUM 104) at Chicago )ativarro1591
120 pm
Cincinnati (Smiley 10-9) at San G'ammo° Mai
son 7-91 2 35 p m
Los Angeles (AWNS) 5.7) i4 Atetkogh (Perna
0-1). 635 pm
Phledetphe (R Spivs 3.9)
Atlanta (Wade
3-01 640 pm
San Diego (11 Morrie 11-5) al St Lows (Oeborrie
9.7), 7 05 p m
Montreal ff masa 11-7) at Houston PGNI21111:71)5 p m
Florlola (&gkett 19) at Colorado iT1W41111101
44) SOB pm

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING-Ptazza, Lae Angeles. 144. Burks,
Colorado, 340, EYoung, Colored°, 333, Grew
Chicago. 325 Blchelle C.a.:redo, 322, Gructim
Nowak Montreal 315. Shefleld Florida 315
Coksedo, 99, Gatarraga, Colorado, 96, SOUL Chicago. al Hundley New York
90, 08•11, Houston, 119, Burks, Colorado. 59
Bonds, sae Francisco. N.
HITS-Nash" Colorado, 14$, LJohnaon New
Tork. 147, Burks. Colorado. 146, Grudritskonek.
Moonset 143, Grissom, Atlanta 141, 4nNy. San
Dier
0.1A 37, Mann, Pritabovh. 136
RUNS-Sosa, Chcago, 315 Hundtey.
hew VOrk, 34, Shellell FkM/61, 31 evAts. Colorado, 30, Bonds, San Francisco. 30. Galartaga Colorado. 30; Mo.:Slum Montreal 29

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!
Cooper'
TIRES

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

****** ** ** * * * **

AN UAL

carry out to your paw picnic

Ilickor), Mesquite and
Oak Flavored

BBQ

Jane Rogers Ins.

II PGA field...

Calloway athletes bring home gold medals
Three Calloway County athletes came away from the 1996 Bluegrass State
Games with gold medals Michael Moode won two gold medals in 18 and over
menials arts, taking first place in both kata and weapons Barry Knight won a
gold in cycling and Roger Jett won a gold in 30 39-year old singles table
tennis

Baltimore reliever Arthur
Rhodes reinjured his shoulder in
the game and is likely to miss the
rest of the season.

II Howard...

Heat currently 4-1 at CABA World Series

7
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Fries
& prink

*2_99
II

a.m.-2 it,,:,,

PIIICINTA• I

SATO

- Serving Ribs Daily Mon.-Sat. 11-8:30, Sunday 11-2:30
1617 Hwy. 121 Bypass
759-3985

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE
4A 0
*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care

NEAT

PUMP

NOW

FINANCING

AVAILABLE.

It's true. Bu ing a new electric heat pump is easier than ever. With no
money down. and at a low 8"., APR. fixed rate. In fact, your electric company can even lend you the money. And have your
low m ont hly pa y ments conveniently included in
your regular monthl% electric hill. Call us for details.

S
I UALITY
CON 7 RACTOR

NETWORK

Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach; Agent. Bob Corneltxm
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE CORPORATION

753-4703

AN

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Led(ger Times
Real
Estate

Classified

VISA 1

WHY wonder abo
your Real Estate
lion'
,Call Wilson
tate at 753 5086

1111217:a
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Property
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Murray State University has declared the
following equipment surplus to their needs
bid (MUR-033D-97): computer, monitors,
printers, computer peripherals, calculators,
electric typewriters, & other electronic &
audio-visual equipment. Items may be seen
between hours of 9:00 a.m. & 3:00 p.m. on
August 8 & 9, 1996 at the General Services
Building on MSU's campus. All bids must be
received by 2:00 p.m., August 14, 1996. Bid
forms are available at the General Services
Building or by calling Elvis Green at 502762-4435.

Notice

Notice

Call a kiend or lamily
member long distandeusing a cheaper calling
card. Here is one tor

19' a

minute The

card a free - order today. You activate the
card when you receive
A Please send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to

Jerry Sheffield
P.O. Box 1147
Paris, TN 38242
Great for college
students for calling
home.

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

Tues., Aug. 6,
2-6 p.m.
Wed., Aug. 7,
10-2 p.m.
903 Ar•atha Gide
(scram (rorn day park)

753-0605
1111k4/10'

Lo
And Found

rer

WARD
*a;ELKINS
Gaol awn limy • 7/0•1113

1996 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance as now
standarimd in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The pan A deductible
you, Of your
insurance.
must pay has been
increased to S736 in
1996.
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY'
753.4199
or nationwide
1.800-455-4199
'ow 34th yea or emsee.

Cochran j,,,/
Dance &
Gymnastics
REGISTER
Tue., Aug. 6
& Tues., Aug. 13
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Sandra Stone
Teacher
489-2306 • 753-4647

T.LC. Mobil* Car Wash &
Wax. We'll clean your car
wherever it's parked
753-3557

Feature Of The Week

1

REGISTRATION

FOUND Lab/mix, female
TRIM'S
young, found on Gibbs
ACTION WEAR
Store Road, no tags Call
Caapler
—4
-453-1529
Dumas
FOUND Male black Lab
FREE Tights
mix in Bel-Air Center parkW/Purchase of
ing lot 753-5176
Tape & Ballets
LOST. Brown leather wallet
All Dancers Welcome
w/Fire Dept badge. Lost
Tues., Aug. 6
near S 12th area. Please
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
return. REWARD! Very im753-4647
portant! 753-2316 or
559-5106.
weight
pay
you
to
lose
I'LL
Get paid to lose up to 30 LOST From Grogan trailer
pounds in 30 days 100% court Large gray female
Natural Doctor recom- cat about 16Ibs, white feet
mended 800-334-8827
& chest Answers to Smokey Family pet Please call
759-4807, 753-6092 and
NOW AVAILABLE
leave message

FREE Pregnancy Tests.
Lifehouse. 753-0700.

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys mens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

Yang Marie's
Dana Studio
& Gyintuasties

OSO

02(1

020

t

DIET 30 LBS.
30 DAY

Chests
Oak, Maple,
Cherry or White

Programs Start At

'47
5 Drawer'57

$30 MAGIC
502-251-2800

HELP WANTED: Earn
up to $500 per week
assembling products
at horns. No exportonce. INFO 1-504-6461700 DEPT. KY-2021

Furniture & Mattress
Downtown Murray • 753-4872

CARPET & FL
.AOR CPWERINej:K
Doing it right th• first dmst coats
hos than doing it over.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knight Sabo & InsuliktIon Torn Ta)1a Rd 44'gr"
Jay Knight
Math Knight
KnOrs
Hwy 641 Moles South of Murray
II
Tom Taylor Road Rpht 1500 yards I

753-7728

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan ofcare that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would Otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4100 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

We are a new tacility
looking 10f an individual
wth experience in Now
molding lot immediate
employment. Must be
able to set up molds,
initiate machine startup,
perform process adjustments, sample molds,
and have the &day to
resolve process problems. Send resume and
salary history to:
Human Resource
Dept
P.O. Box 370
Portsmouth, Ohio
456E2
MYSTERY TV VIEWERS
needed for area broadcasters $8 75+/hr Free products and
more
1-313-927-2803
NEED someone to dean
chimney and fireplace insert. 753-0126
NOW hiring at Price Cutter,
sales, warehouse, stock
Men, women, full time
Apply in person.
OPTOMETRIST seeking
full or part time employee
with computer skills & medicare experience. Send resume to 1208 Johnson
Blvd. Murray.

COMPUTER Users
Needed. Work own hours PLUMBERS, local work,
$20k to $50k/yr. good pay. Start Immediately. Call 502-636-1466,
1-800-348-7186 x 486
M-F, 6:30am-3:30pm.
COUNTER help needed
Apply in person at Samon's
Bakery.
DOMINO'S Pizza now hiring drivers. Earn cash daily
Most be 18yrs of age, have
proof of insurance & good
driving record.
EARN extral cash! Enthusiastic people needed to
distribute samples and
promote products in local
grocery stores Work flexible wk end schedule No
experience needed NCIM,
1-800-747-9582 ext 158

4 Drawer

PURDOM

CLASSIFIED

1,000 WEEKLY stuffing envelopes Free info Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Express Dept
96, 100 East Whitestone
Blvd Suite 148-345. Cedar
Park Tx 78613

MOTHERS need to be ONCE in a lifeame opporhome to get the kids off to tunity! Leaders only with a
school & home to pick them sucoessful background in
up, but would still like to Direct Sales. Party Plans,
make extra money? Well or MLM to help launch
apply for a part time lob at ground floor opttortunity in
Me. Ed's Campus Coffee this area. Patted proShop. Work Mon-Fri. duct, multi-billion dollar ingam-3pm and still be oft on dustry means umlimited inholidays, Christmas break, come potential for the right
Call
summers & enjoy a great person
working atmosphere too 1-800-411•0883
Apply at 200 N 15th St on
Tues. Thurs, Fri between
120
7am & 2pm
Computers

BLOW MOLDING
TECHNICIAN

Nurses Aide
PRN work all shifts as
needed. Not a full
time job. Experience a
plus, but will train
caring mature individual. Work in a pleasant home like atmosphere with friendly
supportive co-workers. This is a very
rewarding fulfilling
position if you enjoy
people. Call Glada
Dodd at 753-7109 for
an interview. EOE

EXPERIENCED Journeyman and apprentice ductwork installer. Paid holidays & vacation Salary depending on experience.
435-4699
EXPERIENCED dump
truck driver Call 753-2446,
8-4 weekdays
EXPERIENCED painters
354-6264 after 4pm

FULL time receptionist
needed Requires good
communication skills and
word processing experience Salary commensurate on qualifications
Please send your resume
to P 0 Box 1002, Murray,
KY 42071
IMMEDIATE opening for
experienced carpenter as
crew foreman or lead car
penter Must have 8 to
10yrs experience
753.0534

NURSES AIDE

Fug-time 3 p.m.-11 p.m.,
prefer experienced, but
will train. Pleasant atmosphere, good working
conditions.
AnPIY in Person

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr
E.O.E.
'POSTAL JOBS' Murray
area. $13.27/hr, to start,
plus benefits. Carriers, sorters, clerks, computer trainees. For an application &
exam information call
1-800-270-8015, ext 3482
8arn-8pm. 7 days
RECEPTIONIST/ Assistant
for doctor's office. Basic
and clerical skills required.
Exceptional personality for
dealing with people Experience helpful, will train qualified person Apply Mon,
Tues, Wed, 8-5 at Heskett
Chiropractic Center, 301
North 12th St.
070
Domestic
& Childcare
A-1 housecleaning Vic
tome, Julie Lamb
436-2102
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
CLEANING service for of
Reasonable rates
References. Available
Weekends 6.00ammidnight, weeknights
6:00pm-midnight. Call
753-9544 after 6:00pm
HOME & Office cleaning
Daily, weekly, summer
cleaning Ph Valerie,
759-5021
WILL do house cleaning
Have references Call
474-2131 leave message
100

Buskiess
OppoolunIty
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY! One of Paris. Tennes
see's finest restaurants.
noted for its high quality
dining, for sale All equipment. lease on building
Call Moody Realty Co Inc
at 1-800-642-5093 for more
information. Ask for Bill
Moody.

320

270
Business
Opportunity

Help
Wanted

16 6 KBPS fax/data
modem, external, 5g
753-1118
NEW computer, 8meg
RAM,540meg HD, WIN 95,
complete w/monitot, printer
/5343.11.
taWe-

15'4 ' MIDWEST grain bed,
complete with ho-st Call
492-8566
1967 CHEVROLET grain
truck, 13'4 'Midwest bed &
hoist Call 492-8566
CUB Farmall tractor wil
row cult, mower and other
equip,
$ 2 1 00
901-644-1327
200
Sports
Equipment
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night.

Houses
For Rent

REDUCED. 1996 South ridge 16x72, 2 bedroom, 2
bath, white cabinets, blue
decor, luxury bath for only
$23,500 See Roger or
Judy at Lakeland Quality
Homes,641 N, Benton, KY
Ph 502-527-5253
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2 OR 3BR, gas or electric
central hie Edge of city
limits 753-5209
285

Mobil.
HANDGUNS. Rifles, ShotNoma tots For Rent
guns, Quality Leather Holsters, Ammos & Access. NEAR Hazel Includes
BHB Firearms. 436-2980
trash, water, lawn
$100/mo 492-8488
SKI MACHINE Call after 6,
759-9839
3011

itn
Want
To Buy

140

lAoble
Homes For Sale

Buskins
Rentals

210
Fkowood
A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

650 SO FT near Courts
quare at 500 Maple St in
Murray Call 753-8964

Heights
University
Apartments Is now accepting applications
for 1 & 2 bedroom
rental assisted apartments opening soon.
Those are for families
handdisabled,
icapped, senior citizens, wheelchair accessible. For more Information call
759-2282
753-7473
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
For hearing impaired
only call
1-800-247-2510.
Equal Housing Opportunity

4BR,3 baths, 2 car carport
1705 Miller 437-4180
NICE, clean 3br, 14 bath
house, w/gas heat & central
air 5 Minutes from town
Southwest school district,
$500 deposit, $5001mo
rent No pets Call
753-7920
360
For Rare
Or Lassa
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
380
Pets
& Supplies
BLACK Labs,
males, 2 fern ales-,6100/mir
Call after 6pm, 436-5647

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous- DOG obedience classes or
ing Apply in person at private Serving Murray 14
Southside Manor, 906 years 436-2858
Broad St Extended, between 8am-12noon. No LAB pups, black & yellow
phone calls please. Equal Beautiful pups Have 1st
shots & wormed Leave
Housing Opportunity.
message, 759-1160

88FTx50ft Metal building
Insulated, gas heat Can be
used for 1 or 2 shops or
stores Located 406 Sun
Musket
430
bury Circle See Carlos
Real
BALDWIN Electronic Black at Blacks Decorating
CASH for GI JOE toys, old Grand Piano, MIDI capUPSCALE efficiencies in
Estate
Center
or
call,
753-0839
or
or new 753-7185.
nice residential neighborable Full size keyboard. 436-2935
hood near campus. Quiet, HALEY Appraisals Bob
Never needs tuning, excelCASH paid for good, used
'rifles, shotguns, and pis- lent condition, $1000. DOWNTOWN upstairs of- ideal for studying. Haley, state certified
fice space on Court $200-300 including utilities. 759-4218
tols. Benson Sporting 753-5778
Goods, 519 S 12th, SHAKLETON console Square Rent $95. Includes Some furnished. 759-2001
KOPPERUD Realty has
759-2032.
utilities 753-1266
Murray.
piano Excellent condition,
buyers waiting to purchase
NORTHWOOD Storage VERY nice 2br, 1 bath du- homes-all price ranges If
WANTED: Old handwork: $1100 753-4801
presently has units avail- plex, appliances furnished, you are thinking of sellingcrochet, cut-work, embroid753-2905 or w/d hookup, central gas contact one of our courteable
ery, etc. 753-3332.
YAMAHA alto saxophone
h/a. $475/mo, 1yr lease, ous and professional
753-7536
Excellent condition
lmo deposit No pets. agents at 753-1222 or stop
OFFICE space for lease, 753-2905, 753-7536
753-9339
Articles
by office at 711 Main St
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
For Sale
753-8302 or 753-9621
1991 LARGE screen TV
WAREHOUSE. 3000sq ft,
Must sell Bought $2800,
14 blocks off Courtsquare
asking $1200 Don't pass
RAINBOW Vacuums. in Murray, Ky at 602-13,
this great buy up Call
Sales & service New, re- Maple St Call 753-8964
489-2381
built, repossessed. Also
320
BUSINESS SIGNS OF ALL KINDS
320S0 ft storage & work other used vacs. Call
Apartments
CUSTOM FARM SIGNS
shop Most be moved Also 759-2454.
MAGNETIC SIGNS
For
Rent
fence
house
&
dog
- VAN - HORSE TRAILER
TRUCK
753-0485 leave message
1.2,3BD apts. Furnished
5-911 HOUSE & MAILBOX LETTERING
very nice near MSU. No
270
SERVICE
36 INCH Panasonic rear
HIGH QUALITY • LOW PRICES • FAST
pets
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
Mobile
protection TV, $150 Ph
days,753-0606 after 5pm
Homes For Sala
IMO!I 1 111.2 411111111E"
759-1184
• 11- Sir.21/I4111,11111 mar
II
1
&
2BR
apt's
12x65
now
availWITH
or
without
lot
'4 C. DIAMOND marque
able. No pets, 12mo lease,
solitaire with.40 diamond 753-6012
753-4937, nights
wrap. Like new condition. 1994 CLAYTON 16x60, deposit.
436-2741.
753-4729, 502-392-5032.
2br, 2 bath. Set up in nice
area, Murray,$17,900. Call 1C14 OLIVE. Room for
GAS powered generator
rent. Utilities furnished
3000 watt SHP Briggs & 502-825-2869.
Coleman
RE. 753-9898.
model.
Stratton, last years
1996 SOUTHRIDGE,
Almost new, $350. Pentax 16x80, 3 bedrooms, 2 1BR Apt & efficiency apt
35mm camera, model baths, white cabinets, available now. Coleman
(Since. 195k I
A-3000 with Pentax zoom slanted kitchen, dis- RE, 753-9898.
lens & flash. Perfect condi- hwasher, patio door with
11%%y. 641 N. - Across from
tion, $250. 753-7443.
green decor REDUCED to 1BR furnished, utilities &
cable included. Pasture &
Nlenuirial Gardens
$25,900
Lakeland
Quality
GIRLS pink Miss Rocker
barn space available,
Homes,
641
N,
Benton,
Ky,
Huffy bike, with Barbie bike
$350/mo. 435-4236.
accessories on it, $25. Ph 502-527-5253.
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
1 OR 2br apts new down767-9206.
1997 SOUTHRIDGE,
town Murray 753-4109
Free
Denier)
and Financing Available
LARGE vinyl remnants. 16x80, 3 bedrooms, 2
Where Quality Denwn't Carry it High Price
Room size, greatly re- baths, french doors to Mas- 2BR, central h/a, washer,
duced. Many at sacrifice ter bath, and New 97 decor, dryer & dishwasher. Water,
Mention this ad. We'll pay the tax.
prices Come while selec- cherry cabinets, dis- trash pickup and lawn care
hwasher,
luxury
bath
for
provided.
11
Miles
from
tion is best! Paschall Salvage, 'A mile from Hazel, only $26,900 including cen- Murray, $385/mo plus detral air and skirting. Lake- posit. 762-4483, 8-4 or
498-8964.
land Quality Homes, Ben- 345-2748 after 5pm
MOW NOW, PAY LATER ton, KY. Ph 502-527-5253.
HILLDALE Apts now taking
ON A JOHN DEERE. No
interest, No payments 111 3BR, 2 bath doublewide applications for 1,2, & 3br
w/pool and 24x28 garage, apts. Handicap accessible.
Are you interested in any of these benefits:
Jan 1st. 1997 Hutson Ag
'4
mile from Paris Landing, Apply at Hilldale Apts office
Eq.. Hwy 45 So, Mayfield.
BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD
$42,500. 901-644-1327
Monday-Friday, 7:30-3:30.
247-4456
(no charge for individual coverage)
Equal Housing Opportun'91 FLEETWOOD mobile
PAID LIFE INSURANCE
NEED flooring? Try peel &
ity. 437-4113. TDD
PAID VACATIONS
stick tile Fast, easy & in home, 2br, 2 bath, washer 1-800-545-1833 X287.
& dryer, 16x60, $12,000
stock No waiting From
PREMIUM PAY FOR HOLIDAYS AND OVERTIME
Must
sell
KENTUCKY
Call
Lake,
Lake753-2765
79c/ft Paschall Salvage,
COLLEGE TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
'A mile from Hazel ask for Brad or leave land Westry Village, lbr
401K RETIREMENT PLAN
message
apartment, utilities in498-8964
OTHER INCENTIVES AND RECOGNITIONS
cluded, rent based on inNICE 8' pool table with a-1996 SOUTHRIDGE, come. 62 & older, or handiIF SO — GUARDSMARK, INC., IS NOW HIRING
16x80 front kitchen, pantry
accessories Nearly new,
cap & disabled. Equal
PERMANENT, LONG-TERM, FULL-TIME AND
in
kitchen,
large living room
$400 Call 492-8248 after
PART-TIME SECURITY OFFICERS IN THE MURand kitchen, beige carpet, a Housing Opportunity.
6pm or leave message
502-354-8888.
RAY/CALLOWAY COUNTY AREA. The successful
real beauty, REDUCED to
candidate must be willing to work any shift, weekends
NORDICTRACK Pro & $19,500 See at Lakeland
MUR-CAL Apartments now
Nordic Rider, like new Quality Homes, 641 N, accepting applications for
and holidays. Applicants must be at least 21 years of age
Benton,
KY
753-9339
1, 2 and 3br apartments.
Ph
with a clean police record and exhibit a stable wort
502-527-5253
Phone 759-4984. Equal
history. A pre-employment drug screen will be required.
PORCH swings with
Housing Opportunity.
APPROXIMATELY 35% OF OUR WORKFORCE
chains Get em while they
IS FEMALE.
last! $39 95. Paschall SalBANK REPO, 1994 Fleet- MURRAY Manor Apartvage, '4 mile from Hazel. wood Glenbrook, 28x60, ments now accepting appliApply THURSDAY, AUGUST 8, 1996 BETWEEN
498-8964.
3br. 2 bath, wicentral air, cations for 1-2br apartTHE HOURS OF 1 AND 3:30 P.M. AT THE
ments. Apply in person
only $1000 down, approx
DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SERVICES,
RIDING mowers, push
$385/mo with approved 1 30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri,
1210 JOHNSON BLVD., MURRAY. KY.
mowers, tillers 753-8292
credit. May be seen at 1409 Duigiud Dr.
SATELLITE System, 10' Starks Brothers Homes in
Benton, 527-1451.
dish, Troy Silt tiller, 7hp
Kohler motor. Outside
COMPLETELY remodeled
wood furnace, 10,000btu's.
14x65, 2br, 2 full baths, set
Good condition 753-8161
up on rented lot, $8750
Due to growth, Trimac.ttiquid Transporters is looking for drivers for
after 5
753-6012
its Calvert City locatiott We Offer .31c all miles, retirement plan,
SEE us for your barn or roof
HURRY before it's to latell
health insurance and oppottunity for long term employment.
metal Cut to length
All 1996 model homes are
Cover's 36 inches, many
Minimum Requirements:
on sale See the Housing
colors Economy Metal &
.23 Years Old
Leader Dinkins Mobile
Supply Co. 489-2722.
-2 Years Verifiable OTR Experience
Homes, Inc 1-hvy 79 E
IC;
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891
'No More Than 2 Tickets In The Last 3 Years
'Valid CDL With TX
LARGE selection of used
Appliances
homes Late models and
'
Minimum 10 Grade Education
NEWER gas dryer. $90
older models See the
'Tank Experience A Plus
502-767-0331
Housing Leader. Dinkins
•Good Safety & Work Record Required
Mobile Homes, Inc. Hwy 79
•Must Pass DOT Requirements & Drug Screening
E,
TN
Paris,
160
1-800-642-4891.
Home
Furnishings
MUST be moved 1983
LARGE brown faux leather 12x60. 2br, all appliances
For More Information
couch No rips or tears, incl , Satellite sys $6750
Calvert City Office On Hwy. 95
Stop
At
Our
Or
obo 345-2967
$30 767-9206
ANTIQUES: Entire estates
or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings.

220

GN

es_21

v

neddin
Wiggins Furniture

753-4566

Open.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

Drivers

Call: 1-800-264-0175

BEAUTIFUL woo
on resort w/marie
staurant. Nine mil
Benton or Draf
615,000-Or Cori-Sid
753-9211, 354-64,

WATERFRONT
'4 +1 acres on
Creek north of Par
mg Marina Has
slope to water Ne,
covered boat do
house place MOC
ALTY Co. Inc
Moody, Realtor, 4
son, Paris,
901-642-5093, To
800-642-5093
Lots
For Sale

3 HUGE corner lot
ston Heights, 500 I
city limits All und(
city utilities 753-2

5 BUILDING lots n.
Cobb Resort 436

AUGUST Specia
Sub-division, exc
lots with all unds
utilities, yet ove
pleasant farmland
niently located near
clubs and schools
price Call 753-5
753-5541
MURRAY Estates
at $18.000 Great
for now & the
502 4 35 4
904 673 0040

Farms
For Sale
10 ACRES mil, v
vete, woods, south
ray, $11,950
753-9302

Homes
For Saks

2BR. 1 bath 607
Call after Apm,-24

2YR old home,4 mil
town, 3br, 2 full bate
garage Large lot an
extras 753-4761.

3 BR, 1 Bath 506 '
CUTE $56,000 7!
or 556-4570
3BR, 2 bath,
m
city limits, $7
753-0638

3BR. 3 bath brick a
house located 3 mi
Murray Carport p
tached garage,
shop bldg w/elec a
ter, patio 1 4- Acre
kitchen wnots of ca
dr, Ir, fr, utility office/
rm Apprx 2270sq
area Central elec
central propane ga
Range and dishy
New carpet, paint,
vinyl. Beautiful
trees and flo
$107,000. Shown
appointment 759-5

4BR, 2 bath brick
room, central h/a, v
pliances. 1850sq f
space. 2 car garai
paved driveway. Be
large with walk-in Cil
large living room. I
patio, nicely lands
large lot. Kept ver.
$750/mo. No
753-0509 after 5:3(
GOOD investment p
near the University.
$50,000. Call after 1
753-6391.
HARDWOOD floors
central heat an
breezeway and at
garage. '4 Acre lot
middle of town,
753-9369.
NEW 3br, 3 bath on
of Nancy Dr & Brook
Woodgate Sub
$150,000. 753-2334
Calvin.
NEW home, 85%
plete. 3BR, 2 bath, 1
ft with a carport Loc
East Y Subdiv
753-7091.
NEW listing, Murray':
area. 38R, 2ba, cx
porary wthardWood
in LR & DR, plus o
sunporch Nestled
shaded lot. This hon
all the amenities Ca
for more information
pointment Kopperu
alty, 753-1222
WHITE brick home
country Most see to
cute 759-5723

Prestige
Building qw
fordable pric
'suiting and
We make a dif
Call today and
be built

753-5628 •

430

4711

Reel
Estate

JIOROPES

510

Used
Trucks

Motorcycle.

Ionises
Oland

Services
Maul

Sorkin
Mead

WEDNESDAY,AUGUST 7,19%
WHY wonder about selling
'94 S-10 AUTO, p/s, p/b
your Real Estate at auc- 85 HONDA 350X, 3 cass. 31xxx miles, factory
wheeler
New
RCM
tion/ Call Wilson Real EsHeader, good condition, warranty silver/grey int
tate at 753 5086
$1.000 obo '87 Warrior, Like new, $8500 Week
red & black, good condition, days after 3pm, anytime
435
$1350 Call 753 2765 and weekends 753 2976
Lake
leave message
Property
510
BEAUTIFUL wooded lots
Osmosis
on resort w/marina & re
staurant Nine miles from
1980 PROWLER, 33f
Benton 9r Drattenville,
1980 AMC Eagle, ft blue. camper at Cypress Bay Re$15,000 or consider trade
4dr,
4 wheel drive. 6cyl, sort Call Robert Hopkins
153-9211, 354-6422
753-5833.753-5422
good tires runs. $650
WATERFRONT LOT 436-5795
+/- acres on Cypress
520
Creek north of Paris Land- 1984 OLDS 98 Regency,
Boats
ing Marina Has gentle good condition. $1200 obo
Motors
753
3191
slope to water New 24x36
covered boat dock, old 1986 PLYMOUTH Car- 16FT Alumnacraft boat,
house place MOODY RE- avelle, loaded. $470 00 9hp Johnson motor &
trailer Runs great. $850
ALTY Co . Inc Tommy down, $200 per month
Moody Realtor. 414 Ty
Bankruptcy, Bad Credit or 436-2983
son.
Paris,
No Credit Most Qualify
TN
1973, 18FT Signe open
901-642-5093, Toll Free Williams Used Cars, 641 1
bow, 115hp Mercury with
800-642-5093
mi N Hazel, Ky 492 8898 trailer. Excellent condition
or 8873 Major credit cards only 200hrs on motor Can
ME)
accepted
be seen at Cypress Springs
Lots
For Salo
1987 PLYM. Reliant, air, Manna, slip A-3. $3,000
901-372-9500
auto, cruise, 84xxx miles
$57000
down,
$200.00
per 1985 RANGER 375 V. 200
3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights, 500 feet from mo Bankruptcy, Bad Credit Mercury. low hours, fully
city limits All underground or No Credit Most Qualify. rigged Ranger cover, garWilliams Used Cars, 641 1 age kept since bought new
city utilities 753-2339
mi N Hazel, KY 492-8898 Excellent condition
5 BUILDING lots near Irvin or 8873. Major credit cards 759-3049 days, 753-0509
Cobb Resort 436-5811
accepted
after 5.
AUGUST Special' New 1988 DODGE Shadow,
Sub-division. exceptional auto, air, 99xxx miles $420
lots with all underground down, $200 per mo Bankutilities, yet overlooking ruptcy, Bad Credit or No
pleasant farmland Conve- Credit Most Qualify Maior
niently located new country Credit Cards Accepted
clubs and schools Special ,Williams Used Cars, Hwy
price Call 753-5630 or 641, 1 mile N Hazel, KY
753-5541
492-8898 or 492-8873
MURRAY Estates Starting
at $18,000 Great location
for now & the future
50 2 4 35 4 48 7,
904 673 0040
450

Farms
For Sale
10 ACRES mil, very private, woods, south of Murray, $11,950 Terms
753-9302

Ps

CUSTOM KITCHEN CASINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
751-5040

HALEY'S
MRental and

Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or tviv

Rates

mb Brothers

1989, 201 STRATOS. ex
cellent condition, fully
loaded, garage kept
753-2118.

Tree Service

50.2-436-57.114

1994 SUNCRUISER pontoon, 70hp Evinrude and
drive-on trailer Excellent
condition 492-8514

LICEsSED & DiSCREID
24 Hr Service
Gutter Gleaming & Owned & Operated
Free Lstimatei

Mulch fielding
Landscaping
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying

1996 DONZI 275, (29'3'
overall) mid berth cruiser
Loaded- $20K in options. 1
1990 NISSAN Sentra, 4sp, Remaining. Bear Creek
80xxx miles, $2500 Day Boat
Werks,
753-7533, night 559-1035 - 1-800-354-9501
1989 CAVALIER, 4dr
753-3518

1991 CHEVY Cavalier, 2dr,
4cyl, maroon. 71xxx miles,
$5.995 437-4378 after
5pm

• Drop by arid see WeViowroorn
I.0.114111Y Obehincir Bunny arum

409 SuNguRY

sak-,
c2,. \*

1996 PONTOONS 3 Remain 1-20, 1-24', 1-21'
Tntoon Bear Creek Boat
Werks, 1-800-354-9501

BY

Tim LAmB
"Q0.0stv Scrv6.A7"

Tree Tritanakei
Tree Removal
Stump Removal
Otianup Service
Light Hauling Etc
Full Line a
EquiPthent

N.111111111 II II

ATTENTION I
Contractor or Home Builders

1991 PONTIAC LeMans, 1 '95 ,CROWNLINE, 17'4 h.
owner, pt
am/fm, 30 Mercruiser engine, cus4dr Good condition, new tom interior, life jackets &
accessories included
tires.
$ 2 8 50
Licensed Master Plumber
Used less than 35hrs
901-644 1327
Fre* Estimates
502-395-5032
Homes
or
1994 CUTLASS Supreme,
Construction
New
- Repair
753-4729.
For 818.
fully loaded, white.
Water Heater Replacement
213FI, 1 bath: 607 S 9th 753-2154
'96 KAWASAKI 750 jet ski.
Calt after--4pret-24-7-74-12 I,iclud, trailer, cover anct--19-12 MERCURY Tracer
life jacket. Less than 15
2YR old home,4 miles from LTS, white, low mileage,
hours ride time. $6000 or
town,3br,2 full baths,2car excePent condition, $6950.
best otfer. Call 753-9864 or
garage. Large lot and lots of 753-7357395-5032 Ask for Jeff or
extras. 753-4761.
1994 INFINITY 0-45, leave a message
3 BR, 1 Bath. 506 Vine St. 30xxx miles. Call
PONTOON boat, 50hp
CUTE. $56,000. 753-8734 502-247-5083 anytime
Evinrude & trailer Sale or
or 550-4570.
1994 WHITE Ford Escort trade 436-5744
3BR, 2 bath,
mile from for sale, 9xxx miles. Call
CELEBRITY Boats Only 4city limits, $72,000. 753-4590.
1996's remain! All 4 will be-753-0838.
'86 BUICK Skylark, gold, discounted, Bear Creek ,
Will Build To Your Specifications!
3BR,3bath brick and vinyl 76xxx miles, $2,900. '82 Boat
Works.
•
Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
house located 3 mi NW of Honda VF 750S, 22xxx 1-800-354-9501
• Office Furniture & .Entertainment Centers
Murray. Carport plus de miles $1000. 753-1118.
tached garage, 40'x40
• Solid Surface Counter Tops
shop bldg Waled and wa- '89 DODGE Daytona ES,
502-759-9672
ter, patio. 1 + Acre, eat-in good condition, new
630 N 401 St. (Next to Lassiter Plume) • Moony
Services
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WAL1. SYSTEMS. INC .,
kitchen w/lots of cabinets, brakes, tire, auto, ac, p/w,
Offered
dr, Ir, fr, utility ofticeistorage pib, $4500. Call 742-2256
rm Apprx 2270sq ft living leave message.
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
area Central electric air, '90 FORD Taurus GL wa- stump removal, tree spraycentral propane gas heat gon, white, new Michelin, ing, hedge trimming, land
Painting Contractors
Range and dishwasher loaded, like new, $3500 scaping, mulch hauling &
Quality Work at Reasonable Prices
New carpet, paint, gutter, 753-8545 or 753-6745
mulch spreading, gutter
vinyl Beautiful mature
cleaning.
Licensed
&
in
yo
l ac1071-41 6
4
trees and flowers. '94 JEEP Grand Cherokee sured. Full line of equip
$107,000 Shown only by Laredo,4x4. Beautiful, new ment, Free estimates.
Tim
tires, $19,900 759-9381,
appointment. 759-5750
Lamb
436-5744,
527-4747.
Painting Contractors
1-800-548-5262..
4BR, 2 bath brick, utility
--No
job too large or too small-'94
TOPAZ,
4dr,
very
clean,
room, central h/a, with apA-1 Tree professionals
pliances. 1850sq ft living p/w, p/s, p/1, tilt, cruise. a/c Stump removal, tree sprayResidential Sandblastng
Licensed & Insured
space, 2 car garage with $9250 436-5685
ing. serving Murray, CalloCommercial Spray Painting
Aliror Sheetrock Repair
paved driveway. Bedrooms
495
way County since 1980
Industrial
Pressure
Washing
Widow
Sng
large with walk-in closets &
Free estimates 437-3044
large living room. Fenced
Vans
or 492-8737.
1-800-636-5262
FREE ESTIMATES
patio, nicely landscaped,
large lot Kept very nice, '71 VW Camper van,Good A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
$750/mo. No pets. for parts, good transaxle. hauling, tree trimming
Make offer. 762-0131 days Free Estimates. Mark
753-0509 after 5:30.
Lamb. 436-5791
GOOD investment property '85 DODGE Caravan, 4cyl
Good
work
ALL
around hauling, junk
$2750
van,
Call
near the University. Asking
$50,000 Call after 12 noon. 492-8248 after 6pm or clean up, cleaning out
leave message
sheds, gutters, tree work
753-6391.
with this 2x2
Free estimates. Joe Lamb
HARDWOOD floors. 4BR, '92 FORD Aerostar very 436-2867.
consistency ad in classifieds
central heat and air, dean, extended, rear air,
p/w, cruise, tilt & ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
breezeway and attached
every day for a month - including
$10,400 foundations, slabs, sidewgarage '4 Acre lot in the wheels
alks, driveways, buildings,
middle of town, $65K. 436-5685
Shopper for only $195.
remodeling, repairs, AGC
753-9369.
certified 489-2214.
500
NEW 3br, 3 bath on corner
Used
ANTIQUE refinishing, furof Nancy Dr & Brookhaven,
Call
For Details
Trucks
niture repair & custom
Woodgate Sub. Asking
$150,000. 753-2334 ask for 1946 FORD pickup, all orig- woodworking. 753-8056
inal, not restored, good
Calvin.
APPUANCE REPAIRS
condition, $1000
Factory trained by 3 major
NEW home, 85% com- 901 644 1327
manufacturers. All work
plete. 3BR, 2 bath, 1400sq
ft with a carport Located in 1980 GMC truck with 455 and parts warranted. Ask
Olds motor Good condi- for Andy at The Appliance
East Y Subdivision
tion, $2500 obo. 759-1246 Works, 753-2455.
753-7091.

Cooksey's Plumbing
Phone 436-2667

Custom
CABINETS
ii WOODWORKING

1

JA\
r„

Business On A Budget?

SAVE $173

753-1916

-Need Extra
Cash?

NEW listing, Murray's finest
area 3BR, 2ba, contemporary w/hardwood floors
in LR & DR, plus office &
sunporch Nestled on tree
shaded lot This home has
all the amenities Call Billie
for more information & appointment Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
WHITE brick home in the
country Most see to appreciate 759-5723

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY
1989 GRAND Am,2 owner,
HOPPER, 436-5848.
2dr, nice car, runs & drives
great, alc, p/s, auto, 4cyl, BACKHOE SERVICE
$3,000 435-4537 after BRENT ALLEN septic tank
5pm.
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
1995 GMC Sierra, 305,
Sap, 20xxx miles, dark red BACKHOE Service - ROY
w/gray interior Call HILL. Septic system, drive435-4468 or 753-9763. ways, hauling, foundations,
Leave message, will return. etc. 759-4664
1987 TOYOTA 4-Runner
SR5, $5.000 obo
759-4683

Prestige Homes t-4„1
Building quality homes at an affordable price. Free floor plan consulting and building estimates.
We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your home should
be built with PRESTIGE"

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494

BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134

BUSHHOGGING. driveways graded, gardens and
lawns roto-tilled New 60
inch rob -tiller does a ternfic
job Call Jonesy 437-4030
CAROL'S Custom Clean
ing Home and office ser
vices Reasonable rates
Bonded, reliable For more
information please call
753-9351 ask for Carol

GENE Steely Custom
Woodworks Walnut &
cherry lumber Planed or
rough Cut to order Hobbies welcome We buy walnut, cherry. etc 753 6156
GUT YOUR ROOF REPAIRED
BEFORE
WINTER WEATHER
Roofing construction,
home repairs remodeling
Laical, licensed, 20yrs
rience References
available Openings available Rogers Roofing
759-9600
HANDYWORK/odd lobs
wanted No fob too small
Just give us a call
759-1184
HENDERSON'S Stump
Removal Service Affordable rates Quality work
Free estimates Call or
437 4839
IVIES Roofing n- Handyman Service 527-5982.
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery Murray
KY 436-5560
LAIAB Bros Home Ester
iors Vinyl siding, replacement windows, roofing &
gutter repair Reliable, fast
service. Licensed & Insured Free Estimates
436-5950
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269
LAMB'S Painting and Contractors No lob too large or
small
ResidentialSandblasting- Spray Painting 1-800-636-5262.
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING, 25yra Experience,
Freeestimates. 753-5827

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Partnerships of all types enjoy
favorable influences. Be open to
change. Good things happen when
you spread your wings professionally! Singles will find romance especially exciting in December. If trillried, show more respect for your
mate's opinions. An older person
plays an increasingly important role
in the career decisions you make.
Build a strong financial foundation
before purchasing luxury items. Try,
ingtad tkeep _up with the Joneses is
idea,
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY:civil rights leader Ralph
Bunche. marathon champion Alberto
Salamr, actress Lana Cantrell, World
War I spy Mata Hari.
ARIES(March 21 -April 19): Get
busy with a constructive project.
Your creativity motivates an associate to branch oui Wait until tomorrow to conclude a financial deal. A
short delay works to your advantage.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Stop fretting over what others are
saying. You do not need to take a
back seat to anyone! An unusual gift
is part of the picture. Share the benefits of your prestige with family
members.
GEM Mt'may 2t3urte7-20}1 Answers come quickly when you
heed your intuition. Be open-minded if someone suggests a new way
of doing business. Progress occurs
when everyone gives their best.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A
new hobby could become a source
of income. Work at home if possible. Many of you want to renovate
your home. Be your own interior
•decorator. Borrow books on design
from the library.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Do not

CLEANING- yards, barns,
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 436-5950

CONCRETE Finishing
382-2310, 382-2637.
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery. Murray
436-5560
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753 7860
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems, 354 8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

stance.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
can expect to be closely questioned
by an ally or family member now.
Make certain you are prepared to
answer in full. Refuse to allow others to dictate i'OUT friends.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Conflicting beliefs or theories provide
you with food for thought. Give top
priority to work projects that will
increase profits. Make up your own
mind regarding a difficult situation.
SCORPH)(Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You benefit firm a friend's or associate's mistake. Those who procrastinate will lose valuable ground. Settle a
matter involving your status at work.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
211: Refuse to let others burden you
with their problems. Encourage self-

reliance. Consolidating your bills
will make payment easier. An older
individual finds you captivating.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): A positive approach works better than ultimatums. Pick up after
yourself and encourage family
members to follow suit. Take advantage of a company training program.
AQIJAR
Influential people love your work!
Starting a project without higherups' approval would be a mistake.
Your personal life begins to gel
when you embark on a delightful
new relationship.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):.
Teachers, accountants and healthcare workers do especially well
now. Keep your certification up to
date. Career progress is linked to
your attending seminars and classes.
Be diligent. Tackle routine chores

TODAY'S CHILDREN are clever,funny and socially adept. They have
a special appreciation for beauty and will want to pursue a career that allows
them to be creative. Honest to a fault, these Leos are also capable of keeping
secrets. A rewarding family life is very important to their sense of well-

LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING. House, mobile homes, brick & vinyl.
Buildings, RV's, sidewalks
Free estimates 753-6490

being. Excellent cooks, they will enjoy entertaining both friends and business associates in their home. Count on them to be well-versed in matters of
protocol. Their excellent manners help smooth over difficult situations.

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

l'ildetectable Hearing Aids

MARC'S Lawn 8 Landscaping, Mulch for sale,
rough or shredded.
753-6226 or 753-4168.

Ultra-CIC

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Licensed & Insured Phone 753-6384,
767-9630

Completely-In-The-Canal
Virtually invisible, the Ultra-CIC from
Qualitone is an entirely new type of
hearing aid. The advantages are obvious:

NEED a Carpenter? Call
753-2627. Will do all types
)f work. Specialize in floor.ng, decks, porches, handrails, garages, other odd
lobs.

•
•
•
•
•

PLUMBING Repair. All
types plumbing repair.
Reasonable rates,
502-437-4545.

Excellent High Quality Sound
Automatic Volume Adjustment
• 30 DAY TRIAL
Works Well With Telephone
• FREE HEARING TEST
Less Wind Noise
Nearly Invisible
SAVE $100 WITH THIS COUPON

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-949-5728

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255.

flurry., this offer expires 9-30-96

ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior, etc. 25yrs
experience. 10% Discount/
Senior Citizens. Mowing &
Yard Maintenance
474-0107.

STONE-LANG CO.
REARING AID CENTER
206 S. 4th • Murray

R & R ELECTRIC. Mobile
home hookup, new construction, rewiring, trouble
shooting & repairs. Free
estimates, fast service. Call
anytime
Murray,
762-0001.

Top Rated Tools
On Sale

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval! Gutter Co
753-6433
SUNRISE Lawn Service.
Complete lawn and landscaping service. 436-5703
ask for Jim. Leave
message
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment, Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484,

froca•o"
Pe
•I4 bar 8g chain
•30cc 1 8ci
The new 017 from Stihl.
Incredible price on this new
lightweight saw with remarkable power

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates 753-2592

Run a Classified. CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

ignore the suggestions of those who
sham your surroundings. Reaching a
compromise will take an open mind.
Be willing to change your previous

The Stihl FS36 trimmer,
rated #1 by a leading
consumer magazine, has
all the power and durability
you expect from a
Stihl-built tool With a 2
year consumer warranty

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microCUSTOM tilling, grader waves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5
blade work, bushhogging Free estimates Visa/MC
Gerald Carroll- owner accepted 753-0530
502 492 6159

DAVID'S Cleaning Sercn
vices "Cleaning' vinyl sidFree
ing, homes, mobile homes,
Column
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior FREE
puppies Lab and
cleaning, acid cleaning Cattle dog
mix 759-4683
available David Borders,
Insured. Completely Mo2
bile Phone 502 759 4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

YOUR
AD
COULD
DRYWALL, finishing, re
pairs, additions and blowBE
ing ceilings 753-4761
FOUR Star Mobile Home,
HERE
parts & service Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
CALL
warranty, tan, beige white,
grey 492-8488
, 753-1916

$149"
Stairs top-rated BG72
blower makes leaf blowing
a blast Clean sidewalks
driveways decks, garages.
gardens and other hard 10
reach places Optional vac
attachment only $29 95

DONALD Fincher. Steve
Cothran Floor Covering installation service
759-1688, 753-4401

The Number One Selling Chain Saw Worldwide

STINE.

Murray Home S Auto
1

Chestnut St.
Murray

TiaeWile

753-2571
753-4110

•

••••;"`.'':'•
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

„

Tea years ago

Thirty years ago

Calloway County Fire Rescue
Unit answered a total of 22 calls
during the month of July. These
were two vehicle fires, 14 field
fires, and six structure fires.
Approximately 40 farmers
attended the Calloway County
Young Farmer Tour held on the
farms of Rick Murdock and Mark
Paschall. A cookout followed at
West Kentucky Exposition
Center.
M.C. Garrott writes about
Jamie Black, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Security Officer,
- hi his column,"Garrott's Galley.”
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Parrish
were married 60 years Aug. 1.
Twenty years ago Grant support of $3,170,338
awarded to Murray State University by federal and state government agencies and other sources
during 1975-76 fiscal year was
the highest amount in the
school's history, school officials
said.
Dan Hutson of Murray was
named as Outstanding Alumnus
by Purchase Area Chapter of
University of Kentucky at its second annual meeting held at
Mayfield.
Kimberly Johnson and Burry
Stokes, both of Murray, won
national titles and trophies at
America's Youth on Parade Contest at Notre Dame University,
Indiana.
Jesse Redden is pictured with
40 popunds of blue catfish he
caught while fishing out of Lake
Barkle .

Murray State University has
been granted $30,000 by the
United States Office of Education
to develop a speech and hearing
uisutute, according to Dr. Donald
B. Hunter, dean of School of
Education.
Charles Ryan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles B. Ryan, is attending Camp Ridgecrest for Boys at
Ridgecrest. N.C., this summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Euin Trevathan
and son, Scott, of Detroit, Mich.,
have been visiting relatives and
friends here.
Anna Requarth, Margaret Morton and Beuy Dixon had high
individual three-game in Ladies
Summer Bowling League at
Corvette Lanes.
Forty years ago

R.L. Cooper of Calloway
County Health Department
addressed the problem of mosquitoes in the city at a meeting of
Murray City Council.
Jerry M. Ford, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry L. Ford, has completed recruit training at United
States Naval Training Center at
San Diego, Calif.
Dr. W.S. Snyder Jr., physician
-and surgeon at Frankfort and
governor of District 233 of Rotary International, spoke at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club House.
Pictured are 13 local Girls
Scouts who saw the drama, "Wilderness Road," at Berea on July
31. Mrs. Arlo Sprunger and Mrs.
Preston Harris are leaders of the
Scout •• •.

DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, August 6, the 219th day of 1996. There are 147
days left in the year.
History:
Highlight
in
Today's
On August 6, 1945, during World War II, the United States dropped
an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan, killing an estimated 140,000
people in the first use of a nuclear weapon in warfare.
On this date:
In 1787, the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia began to
debate the articles contained in a draft of the U.S. Constitution.
In 1806, the Holy Roman Empire went out of existence as Emperor
Francis I abdicated.
In 1825, Bolivia declared its independence from Peru.
In 1890, the electric chair was used for the first time as convicted
murderer William Kemmler was executed at Auburn State Prison in
New York.
In 1890, Cy Young gained the first of his 511 major-league victories as he pitched Cleveland to a 6-1 win over Chicago.
In 1914, Austria-Hungary declared war against Russia and Serbia
declared war against Germany.
In 1926, Warner Brothers premiered its Vitaphone sound-on-disc
movie system in New York.
In 1926, Gertrude Ederle of New York became the first American
woman to swim the English Channel, in about 14% hours.
In 1942, Queen Wilhemina of the Netherlands became the first
reigning queen to address a joint session of Congress, telling lawmakers that despite Nazi occupation, her people's motto remained, "No
surrender."
In 1962, Jamaica became an independent dominion within the British Commonwealth.
In 1965, President Johnson signed the Voting Rights Act into law.
In 1978, Pope Paul VI died of a heart attack in his summer residence at Castel Gandolfo at age 80.
Ten -years-ago: William J. Schroeder, the world's longest-surviving
recipient of a—permanent artificial heart, died after living 620 days
with the "Jarvik 7" man-made pump.
Five years ago: The Justice Department joined forces with the antiabortion group Operation Rescue in fighting a federal judge's order to
keep two abortion clinics in Wichita, Kan., open. TV newsman Harry
Reasoner died in Norwalk, Conn., at age 68.
One year ago: Thousands of people in Hiroshima, Japan, set glowing lanterns afloat in rivers, capping a day of tributes on the 50th
anniversary of the atomic bombing.
Toda 's Birthda s: Actor Robert Mitchum is 79.

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 21-year-old

college student with a lot of ambitions. I don't smoke, drink or use

then why do so many people
continue using it long after they
should have stopped? When it's
used daily, pot affects judgment, short-term memory and
the ability to concentrate.
Before you make a lifetime
commitment to John, I urge you
to learn all you can about drug
and alcohol addiction. It could
save you a world of heartache.
Call the CSAP hotline (the Center for Substance Abuse) at 1800-662-4357 for information
about drug and alcohol addiction and/or referral to your
local help agency.

any drugs. My boyfriend, "John,"is
18. We've been together for 21/4
years and are very happy. We plan
to be married someday. He's my
best friend.
The problem is that he smokes
pot almost daily, and he drinks
occasionally, too. I knew he did this
when we got together. In fact, I did
it too, but I stopped. This really
bothers me because he often puts
me second to going out to party with
his friends.
When ipik to him about it, John
thinks I'Moverreacting. I also worry
* * *
about him because his father is an
alcoholic, even though John didn't
DEAR ABBY: My husband was
grow up in that environment and
swears he won't screw up his life ill for many years, but we mainlike his father did. I am beginning to tained a large circle of social and
wonder how much control he has professional friends until his death.
over his lifestyle.
We were happily married for 58
I'm very much in love with John years and four months.
and wanttn spend-the-restoftnylife
Now I find myself addressed as
with him. Do you think this is just a "Mrs. Mae Jones" or "Mae Jones."
phase that he'll grow out of? I don't This happens even when I receive
know what to do. Please help me.
mail from family members. My
SAD IN NEW YORK legal signature has not changed,
and I'd still prefer to be known
DEAR SAD: The fact that socially and professionally as "Mrs.
your boyfriend prefers to party
Jones."
with his friends rather than go William C.
sure
that many other widows
I'm
out with you speaks volumes. It
would appreciate guidme
besides
says that he cares more about
his friends and his drugs than ance in this delicate area, since so
he does you, and indicates how many people make this frustrating
mistake
immature he is. ------------wujlAjs4'SAVIDOW
Although he does not intend
IN MESA,ARIZ.
for his drinking to get out of
hand, because he is the child of
DEAR W.W.: I have menan alcoholic, there is a good
chance that it could before he tioned this in my column
realizes it. And if it does, he will before, but here's the answer.
undoubtedly try to rationalize Photocopy this item and send it
his usage so that he can contin- to the offenders with a courteous note:
ue with his addiction.
Only divorced women are
Some say that marijuana is
not addictive. But if it's not, addressed as "Mrs." followed by
their first names. A widow
keeps her husband's name until
she remarries.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

DAILY COMICS

Creation of an Illusion

BLONDIE
OPENiNG rws SUSINESS HAS
CERTAINLY 0-(ANGED
OUR LIVES
'I

REMEMSER
HOW WE
USED TID
SPEND OLR
MORNINGS
^)

(kit

WED SPEND HOURS
TRYING TO FIGURE
OUT WHAT WE
WERE GOING TO DO
WITH ALL OUR
SPARE TIME

WE DON'T (THArs FOR SURE'
HAVE THAT THE BUSINESS HAS
PROBLEM SAVED US FROM ALL
THAT!
ANYMORE!

*

*

*

For Abby's favorite family recipes,
aend a long, self-addressed envelope, plus

rubber than he was upon taking the
check or money order for 63.9.5 (64.60 in
Canada( to: Dear Abby, Cookbooldm No.
sure profit he could collect by dou1, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054bling four spades. Had we been in
0447.(Postage is included.)
his boots, we would have doubled.
West led a spade, East cashing
the A-K and returning a diamond.
Declarer won with the king and led
4J S 5 3
the queen of hearts, West following
EAST
WEST
A KJ 10986 low. South was sufficiently inspired
+ 53
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
to play the ace,catching East's king.
V643
Had we been in his boots, we would
• 853
* 9762
DEAR DR. GOTT: My father suffers
have finessed and gone down one.
K4
+ 10972
from cerebellar degeneration. Two
After drawing two more rounds
SOUTH
neurologists say there is no cure, and,
of trumps, declarer led a low club
•Q2
worse yet, no medicine can help him.
from dummy and finessed the queen, He falls constantly and is now totally
V Q J975
on which West dropped the nine. dependent on a walker. It's frustrating
• K 104
South fell for the falsecard, deciding for him, as well as for the rest of the
+ A Q6
that West had started with the 10-9 family.
The bidding:
South
alone.
North East
DEAR READER: The cerebellum is
West
Accordingly, he crossed to
the part -of the brain that controls
4+
5 1r
1+
Pass
dummy with a diamond and led the coordination. Therefore, when it
Opening lead — five of spades.,
becomes diseased, patients experijack of clubs, hoping to pin East's
Most decisions made at the table king and West's ten on the same ence progressive difficulty with balare clear-cut. You have an obvious trick and thus make dummy's eight ance and movement, leading to ataxia
bid or play to make and you make it high. This was a fatal decision and (impaired walking).
Cerebellar degeneration can be the
South went down one, losing a club
without much thought.
result of many disorders, including
But there are times when it is to the ten. If he had led the five
alcoholism, tumors, multiple scleronot at all clear what you should do. instead of the jack, he would have
sis, thyroid disease, stroke, or brain
These are the times when good judg- made the contract.
hemorrhage. In adults, certain maligSouth's jack play was clearly
ment is the deciding factor and when
__
nancies
in other parts of the body may
first
cashed
the
prove
wrong.
If
he
had
the failure to guess right can
cerebellar degeneration. Some
third diamond, he would have .'lead to
fatal.
forms of the disorder appear and
Consider the South hand,for ex- learned that East had started with
progress'without any recognizable
ample. What should South bid when three diamonds, a heart, seven
cause.
exhe is confronted by East's overcall of spades (for his bid) and, hence,
If your father's neurologists, using
four spades? In the actual deal, he actly two clubs. A low club lead from
tests such as MR1. have failed to idenbound
to
catch
dummy
was
therefore
bid five hearts. Apparently, South
tify a treatable disease causing the
was more intent upon winning the the king.
degeneration, I'm afraid that his prognosis is very unfavorable. Eventually,
Tomorrow: Instinctive plays may be costly.
he will lose the power of speech and
independent movement. This will
require residence in a skilled nursing
facility, where he will need help with
40 — — roll
ACROSS
his everyday activities of living.
41 Tavern stock
Answer to Previous Puzzle
42 Character in
Unfortunately, cerebellar degenera1 Morgan
"The Omen"
Freeman's
tion is one of those diseases for which
CAP GUITON MOD
45 Bone —
"Seven"
medical science has yet to discover a
49 Russian sea
co-star
ALA
EMI LE
ADE
treatment and cure.
50
Goddess
5 — Farrow
RIA
ABLE
INDY
To give you more information, I am
(Latin)
8 Old name for
RURAL
ON
52
Greek
letter
sending you a copy of my Health
Thailand
SE MER
ARAB IC
53 Green shade
12 Sci-fi film
Report "What You Should Know
54 — bran
props
MAC DROPCLOTH
About Nursing Homes." Other read13 Ending with
55 Pierre's girlers who would like a copy should send
ITIS
ASP
LUCE
auction
friends
$2 plus a long, self-addressed,
TENNESSEE
THE
14 Arm bone
56 "— — Three
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Lives"
15 Peel
SNEAKS
AVE
YR
Murray Hill Station. New York, NY
57 — degree
16 — -la-la
ASIAN
RE
58 — out
17 Twist about
10156. Be sure to mention the title,
1101AL
ERIC
INE
(speak
18 Sew
DEAR DR. GOTT:, My nose is conLES GRANT NU R
angrily)
20 Explosions
stantly itchy and running. I sneeze
22 Secret agent
LAP PANGS ETE
and gag from phlegm all the time. I've
DOWN
23 Author
8-6 © 1996 United Feature Syndicate
been tested for allergies and don't
Fleming
appear to have any. The only thing
1 Young dogs
24 Sex —
2 "— — first
6 Comparative
11 Stomachs
27 'Lou Grant"
that helps is Drixoral every other day,
you don't ..."
ending
19 Acct.
star and
but the side effects are bitter taste
3 Spelling or
7 "Lawrence of
family
21 —Vegas
and bad breath. What could my probAmos
—"
31 Inlet
24 S.A. country
lem be?
4 Sleeping8 "Valley of the
25 Bakery item
32 King (Fr.)
DEAR READER: Your upper respisickness fly
Dolls" author
26 Golf term
33 Pet shop
5 Chemical
ratory tract is obviously reacting to
9 Infirmities
28 "To — is
creature
group
10 Dillseed
human'
37 Came closer
some substance in your environment.
29 Caviar
An allergy to pollens from trees,
1
NINI4
: 9
Ell 6
10 11
7
30 Mr. Caesar
grasses and flowers is high on the list,
34 Potato option
14
but you have tested negative to them.
35 Chemical
Ill
Therefore, you'll have to investigate
111
ending
17
36 "Highway to
further.
Heaven" star
111
ill
Other possibilities include dust, air
21
37 Former Jets
pollution, tobacco smoke, certain
quarterback
11
111
foods, animal dander, industrial
38 Guido's high
fumes, and vapors from building
note
Will
111
39 Antenna
28 29 30
ill 25
tnaterialS (such as urethane foam).
26UU
42 Salvador —
You and your allergist have your work
ill
43 Seed
cut out, but with patience and persecovering
ill
II
verance, you should be able to discov44
Angela
la
34 35 ill
WA 38 39
er the substance to which you are
Lansbury
reacting.
Broadway
role
Drixoral and other antihista46 "Arhvederci
42 43 44
mine/decongestant drugs may tem46 47 48
—"
porarily relieve your symptoms, but
il
47 Elevator
al 5i
52
I'm afraid you' will continue to have
name
id
difficulty until the source of irritation
48 Laundry cycle
iii
51 Dine
is identified.
West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•74
A1082
• AQJ

DR. GOTT

V

CATHY
r I NEED A CORIPLETEI "YOU WANT
RUNDOWN ON EVERY- TO PRE YOUR
ONE ON THE TOUR 50
REJECT
I CAN TELL W Nukes YOUR COPARMN? ANYONE I WANT TO TRAVELERS"
MEET OR If THE VACATION WOULD BE A

SINGLE TRAVELERS FIND TWIT
TOUR GROUPS ARE
A GREAT PLACE
TO MEET SOMEONE.

I
BEG

r-AtAAN

IT
NOW THAN) TID
PAY A FORTUNE

'BETTER TO CO

MD REJEGT
THEM AIL 40
THE BOARDINEr
L
AREA!

YOU'RE NOT
THE TOUR GROUP
TYPE. HOW ABOUT
A NICE Soo FLIGHT

PERHAPS

TO EUROPE?
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PEANUTS
LIMY AREN'T IF I STAND
YOU OUT IN WERE, I CAN
RIGHT FIELD? BE CLOSER
TO YOUR
CATCHER..

WHY DON'T YOU GET BACK
OUT THERE IN 12161.4T FIELD
WHERE YOU'LL BE CLOSER TO
TI4E EDGE OF THE WORLD?

IF I PALL OFF,
TELL YOUR CATCHER
I WAS THINKING
OF HIM !
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BACK-TO-SCHOOL '96
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•"Great New Fall Looks... Just Right for
Back-To-School and Early Fall!"
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Assorted Group
Denim Vests

30%Off
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'Great Beginnings' Aug.24
one another, faculty and staff
outside the classroom. Residential Colleges will include both
resident and commuter students.
Activities geared specifically to
the interests of the members of
each individual college will offer
students the opportunity to expand their horizons in various
directions.
MSU's school relations office,
a division of student affairs, has
put together a schedule of activities to welcome students to Murray State and help make the
transition to college a pleasant
experience. "Great Beginnings,"
which runs from Aug. 24
through Sept 1, will feature
information booths, free food,
giveaways, movies, and more.
Additional information on any of
the "Great Beginnings" activities
is available by calling 762-2896.
The center for continuing education and academic outreach is
hosting "Great Beginnings for
Freshman Adults" on Aug. 26 to
answer specific questions of
non-traditional students. Registration for this program is
required by Aug. 23. For more
information call locally at 7624150 or toll-free at 1 (800)6697654.
Fall semester classes begin on
Tuesday, Aug. 27. All classes,

Although a fairly recent innovation, Murray State University's
"Great Beginnings" program has
fast become a tradition on the
campus."Great Beginnings" was
introduced three years ago as a
way to help both new and returning MSU students feel right at
home. An all-around event,
"Great Beginnings" offers parents an excellent opportunity to
ask questions about their son's or
daughter's stay on campus. MSU
faculty and staff get into the act
as well, making themselves
available to students and parents
as information-givers and extra
hands during the moving process.
"Great Beginnings" will offer
incoming freshmen a unique opportunity on Saturday, Aug. 24,
with a freshmen-only check in.
Resident freshmen may move
into their residential colleges
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.Commuting
freshmen can check in from 1 to
3 p.m. in the Curris Center
Rocking Chair Lounge. Residential Colleges, a new concept at
the university beginning with the
fall semester, are designed to
give students a complete college
living experience. With a residential hall(s) at the center of
each college, students will have
the opportunity to interact with

and following Aug.27,disbursement will be done in Sparks Hall,
Room 220.
-Students who have not yet
scheduled, need to make an appointment with their academic
adviser.
•Ncw I.D. cards will be made
in the ballroom on the third floor
of the Curris Center on Aug. 26.
After that day,students will need
to report to the Racer Card office
on the third floor of the Curris
Center.
-Student parking permits will
be issued in the ballroom on the
third floor of the Curris Center
on Aug. 26 and 27. On Aug. 28
and 29 students can pick them up
in Winslow Cafeteria. The Ordway Hall lobby will be the
distribution point on Aug. 30.
-Scheduling and drop/add will
continue through Sept. 3,and can
be accomplished by calling ,
RACER-TOUCH. A late registration fee of $25 will be
assessed for continuing students
who initially scheduled after
Aug. 9, or who must register
again because their schedule was
purged on Aug. 9 for non-payment
For additional information,
call the Murray State admissions
and registrar's office at (502)
762-3776.

including those on campus,
evening classes and classes held
at off-campus locations, will begin on that date. The RACERTOUCH scheduling system at
the university is fully operational
and is designed to offer easy,
convenient registration and payment options to students.
•All students who have address or telephone number
changes, may make those at a
table provided at the Curris Center on Aug. 26 or go to the
registration office on the first
floor of Sparks Hall and complete an address change form.
-Those scheduled but not fully
paid may make a credit card
payment by calling RACERTOUCH at(502)762-3500, or a
payment can be made at the
cashier's office on the second
floor of Sparks Hall until noon
on Aug. 9. Students who schedule after Aug. 9, must make
payment arrangements within
two weeks of scheduling. It is
important to note that scheduled
students must have payment arrangements made by noon, Aug.
9,to avoid having their schedules
purged..
•Financial aid disbursement
will be located in the ballroom on
the third floor of the Curris
Center on Aug. 27. On Aug. 26
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MSU prepares for fall semester
Even though the weather still
dictates shorts as the attire of
choice,thoughts are beginning to
turn to fall as Murray State
University begins to gear up to
welcome new and returning students for the fall semester of
1996.
Students studying at MSU this

fall will have an opportunity to
enjoy watching the Racer football team which went undefeated
last ycar in regular season play
and is currently ranked third in
the nation in the Division 1-AA
preseason football poll. Students
who will be first-timers at Murray State to experience the new

residential colleges concept.
Each student will be assigned to a
residential college where they
will be exposed to both familiar
and new activities to enhance the
education they receive in the
classroom.

PLAY ACADEMY
New Center Opening Mid-August!
Infant/Toddler Classes
and Multi-Age Preschool
•
•

• See Page 18

Fult-llme, Pad-Time & Drop-In SeMces
Available Weekdays, 6:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Clothes + Doctor,/

Positive Learning Approaches for the Young
Curriculum Emphases:
• positive self-concept, self-esteem
• 'whole child' development
• opportunities for success & challenge
• sensory exploration & 'hands-on" learning
• individual, small & large group Interaction
• creative expression, language skills &
problem solving
• sett-discipline, respect, morals, values &
etiquette
• parent involvement & communication

CLEANERS
Dry Cleaning &
Laundry Alterations
Wedding Gowns I Drapes
Convenient Drive0 Win

Jeff & Laura Wilson - Owners

%
OFF "Quality Is Our Specialty"
All Drycleaning

w) EVERY
MONDAY

753-2276

(COOP IOW

scalwoory ham.. 4,01,1

521 S. 12th St.

762-0090

Call
For Information Or Appointment
115 So. 13th St.

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Sat. 7:30 a.M.-1 p.m.

.•
•

Licensed For 20 Children

• 9

Owner Chicly Groves MS r krnly Studies/Chid Development
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Supply lists for East Calloway
The primary teams at East
Calloway Elementary (grades 1,
2 and 3) will have "Back-toSchool" on Monday, Aug. 12.
The teachers and all the support
teams will be present to help
parents.
The supply lists are posted
outside the classroom door for
your convenience.

We have some new faculty
and staff members at East and we
look forward to meeting parents
and students. The faculty and
staff positions are: Principal:
Patsy
Whitesell; Guidance
Counselor: Melisa Stark; Secre-atary: Lisa Hill, full time and
Beth Spencer, pan-time and
Nurse: Vickie Williams.

Title I: Teacher-Sue Davenport, instructional assistant-Susan Bogard, instructional assistant-Vicky Linzy, instructional
assistant-Marilyn Flood, instrucitonal assistant-Angie Crouse,
and instructional assistant-Rita
McCuiston.
Primary Team A: Marjorie
Grady, Heidi Heiss, Thenia Gib-

g Toys
Books et Geosafari g Puzzles
et Games et Maps et Globes

••.

A Complete Educational Supply Center For
Parents, Teachers, And Students

r

Educational
Insights'

*usl
14e rilake lea(14444
11,
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-5:30; Sat. 10-4
Eastside of the Court Square • Murray
753-5968

son and Sheila Nance.
ders with pockets, 1 back pack or
Primary Team B: Fonda Grobook bag.
gan, Martha Leet, Sheila Cooper
P3 students in Team A will
and Rick Beam.
need one 3-ring binder and a
Primary Team C: Debbra
package of loose leaf notebook
Puckett, Mary Janice Cooper,
paper, regular ruled. No Trapper
Linda Hendrick and Shirley
Keepers or large notebooks,
Wall.
pleac.e.
Primary Teaching Assistants:
P2 students on Team A will
Barbara McPhail, Shirley Garrineed a second grade tablet, 2
son (half day primary and half
boxes of tissues (Puffs of
day in library), Carol Burkeen
Kleenex) and 1 bottle of antianti Maribeth Schmidt.
bacterial soap.
Intermediate Teachers: Diana
The following is the supply
Cothran (5th), Margaret Gibson
list
for Mrs. Grady and Miss
(4th), Linnie Hooks (5th), Diane
Hciss' Team A: 2 large pencils,8
Patterson (4th) and Sally Scou
regular pencils,2 Elmer's glue,4
(4th).
oz.,
1 box of Crayons, 1 pair of
Non-Homeroom:
Debbie
Fiskars
scissors(no substitute), 1
Enistberger (Media specialist),
set of water colors (Crayola or
Paul Lile (art), Eddie Morris
Prang only), 1 spiral notebook,4
(p.e.) and Linda Stalls (music).
folders with pockets, 1 bottle of
Computer Labs: Jane Potts
liquid anti-bacterial soap, 2
(IBM)and Candy Webb(Apple).
boxes of tissues (Puffs or
Special Education: Judy BarKleenex), 1 back pack or book
ber (intermediate), Susan Blackbag.
ford (speech), Sondra Bruce
The following is the supply
(primary, language), Susan Burlist
for Mrs. Grogan and Mrs.
keen (teaching assistant), Janice
Lect's Team B: Crayons (24 is
Hasty (intermediate), Janay
sufficient), Fiskar Scissors,
McKee (intermediate), Bethany
Crayola
or Prang water paints,
Nesler (primary), Nancy Proctor
pencils(2 primary, 2 regular), 1
(teaching assistant), Reed Rushbottle of Elmer's glue, spiral
ing (intermediate), Jeanne
notebook, 4 plain folders with
Underhill (teaching assistant),
pockets, bookbag large enough
Nancy
Dycus
(teaching
to hold folders, Mrs. Leet only-1
assistant).
blank cassette tape.
The following is the supply
The following is the supply
list for Mrs. Nance and Mrs.
list
for Mrs. Sheila Cooper and
Gibson's Team A: regular size #2
Mr.
Beam's Team B: 8 regular
pencils(2 packages of8 each),2
pencils,
2 Elmer's glue, 4 or., 1
Elmer's glue, 1 pair Fiskar scisbox
crayons,
of
1 pair of Fiskars
sors(please no substitues), 1 box
of Crayons, 1 clipboard, 4 fol- • See
Page 17
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PIGSKIN
PREVIEW
August 22nd
Read All About
Murray State,
Murray High
& Calloway
Football Teams!
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"Quality That Will Please"

Thornton Tile
and Marble

Drive
Carefully!

612 S. 9th St. • 753-5719

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
753-7890
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing 8 Insurance Companies
'Free help in filing claims for my clients."

1. Be prepared to stop
quickly when near schools
and playgrounds.
2. Adhere to all speed restrictions in school zones.

Bob Nanney
Insurance
Insurance of all types.
Including Young Driver Coverage
107 N. 4th St.

753-4937

3. Exercise extreme caution
when driving in bad weather.

LEARN MORE ABOUT

LEARN MORE ABOUT
Tim Scruggs
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple

IRAs AND
ANNUITIES

753-4377

AWoodmen
World
of the

tile Insurance Society
01114 r. 11••••••• •••••••••••

4. Never pass a school bus
that is loading or unloading
children.

)Woodmen

MARTIN DAVENPORT, R.Ph.,
Owner
200A N. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

759-9245

of the World
I lie Insuran,r So let,

5 Watch for children suddenly darting out into the
street.
6. Look for and obey all
school zone signs.

sorrel Pwecn.ahm•

Ifterwr 1•41..• 0*•.• .•

LifeHouse
Care Center for Women (
1506 Chestnut St., Murray
753-0700 or
1-800-467-7172

"1.
1
0
.

Faye Childress
Woodmen Bldg
3rd & Maple, Hurray
753-5234

IRAs AND
ANNUITIES
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Calloway food service information
Calloway County school
breakfast and lunch prices remain unchanged from last school
year, according to Food Service
Director, Janice McCuiston.
At the Calloway County Preschool Center, and East, North
and Southwest Elementary
Schools, breakfast will cost 25
cents for a student on reduced
price meals, and lunch will cost
40 cents. Students paying full
price for meals at these school
will pay 55 cents for breakfast
and SI for lunch.
Breakfast at Calloway Middle

and High will cost 65 cents for
full paying students and 30 cents
for students on reduced priced
meals.
Lunch at the Middle School
will be $1.20 for full paid meals
and 40 cents for reduced meals.
Calloway High students will be
charged $1.25 for full paid meals
and 40cents for reduced lunches.
Pizza will be furnished by
Domnio's Pizza to the High
School and Middle School for
the first time this year. The pizza
will be delivered to the High
School daily and to the Middle

School as requested by the
manager.
Additional food items may be
purchased at any Calloway
school at ala carte prices. Extra
milk or fruit drink will be 30
cents. At all locations, charges
will be made for meals only. No
ala carte items will be charged.
Adult lunches remain at $1.75
throughout the system. Adult
breakfasts cost 85 cents.
Parents can deposit any
amount of money into their
child's meal account any time in
all schools. The money deposited

may be used for breakfast, lunch
or ala carte items. Pre-payment
can be accepted at the schools for
any amount at any time a cashier
is present. Students may also pay
on a daily basis.
Applications for free and reduced priced meals will be available at school registration at all
schools.
The use of household applications requires that only one application be submitted per household with all students listed on
the same form. That form may be
turned in to the office of any
school in the district

not new to Calloway County
Food Service. She was assistant
to Ms. Adams for 16 years,
manager at Calloway County
Middle School for one year, and
cafeteria employee at East
Elementary School for six years.
Patsy Woodall will be the assistant to the Food Service Director.
Cafeteria managers remain the
same as last year. They are
Glenda Byerly at Calloway
High, Mildred Adams at Calloway Middle, Carlene Torsak at
East Elementary, Patsy Stallons
at North Elementary,Jennie Carroll at Southwest Elementary and
Delorise Boggess at Calloway
Pre-School.
Parents who have questions
concerning any food service
program in the Calloway system
may contact the individual
school managers or the district
food service office.

Families who are currently
receiving food stamps or AFDC
have received a letter from the
district informing them they are
automatically elgible for free
meals. Those families will not
need to fill out an application.
There have been some
changes in Food Service personnel for the 1996-97 school year.
Janice McCuiston is the new
Food Service Director. She fills
the vacancy left by the retirement
of Joanna Adams. McCuiston is

;
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How You Like Pizza At Home

753-3030
117 S. 12th St. • Murray
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Over 100 Selected Styles
Of Men's, Women's &
Children's Shoes

V Reebok
V New Balance
V Adidas

V Nike
V Asics
V K-Swiss

V Converse V Fila
V Wilson
V Tretorn
V Rockport V Airwalk

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
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Alternative Program gives opportunities

•

Wonderful opportunities for
real world learning are available
through the Calloway County
Alternative Program. Thanks to
the maturing partnership between parents, community, and
school, participating students
have a vast array of options for
achieving their goals.
Designed to serve students
that are at risk of dropping out of
high school or loosing their driver's license because of Kentucky's"No Pass, No Drive" law,The
Alternative has a variety of programs for students. Some students
learn best in a hands-on situation

in the real world, while others are
challenged by the arts or by the
opportunity to audit classes at
Murray State University. Teen
parents who have the double load
of school and child-rearing have
special needs, as do older students who may be living on their
own and supporting themselves.
Program options are highly
flexible and include a wide variety of community-based learning projects, short and long term
mentorships,
technology-focused projects, demonstrating
proficiency in a subject through
assessment,and interdisciplinary

Make A Touchdown
Get Your Back-To-School
Alterations Done Here!
753-9525
Central Shopping Center (In Front of Wal-Mart)
Mon.-Fri. 6:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 7:30 am.-Noon

0
C•1

0

c

kn

projects of all kinds. Students
attend school in both day and
evening programs, with schedules flexed according to workplace requirements.
The diverse faculty provide
different teaching styles for
meeting student needs. Twila
Adams, who worked in the electrical field in and around Callo--way County for over sixteen
years, provides workplace connections and expertise for students who learn best in hands-on
work world situations.
Jim Carpenter, who specializes in learning through the arts
and student projerte'aiorennates

North Calloway Elementary
has released its list of employees
for the 1996-97 school year:

Coursey, day shift; Bobby Rowland, night shift; Melissa Rowland, cafeteria.

AIDES: Sheila Boggess, Title
I; Freda Carraway, Title I;
Claudia, Kindergarten; Cindy
Cleaver, Title I; Debbie Griffin,
Primary; Dawn Kinsolving; Kindergarten; Paula Morton, IBM
Computer Lab; Randa Pitman,
Title 1; Cyndy Sauerwhite, Writing-To-Read lab; Brenda Thorn,
Primary.

LIBRARIAN: Laura Swain.
NURSE: Vicki Williams.
PRINCIPAL:
Margaret
Cook.
SECRETARIES: Carolyn
Enoch and Ginger Norsworthy.

REGISTER NOW
for the 199
6-97 school year at
Eastwood Christian Academy.
Kindergarten through 12th grades —
Traditional Classroom Approach
Located 1 mile
East on Hwy.
94, Murray.

Call Now

753-7744 or
for appointment

Eastwood Christian
Academy
ter/knee lit 1 Spiritual Friviraiiineat."

...••••""

Fifth Grade; Karen Falwell, Kindergarten(Fam II); Mirriam Ferguson, Primary (Fain I) 2nd;
Beverly Galloway, Primary
(Fain II) 2nd; Johnny Gingles,
Physical Education; Becky Gore,
First Grade(Fam 11); Anita Harper, Primary (Fam II) 1st; Jeannie Harrison,Title I; Janis Hicks,
Fourth Grade; Rachel Johnson,
Special Education (5th); Karen
Kelso, Primary (Fam I) 1st;
Tracy Leslie, Music; Nancy
Lovett, Primary (Fam II) 3rd;
Debbie Pardue,Primary(Fam II)
2nd; Vicki Patton, Special Ed.
(Primary); Rita Price, Primary
(Fam II) 3rd; Becki Reed,
G ifted/TaIented;
Wanda

TEACHERS: Emily Apperson, Counselor, Sharon Arant,
Special Education; Toni Bohannon, Primary(Fam I) 3rd; Karen
Bolls, Fourth Grade; Ila Brown,
Fifth Grade; Pam Cherry, Special Education (4th); Karen
Crick, Primary (Fam I) 3rd;
Tam mie Crouch, Kindergarten
(Fam II); Randa Cunningham,
Fourth Grade; Cheryl Dailey,
• See Page 19

Yane Marie's

Dance

de

Gymnastics Studio

Specializing in Tap, Ballet, Pointe,
Jazz & Gymnastics.
Boys & Girls - Ages Three Through Adult

REGISTRATION

Known For Experience
*Curriculum that has been proven for over
40 years (students rank well above national
level on achievement tests.)
'Faculty - average experience level
of faculty is 8 years.
Individual Instruction
pupil-teacher ratio averages 10-1
College Prep classes required for graduates
Competition Encouraged
sports & academics

753-1834

r;*

Director of Alternative Programs Marilyn Crawford coordinates the program in coordination with Dr. Larry Salmon,
Director of Districtwide Ser-

vices.
Each student has an Individual
Graduation Plan, a contract that
outlines exactly what they must
do in order to earn credit. Students, teachers, parents, and administrators have the opportunity to work together to design
personalized education. Because
the program is personalized and
flexible, students can complete
their education in a program
suited to their situation.
Interested people are invited
to stop by and visit the program
at any time. For more information, call Marilyn Crawford al
759-9427.

North lists staff for 1996-97

CAFETERIA: Melissa Rowland, Cashier; Patsy Stations,
Cook/Manager; Cindy Chapman, Cook; Jennifer Lyles,
Cook; Debbie Ray, Cook;
Lagcnia Bazzell, Cook.
CUSTODIANS:
Mi

-tr

opportunities for students with
Murray State University and locates community volunteers who
match student interests.
Susan Williams, a certified
guidance counselor, provides
strong support for teens who are
under stress and need counseling
and helps them make connections with community services,
in addition to her expertise as a
teacher.

Tues. Aug. 6, 2-6 p.m.
Wed. Aug. 7, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

753-0605
or 753-5352
"Our philosophy is to
teach dance to our
students with respect and
love in a caring and
Christian environment."
Classes grouped for more individual instruction

Dance wear, shoes and accessories available.
Jane Marie Chapman — Director-Owner
903 Arcadia Circle
(Across from New City Park)
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Supply list given for Calloway Middle
Six-A: 3-ring binder or Trapper Keeper, 5 Trapper folders
(with holes & pockets), 4-5
pocket folders, colored pencils,
box of color markers, scissors,
No. 2 pencils (no mechanical),
loose leaf paper or notebooks,do
not bring ink pens, protractor,
box of tissues. Students will need
to buy 2 double-sided Mac format high density disks which can
be purchased from their language arts teacher for $1.50.

Please do not send the $1.50 until
August 30.
Six-B: 3 wireless tablets for
journals, 3-ring binder or Trapper Keeper, 5 Trapper folders
(with holes & pockets, ruler,
colored pencils, scissors, 2 pencils (no mechanical), loose leaf
paper, protractor, compass, glue,
red ink pen, box of tissues.
Students will need to buy 2
double-sided Mac format high
density disks which can be pur-

chased from their language arts
teacher for $1.50. Please do not
send the $1.50 until August 30.
World-7: 3-ring binder or
Trapper Keeper, 5.Trapper folders(with holes & pockets,ruler,
pens(blue or black ink), scissors,
No. 2 pencils, loose leaf paper,
calculator.
ACOT-7: 4-6 pocket folders,
8-10 high density disks (Macintosh 1.4 MB),disk holder, box of

Southwest supply list given
The teachers at Southwest
have released their supply list for
the 1996-97 school year.
•
Lower Primary: (First and
Second Year Students) fiskar
scissors (only), 24 crayons, water-based magic markers, water
color paints, two writing tablets
(50 cents at school), 1 Elmcrs
glue, 1 black or red "Sharpie
Marker", 14 plain pocket folders
(2 red, blue, green), 15 regular
lead pencils, 10 glue sticks, book
bag(with name), 1 blank cassette
tape (entry level only), 1 box of
Kleenex
Upper Primary: (Third and
Fourth Year Students) water
color paints, pencil - 3 packs, 3
packages of n-tebook paper
(wide), 5 pocket folders, Dab n'
stick glue, washable markers,
colored pencil, crayons, ruler
(measures cm and in), fiskar
scissors,4 big erasers,clear tape,
book bag(with name),clipboard.
Fourth Grade:6 pocket folders

with center tabs, markers, crayons, rulers (cm and in), glue,
fiskar scissors, loose leaf paper,
pencils, box of tissues.
Fifth Grade: paper, box of
tissues, red marking pens, notebook paper, long fiskar scissors,

when wings are expanded height 4 ft. See science teacher),
compass, protractor, calculator
(scientific if possible - see math
teacher).
Pier-B 8th Grade: Glue, ruler,
tape (Scotch and masking),
markers, colored pencils, ballpoint pens (black, blue & red),
No. 2 pencils, loose leaf paper,
pocket folders (one for each
class) and three ring binder with
dividers, a free standing projeci
board (for displaying work, may
be purchased or made - dimensions maximum of 3 ft. wide
when wings are expanded height 4 ft. See science teacher).

index cards, clear tape,construction paper, markers, ruler, glue,
crayons, pencils, folders (6).
The teachers will have additional items to suggest for the
classrooms during open house
and opening day of school.

Preschool/Head Start
begins classes Aug. 21
The Calloway County PreschooVHead Start Program will
begin classes on Wednesday,
August 21, 1996. The preschool
program will be providing full
day services for preschool children Monday through Thursday
with special parenting, staff development, and preschool classroom opportunities on Fridays.
Specific schedules will be given

colored markers, box of colored
pencils, 1 pkg. of blue or black
ink pens, loose leaf paper, No. 2
pencils, 1 regular size box of
Kleenex tissues. Optional: hole
punch, glue sticks, ruler, scissors, calculator.
Pier-A 8th Grade: Glue, ruler,
tape (Scotch and masking),
markers, colored pencils, ballpoint pens (black, blue & red),
No. 2 pencils, loose leaf paper,
pocket folders (one for each
class) and three ring binder with
dividers, a free standing project
board (for displaying work, may
be purchased or made - dimensions maximum of 3 ft. wide

to parents during registration and
home visits. The Calloway
County PreschboVHead Start
Program is located It 2106-A
College Farm Road, behind Calloway County High School. The
new center was opened in February 1994. Any individual wishinformation
ing
additional
should call the preschool at 7599408 or 753-3033.

tel+ Fashions (‘,

HEADQUARTERS
for Students of All Ages
Pre-school to post-doc, computers have
become an integral part of everyone's education.
We specialize in matching each student's
needs with the right combination of hardware,
software, and instruction.
And right now,we're featuring back-to-school
discounts that make the power of computing
more affordable than ever. Financing available,
purchase before Aug. 15 and no payments until
Feb. '97. Stop in and see for yourself!

HAWKINS
RESEARCH

1304-E CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY, KY
PH: 502-753-7001
FAX: 502-753-9726

Meet all your needs
with true classics a/
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'Down on the Farm'theme at Southwest
"Down on the Farm" will be
the school wide theme at Southwest this fall. The students will
be exposed to life around them.
The teachers are planning activities that will enhance students
learning of what goes on around
them. The theme is a component
in fulfilling the school's mission
statement. The mission of Southwest Elementary (operating in a

developmentally appropriate environment
that
promotes
academic and personal success)
is to empower all students to
become life-long learners capable of solving problems and to
prepare students to be responsible citizens ready to meet the
challenges of tomorrow."
Open House will be annouced
shortly. Tentative student home-

room assignments will be mailed
or released at open house as soon
as the list can be finalized.
Parents and students will be
able to meet with the teachers
and staff at open house. At this
time registration forms will be
completed. A copy of the supply
list will be available for the
parenLs in each individual classroom. Fees and lunchroom pre-

payments can be made at the
open house. Bus drivers will be
available to answer questions
about bus routes. The student fee
for students is fifteen dollars.
The lunchroom at Southwest
is computerized. Parents will be
able to prepay lunch and breakfast in any amount.
If a child has not been registered at Southwest for the 199697 school year, parents should
bring the following to complete

registration: physical form, TB
skin test certfication, Social Security card and a copy of the
child's original birth certificate.
In addition to the parent's home
and work phone numbers. Registration information will request the names and phone numbers of two additional contacts
for emergency. The
emergency contacts should
have phone numbers different
than the parent/guardian numbers.

Southwest announces staff
Southwest Elementary School
Fourth Grade Teachers: Vona
Staff: Jim Sloan, principal; ColGallimore, Anne Herndon, and
een Linn and Sherla Adams,
Wanda Walker.
Secretaries; Bobby Armstrong,
Upper Primary Teachers: ElBeauton Wilson, and Barbara
len Crady, Betty Hassell, Kellye
Travis,
Custodians;
Joan
Olson, Ruth Potts, Reita RobinCooper,cafeteria cashier; Kellye
son, and Debbie Stinncu.
Bennett, Amy Boike, Dee Dee
Lower Primary Teachers: Pat
Cook, Debbie Doron, Becky
Cherry, Kathy Cleaver, CharNance, Joannic Rushing, Belotte Colson, Diane Jones, Becky
verly Shelton, and Rhonda TraRobertson, and Leisha Stetson.
cey, Instructional Aides, and
Other: Kent Barlow, physical
Vicki Williams, Nurse.
education; Leigh Ann Barrett,
Fifth Grade Teachers: Dora
music; Sherry Darnall, art; Kay
Pittman, Jo Ann Shoemaker,and
Gail Turner.
•See Page 19

'Murray Montessori offers a caring protected place for young children.
'Murray Montessori offers a high level of individual attention and instruction.
'Montessori preschool prepares children for public schooling under KERA.
'Murray Montessori is a pre-school and kindergarten, not a daycare.

Sawving Murray Strum 1989

An AMS Affiliated Preschool & Kindergarten

Gete B Corneltson Director

Kathy E. Wilson, Asst Directa,"

(502) 753-5227 • 109 S. 15th St.

Owner & New Director — Lynn Griffiths

HOURS:

(

6:15 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Ciosed For Maio, Holidays

Call For More Information:

753-8380

The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.
Full Day Educational Preschool Program For Ages 6 weeks to 5 years.
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Murray
for
Registration
Elementary School will take
place Wednesday. Aug. 7. The
first day of school for students if
Wednesday. Aug. 14.
Parents and their children are
invited to stop by Murray
Elementary on Tuesday, Aug.
13, between 3 p.m. and 5:30, to
learn the name of the child's
teacher. All teachers will be in
their rooms.
Teachers will be able to answer questions about the primary
program, school procedures,
learning materials, special classes, the volunteer program, the
lunchroom, and other areas of
interest.
Children who must register
are those who will be five years
old by October 1. If children are
ready for fourth grade, they will
register and attend school at
Murray Middle School.
The registration, or "Fee
Day," is scheduled for 8 a.m. to
10:30 a.m. in the lunchroom in
the Robertson Primary Building.
The schedule is as follows: 88:30 a.m., A-D;8:30-9 a.m.,E-J;
9-9:30 a.m., K-P, 9:30-10 a.m.,
Q-S; and 10-10:30 a.m., T-Z.
On Fee Day,parents will complete the enrollment form, pay
the general school fee of $25.00,
and receive information about
the school year..
If the child is enrolling in
school for the first time, parents
must bring a valid Kentucky
immunization certificate,an official copy of the student's birth
certificate (no hospital certificates), a TB skin test certificate,
the student's social security card,
and a completed physical examination form.
Parents of children who attended Murray Elementary last
year are not required to bring any
documentation with them. However, parents are asked to make
sure the child's immunization
certificate is up-to-date.
On the first day of school,
members of the elementary
school PTO will be on hand on
the first day of school to help
direct students and parents.
All classes at Murray Elementary begin each day at 7:55 and
dismiss at 2:30.
Murray Elementary School
starts the new school year under
the direction of new principal
Eleanor Mills. A native of Meade
County, Mills spent seventeen
years there as a primary teacher.
However, she graduated from
Murray State University, and
student taught with Mary Gail
Johnson at Murray Elementary
School.
Mills says she's very impressed with the way the primary
program operates at Murray
Hementary School.

"I want us to continue to grow
and maintain the excellence in
the program we offer the children," she said.
Murray Elementary combines
PI (first year) and P2 (second
year) children in the same classroom; children usually stay with
the same teacher for two years.
P3 and P4 children, however,are
separated for instruction.
There are five teacher teams,
each of which contains teachers
of different age groups. Teachers
in each team have a planning
time, which makes it easier to
share ideas and materials. Children meet together in multi-age
groups for certain activities and
special events. They can also be
regrouped within the team by
ability level or interest area.
The central theme selected by
the teachers at a faculty retreat
held last May is "choices." The
theme will be explored all year
long in various academic areas.
Teachers teams have also met to
plan various activities in
common.
From the beginning of school
through September, the focus in
all classes will be "all about me,
my family, and my friends." On
September 6, the whole school
will celebrate "Grandparents'
Day," when grandparents are
invited to join the children for
lunch.
Other dates already established for events involving the
school are the "Back To School
Night" scheduled for Tuesday,
September 10 and musical productions on December 19 and
March 27. School pictures are
scheduled for September 9.
The elementary school has
also decided to continue its
"Books Alive" Halloween celebration. Instead of masquerading
as ghouls and goblins, children
are invited to dress as favorite
book characters.
Throughout the month of October, teachers will share books
about a character who made a
choice that affected his own life
or the lives of others.
Presidents of the PTO,for the
third year,are David and Jennifer
Taylor. Vice-president/public
relations is Belinda Peebles;
are
vice-presidents/activities
Don and Leona Colson; secretary is Lynn Dowdy; and treasurer is Laura Pitman. Holly
Bloodworth is the teacher
representative.
The PTO plans a "Kick-Off"
for its fall fund-raiser September
5 at 10 a.m. The PTO plans to
continue its aluminum can recycling project. Cans are brought in
by the children and collected for
recycling every month.
Joining the staff of Murray
Elementary this year are teacher

Angela Johnson and secretary
Janet Paschall!'Janet Paschall has
been involved with Kids' Company, the afterschool childcare.
program at Murray Elementary,
for several years; for the past two
years she has directed the program, and she will remain in this
position. She has also been a
teacher's aide with Head Start.
Angela MacDougal Johnson
is a Murray High School graduate. Most recently she worked as
an aide at East Elementary
School.
Teacher teams at Murray
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Elementary are as follows:
Teachers in "Trail Blazers" are
Rebecca Cunningham, Marilyn
Dill, Mary Gail Johnson, Matlene Perry and Genese Reid.
"Adventurers" are Holly
Bloodworth, Michelle Wheeler,
Lynda Purcell, Janet Shepherd,
and Lisa Skillern.
"Moonbeams" are Mary Ann
Caner, Lashlee Foster, Martin
Ridgeley, Marcy Back and Barbara Wildcy.
"Starshine" teachers are Carolyn Colson, Kandi Dawson,
Angela Johnson, and Carla

Rex roat.
"Satellite" teachers are Donna
Alexander,
speech/language
pathologist; Glen Arterbum, art
and critical thinking skills; Faye
Beyer, Title I/reading; Kim
Black, music; L.E. Clifford,
physical education; Tina Dunn,
librarian; Tenth Thomas,special
education; and Mary Valentine,
counselor.
Parents who have questions
about Murray Elementary or
who are unable to auend "Fee
Day" are asked to call the school
office at 753-5022.

Dress Sharp!
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Murray bus service starts Aug. 14
Bus service for students attending the Murray City Schools
begins on Wednesday. Aug. 14.
Bus schedules are based on
those established at the end ofthe
1995-96 school year. Adjustments are made as the need
becomes apparent.
Parents of students who are
new to the school system or have
moved to a different home are
encouraged to call Tammy

Thompson at the school system's
central office(753-4363)if there
is not an existing bus stop which
serves their needs. Adjustments
will be made in bus routes after
the first week.
Seven buses run regular
routes. Drivers for the 1996-97
school year are Joyce Kingins,
Bus 8601; Eva Mohler, Bus
8801; O.T. Stalls, Bus 9201;

Jane McCuiston, Bus 9401;John
Lane, Bus 9402; Elizabeth
Oliver, 9403; and Eugene Peal,
Bus 9404.
The first two digits in the bus
numbers refer to the year in
which the bus was purchased; the
last two digits indicate how many
buses were purchased that year.
Three buses(8, 10, and 8201)
are kept as spares.
The school system also pro-

vides bus transportation for
children enrolled in the Murray
PreschooVHead Start Program
through its two mini-buses. Bus
drivers are Bennie Jackson, Bus
18, and Carlee Saylors, Bus
9202.
Complete bus routes for Murray Elementary School, Murray
Middle School and Murray High
School are as follows:

Murray elementary bus schedule
ELEMENTARY
Joyce Kingins' bus, which will start at
7 cm, and arrive at 7:30 a.m.. will make
the following stops:
I. MCCH Day Care; 2. 1st house on
10th; 3. 10th St. brick hse. in curve; 4.
401 S. 11th; 5.219 S. 11th;6.411 S. 9th;
7. 1104 Sycamore; 8. 508 S. 13th;9. 514
S. 13th; 10. 503 Meadow Lane; 11.700
Meadow Lane; 12. 708 Sunny Drive; 13.
1100 Riverwood; 14. 13th/Overby,
VineJ13th; IS. 321, 323-325 Irvin; 16.
Irvan/Vine; 17. 206 Irvan; 18. 211 lrvan;
19. Stop at 2nd walk, unload.
Joyce Kingins' bus, which will start at
2:30 p.m., will make the following stops:
1.211 Irvin; 2. Vine at Irvin; 3.321
Irvin; 4. 306S. 13th; 5. 13th & Vine; 6.
208 S. 13(Tues.Only);7. 1002 Poplar,8.
9th & Poplar, 9. MCCH Day Cam 10.
10th & Vine; 11. 417 S. 10th; 12. 423 S.
10th; 13. 304 S. 11th Street; 14. 219 S.
llth Street; 15. 204 S. 1 I th Street; 16.
Ilth at Elm; 17. 1109 Elm; 18. 514 S.
13th; 19. 503 Meadow Lane; 20. 700
Meadow Lone; 21. Meadowlane & Dudley; 22. Walter's Pharmacy; 23. Mur-Cal
Reality (Sycamore & 12th); 24. 1104
Sycamore.

0.1. Stalls' p.m. route will make the
following stops:
I. 16th at Kirkwood; 2. 16th at
Catalina; 3. Intersection Gibbs Rd. &
Wiswell Road; 4. Inter. Gibbs Rd. &
Camelot Rd.; 5. 2104 Villa Square; 6.
2110 Villa Square;7. 1805 Ciminbriar,I.
Inter. Tabard & Martin Chapel; 9. 1581
Mockingbird; 10. 1551 Mockingbird; 11.
1544 Mockingbird; 12. 1505 Oxford
Drive; 13. 1512 Oxford Drive; 14. 1525
Oxford Drive; 15. 1403 Spring Creek
Drive; 16. 1548 Oxford Drive; 17. 1501
Beckert; 18. 1502 Pandane; 19. 16th at
Henry; 20. MCC Vocational School.

Eva Molder's bus, which will start at 7
cm.and arrive at 7:30 a.m., will make the
following stow
1.810 Minerva; 2. 1718 Magnolia; 3.
1713 Keenland;4. 1704 Holiday;5. 1705
Parklarie; 6.1601 Belmont Drive; 7. 1619
Kirkwood (a.m.); 8. 1713 Melrose
(p.m.); 9. 14015 Fleetwood; 10. 1301
Melrose at Oakhill Dr.(p.m.); 11. Edinborough Dr. & County Cork; 12. 2108
Edinborough; 13. Martin Dr. & Quail
Creek Dr.; 14. 606 Kingsway; IS. 2203
Creekwood; 16. 604 Lee; 17. 2205
Creek w ood Drive.

Jane McCuiston's bus, which will start
at 705 cm, and arrive at 7:30 am., will
make the following stops:
I.607 Elm (p.m.); 2. 5th at Ehn;3. 305
S. 5th; 4. 6th & Maple (p.m.); 5.303 N.
6th;6.404 N.6th (p.m.); 7. 6th & Ash;8.
7th & Pine (p.m.); 9. Corner of Andrus
Drive; 10. Corner of 3rd & maple (Wed.
p.m. only); 11. S. 3rd behind church (TI),only)p.m.; 12. 3rd & Poplar, 13. Elm
at 4th (p.m.); 14. 816River Road; 15.633
S. 4th (am.); 16. 513 S. 7th; 17. Vine at
8th; 18. 1312 Poplar (p.m.); 19. 15th at
Poplar (p.m.); 20. Wee Care on Poplar

0.1. Stalls' bus,which will start at 7:15
a.m,and arrive at 7:50 a.m.. will make the
following stops:
I. 16th at )(Atwood; 2. 16th at
Catalina; 3. Intersection of Gibbs Rd. &
Wiswell Rd.; 4. Inter. Gibbs Rd. &
Camelot Rd.; 5. 2104 Villa Square; 6.
2110 Villa Square;7.1805 Greenbrier, 8.
1505 Oxford Drive; 9. 1512 Oxford
Drive; 10. 1525 Oxford Drive; 11. 1403
Spring Creek Drive; 12. 1548 Oxford
Drive; 13. 1501 Beckett; 14. 1512 Canterbury; 15.1581 Mockingbird; 16. 1551
Mockingbird.

bodia Caelvtaa
wee & Gg
Teachers:
Sandra Stone & Lisa Darnell
Boys & Girls, Ages 3 & Up
-Tap-Ballet-Pointe -Jazz-Acrobatics
-Recreational Equipment -Beam, Bar, Vault
-Cheedeeding

Egdy Bird Registration
Tuesday, August 6, 9:33 s.m.-5:30 p.m.
BegIstration
Tuesday, August 13, 9:30 sm.-5:30 p.m.
489-2308, 753-5720,

Dixieland Center
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(13-m.).
John Lane's bus, which will start at 7
a.m, and arrive at 7:40 a.m., will make the
following stops:
1. Tiny Hearts Day Care; 2. 903
College Courts; 3.502 College Coons;4.
700 College Courts; 5. 905 Southwood
Drive; 6. Riveria Courts (Office); 7.
Murray Manor Apt. H (a.m.); 8. Apple
Tree School; 9.800 N. 171h; 10. 1607-A
Dodson Avenue; 11. 809 Coldwater
Road; 12. First Step; 13. 903 N. 18th
(a.m.); 14. 812N. 19th; 1-5.19th & Sherry
Lane; 16. 1707 College Farm Road; 17.
17th & Hamilton; 18.1633 Hamilton; 19.
Murray Day Care (Broach & Olive); 20.
1608 Fanner.
John Lane's p.m. route will make the
following stops:
1. 16th at Wells Hall; 2. Special Ed/
Boy Scout Museum; 3. Tiny Hearts Day
Care; 4. 903 College Courts; 5. 502
College Coons;6.700 College Coons; 7.
Behind Stewart Stadium; 8. Tabors Body
Shop; 9. 905 Southwood Drive; 10.
Rive:is Courts (office); Ii. Murray
Manor Apt. G; 12. Apple Tree School;
13. Super America & Kids-Kids-Kids;
14. 809 Coldwater Road; 15. First Step;
16. 1607-A Dodson Avenue; 17. 800 N.
17th; 18. 8I2N. 19th; 19. 19th & Sherry
Lane; 20. 1707 College Farm Road; 21.
17th & Hamilton. 22. 1633 Hamilton.
Elizabeth Oliver's bus, which will start

at 7:13 a.m. and arrive at 7:37 a.m., will
make the following stops:
I. 1100 Main;2.203 N. 10th;3. Sharpe
&N. 10th; 4. 1101 Payne; 5. Payne at N.
10th; 6. Parse at N. 8th; 7. Payne at
Beale;I. Pine at N.56;9.404 N.5th; 10.
509 N. 4th; 11. 400N. 3rd; 12. N. 3rd &
Ash; 13. 507 N. Cherry-, 14. Cherry at
Ash; 15. Cherry at Pine; 16. Spruce & LP
Miller, 17. Olive at N. 8th; 18. Olive at N.
9th; 19. Olive at N. 10th.
FliT.hmh Oliver's bus, which will start
at 2:35 p.m., will make the following
"Pg:
I. N. 15th at Olive Blvd.; 2. 203 N.
10th; 3. Sharpe at N. 10111; 4. 1101 Payne;
5. N. 108i & Payne; 6. 402 N. Ith; 7.
Payne at Beale; 8. Pine at N. 5th; 9.505
N.5th; 10.509 N. 4th; I I. 400N.3rd; 12.
507 N. Cherry; 13. Cherry & Ash; 14.
Cheny at rum IS. N. 3rd & Ash; 16.
Spruce at LP Miller, 17. Olive at Cherry;
18. Olive at N. 41h; 19. Olive at N. 6th;
20. Olive at N. 8th; 21. Olive at N. 9th;
22. Olive at N. 10th; 23. 1100 Main.
Eugene Peal's bus, which will start at
7:15 a.m. and arrive at 7:50 cm., will
make the following stops:
I. Broad at Nash; 2. 731 Nash; 3. Nash
& 9th; 4. 9th & Fairlane; 5. Hurt at
Fairlane; 6. Southside Manor Apts.; 7.
Earl Court; 8. 505 S. 9th (p.m.); 9. 609
Sycamore (am.); 10. 605 Sycamore; 11.
401 S. 6th (2nd in p.m. only).

MMS,MHS bus
schedules given
MURRAY MIDDLE & MURRAY
HIGH BUS SCHEDULE
Joyce Kingin's bus, which will start at
728 a.m, and arrive at 8:10 arn., will
make the following stops:
1. 305 Oakdale; 2. 1711 Ryan; 3.
17th/Calloway; 4. KY at Calloway; 5.
1666 Calloway;6. 700 S. 16th; 7.806 S.
16th; 8. 1st Drive on Kirkwood; 9. 1608
Kirkwood; 10. 1618 Kirkwood; 11. 1506
Canterbury; 12. Canterbury/Chancer, 13.
1608 Tabard; 14. 1618 Tabard; IS. 1581
Mockingbird; 16. 1551 Mockingbird; 17.
1543 Mockingbird; 18. 1805 Greenbriar;
19. 1709 Oakhill; 20. 1804 Westwood;
21. 1902 Westwood; 22. Camelot/
Lancelot; 23. 2124 Southwest; 24. 2118
Southwest;25.2115 Southwest; 26.2108
Southwest; 27. 2113 Country; 28. 2100
Villa Square; 29.2106 Villa Square; 30.
2104 Villa Square; 31. Whitnell/Sycamore; 32. 1104 Sycamore.
Eva Molder's bus, which will start at
7:35 a.m. and arrive at 8:15 am., will
make the following stops:
I. 113N.14th;2.212S. Ilth(a.m.); 3.
9th & Vine;4.514 S. 71h; S.516 Broad;6.

See Page 19
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623 Broad; 7. Broad & Nash; 8. 604
Lafoliett; 9. 614 LAfollett; 10. Sycamore
& 6th on 6th; 11. 6th & Elm; 12. 6th &
Poplar, 13. 6th & Main; 14. 7th & Olive;
15. 8th & Olive; 16. 10th & Olive; 17.
1109 Olive; 18. 1309 Poplar, 19. Poplar
at Irvin; 20. 211 Irvin.
Eva Molder's bus, which will start at 3
p.m., will make the following stops:
1. 91/1 & Vine; 2. Hospital Parking Lot;
3. Middle School; 4. E-Main-Diuguid
Drive; 5. 300S. 6th; 6.6th & Sycamore;
7.614 LAfollette; 8. Ellis & Lafollette; 9.
Nash & Broad; 10. 623 Broad; 11. 516
Brood; 12, 514 S. 7th Street; 13. 6th &
Vine; 14. Olive & 7th; 15. 10th & Olvie;
16. 13th & Olive; 17. 14th & Olive; 18.
111IN. 14th; 19. S. 14th & Main;20. 1321
Poplar, 21. 219 S. 15th; n.3111 S. 15th;
23. 313 Woodlawn; 24. Vine & 91h; 23.
211 Irvin; 26. 320 S. 11th.
0.1. Stall's bus, which will start at 7:40
a.m.and arrive at 8:15 a.m., will snake the
following stops:
I. 104 S. 13th (p.m.); 2. 108 S. 13th
(p.m.); 3. 209 S. 13th (p.m.); 4. 214 S.
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Preschool/Head Start serves 1,200
The Murray Preschool/Head
Start is a nationally accredited
early childhood center, combining the }CERA preschool programs for three-and four-year olds
with the federal Head Stan
program.
The Murray Independent
School District administers the
Head Start program, which
serves about 1200 children and
their families in eight western
Kentucky counties. There are
twenty-three sites which provide
preschool and health services for
youngsters and support services
(such as family counseling,adult
education, and job trainings) for
families.
Most of the sites are in public
schools, although the Head Stan
program for the Murray Preschool/Head Start is located in
the Special Education Building

on MSU's campus. The Murray
Early Head Start is also located
in the Special Education
Building.
Questions should be directed
to Murray Preschool/Head Stan
supervisor Debbie Lampe (7626863), Murray Preschool/Head
Start Family Service Worker
Kym Hopkins (762-3262), or
Head Stan director Judy Whitten
(753-6031). Questions about
Early Head Stan should be directed to Marilyn Hornback
(753-6031).
Registration for the Murray
Preschool/Head Start is scheduled for Tuesday, Aug. 13,
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on the first
floor of Murray State University's Special Education Building.
Registration for the new Early
Head Start will be held in con-

junction with the preschool/
Head Start program.
Early Head Start is for pregnant women, infants, toddlers,
and their families; families must
meet Early Head Stan income
guidelines.
Among the services provided
through Early Head Start are
child care, parent education,
mental health services, health
services for children, and family
support services.
Students enrolling in the program must be three or four years
old by October 1, 1996. Services
are free to children whose families meet specific income guidelines or who have disabilities.
Children with disabilities are
eligible for services when they
become three years old.
'The first day of school for
children is Tuesday, Sept. 3.

The program offers classes in
both the morning and the afternoon. The morning classes meet
from 8:45 to 12:15; afternoon
classes meet from 12:15 - 3:45
p.m.
Door-to-door bus transportation is provided.
Students in the morning program are given breakfast and
lunch. Students in the afternoon
program are given lunch and a
snack.
The supervisor for the Murray
pre-school program is Debbie
Lampe. Teachers are }Carmel
Stewart and Monica Lawson;
assistants are Alisa Dillard, Janet
Paschall, and Kathy Hensley.
Food services manager is Shirley
Lane. The family services team
includes Tonia Casey, Lisa
Crutcher and Kym Hopkins.

Parents enrolling their children for the first time should bring
the child's birth certificate, proof
of income (a W2 form or check
stubs for the last three months of
employment, the child's social
security card, social security
cards for family members, a
medical card or insurance information, updated immunization
records (including a current TB
skin test certificate), and the
report from the child's physical
examination.
Children with disabilities are
admitted regardless of parent
income. Parents should bring
only the birth certificate, immunization certificate. TB skin test
certificate, and physical form.
If parents are unsure of their
child's eligibility, they are invited to attend registration for
more information.

Murray City Schools' 1996-97 calendar
The calendar for the Murray
City Schools calls for 170 instructional days for students,
with the first day of school on
Wednesday, Aug. 14.
AUG UST
5-8 MHS registration
7 MES "Fee Day", MRS registration for new students
9 MMS registration for new
students
13 Open House at Murray
Elementary School,Open House

at Murray Elementary School,
Open House at Murray Middle's
Transition School, registrations
for Murray Preschool/Head Start
and Early Head Start
14 First day of school for
students, registration for Murray
Preschool/Head Start
SEPTEMBER
2 Labor Day (no school)
3 First day of Murray Preschool/Head Start

9 MES school pictures
11 MMS school pictures
13 First home football game
16 MMS "Back To School"
night,ICERA Bus at MMS,MES
Grandparents' Day

27-29 Thanksgiving break
DECEMBER
19 End of first semester
JANUARY
6 School reopens
20 No school (Martin Luther
King Day)
FEBRUARY
17 No school (teachers only)

NOVEMBER
5 No school (MES/MMS Parent-Teacher Conferences)

MARCH
11 End of third nine weeks
12-14 Mini Break

22 MES Spring Swing
28 No school (staff only)
31 Spring break begins
APRIL
1-4 Spring break continues
MAY
16 MES Play Day
23 Final day for students
24 Closing day (staff only)
The final day of school may
change if bad weather forces
schools to close during the year.

Hwy. 941 & 1346 • (502) 474-2308 By Appointment
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A year you will never forget
Let us capture it for you!!
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Eastwood holding registration
have read many books by the end
of the year. Cursive writing is
introduced at the beginning of
kindergarten; therefore, habits
acquired from manuscript printing do not need to be unlearned.
At the elementary level, great
emphasis is placed on the basic
fundamentals of education. A
strong phonics program produces no "non-readers." A
mathematics program that combines the best of modern and
traditional systems provides an
excellent mathematics base. Penmanship is still considered important. Homework, repon
cards, orderly classrooms, concerned teachers, and informed
parents arc the rule, not the
exception.
Christian High offers the high
school student the opportunity to
receive an outstanding academic
education. The philosophy of

Eastwood Christian Academy
is now holding registration for
the 1996-97 school year for
kindergarten through twelfth
grades.
Eastwood is where cAperience
makes a difference. The school
was organized in 1978. Eastwood uses the Beka curriculum,
which has been used in Christian
schools acrossthe nation for over
40 years, combined with experience and a deditatestfriculty.
Eastwood Christian Academy
offers three quality programs.
Kindergarten classes at ECA
give a child a delightful learning
experience. At ECA, kindergar- ten is not a habysitting service or
a play school, but an enjoyable
learning program designed to fit
the child with a good educational
foundation on which to build.
Kindergarteners are reading by
the end of first semester and will

s

ECA is to teach the student not
only how to make a living, but
how to live. College preparatory
courses arc required for graduation from ECA with 23 credits
required to graduate.
ECA has a large gymnasium
with beautiful hardwood floors.
The ECA Warriors placed second in the Montgomery Christian School post-season tournament this year.
Each year the students compete in the Kentucky State
Christian School Bible, Fine Art,
Academic Tournament in Louisville. Over 500 students competed from across the state this
year. This year, Eastwood had
three first place winners; three
second place winners; and two
in
winners
place
third
competition.
Bible is the most important
subject in the Christian school

and is taught specifically and
systematically to all students
four days a week. A chapel
service is held once a week with
various speakers invited.
Paftliitism and manners are
stressed. Prayer, pledges to the
pag and patriotic songs are common practices each day. Students
are taught to respect parental and
judicial authority. Each student
practices Biblical principle for
honoring the opposite sex.
Eastwood Christian Academy
is a member of the Blue Grass
Association of Christian Schools
and the American Association of
Christian Schools. Students are
Stanford
the
administered
Achievement Tests near the end
of the school year. ECA students
who have been enrolled in the
program from the beginning rank
two to five years above the
national level and are also in the

top percentile ranking with other
Christian schools.
Parents may register a student
by calling the school office
(753-7744) or coming to the
school located one mile cast on
Highway 94.
This year, ECA will offer an
extended afternoon program until 5 p.m.
Upcoming calendar events for
Eastwood Christian Academy
are as follows:
August 15: First tuition payment due
21-23:
Teacher
August
orientation
August 26: Student-Parent Orientation (All students and at
least one parent required to be in
attendance.)
August 27-30: Books may be
picked up for the school year
September 3: School begins
(1/2 day)
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Murray Elementary, Middle supply lists
*4-1,

Students attending Murray
Elementary School and Murray
Middle School will need the
following supplies this year.
Primary (first and second year
students): one regular box of
Kleenex,four pencils,one box of
eight large primary color
Crayola crayons, one package of
eight larger primary color
Crayola washable markers, one
pair of safety scissors (Fiskars),
three two-pocket folders, one
tri- folding plastic resting mat,
two 4 ounce bottles of Elmer's
School Glue, one container of
pump soap, and one spiral
notebook.
Primary (third and fourth year

students): one box of 24 crayons,
six #2 lead pencils, two Bic red
marking pens, one pair of scissors,one bottle of Elmer's School
Glue, one small bottle of rubber
cement, three medium wideruled spiral notebooks (8 1/2 x
11), two packages of wide-ruled
loose-leaf paper,five two-pocket
folders (with pockets at the bottom),one large pencil pouch,one
box of washable markers, one
regular box of Kleenex, and one
container of anti-bacterial pump
soap. (All items should be
labeled with the child's name.
Teachers request that student not
bring school boxes or three-ring
notebooks. The three-ring note-

too...11911
my "Back-to-School"
rs
Let him do
•

books do not fit in the school
desk.)
Fourth grade: five 82 pencils,
two red lead pencils, a large
package of white loose-leaf
paper, glue, scissors, a box of
crayons, four folders with pockets, six single-subject notebooks
(wide-ruled), a clear plastic pencil pouch, and a box of tissues.
(Teacher request that students
not bring trapper keepers.)
Fifth grade: one three-ring
notebook binder with six subject
dividers, wide-ruled loose-leaf
paper,two spiral notebooks,pencils, red and blue checking pens,

ruler, scissors, two folders with
pockets, crayons, an assignment
pad, and a box of Kleenex.
Sixth grade: a three-ring notebook binder with pocket subject
dividers, wide-ruled loose-leaf
paper, one journal (no spiral
notebook), a ruler, a protractor,
markers and colored pencils,
scissors, a calculator, 12 #2 pencils, blue or black ink pens, four
book covers, plastic pencil
pouch for a three-ring notebook,
a box of Kleenex,and an assignment pad.
Seventh grade: pencils, pens
(blue or black ink), markers,
scissors, a loose-leaf binder,

loose-leaf paper, two spiral notebooks, a two-pocket folder, a
regular size box of Kleenex,
markers, a
non-permanent
three-ring notebook binder with
pocket subject dividers for five
subjects, and two spiral notebooks.
Eighth grade: pencils, pens
(blue or black ink), two looseleaf binders with one-inch rings,
loose-leaf paper, a spiral notebook, a protractor, a pencil
pouch, and a box of Kleenex.
Bookbags brought to school
by Murray Middle students must
be small enough to fit in a locker.
No bookbags will be allowed in
classrooms.
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Welcome students, faculty and staff
to Murray and Pier 1 Imports
Let us help you decorate your home, apartment
or dorm with attractive home furnishings at
equally attractive prices.

Featuring...
3 & 5 Tier Bookcases, Storage Chests,
Compact Disk Racks, Tables, Chairs
& Lots More!
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1111/111 IMI/1
Hours: 9-6 M-F;
University Plaza on
9-5 Sat.; 1-5 Sun.
Chestnut St.

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St. • Murray • 759-2500
Pteturai Austin Adam's
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Murray High open house is Aug.8

1

Students who will be freshmen at Murray High School this
year and their parents are asked
to attend an open house and
registration on Thursday,Aug.8,
beginning at 6:30 a.m.
After an orientation and registration session, students will
meet the Murray High teachers
and tour the schools. They will
receive a copy of their daily
schedule and learn the names of
their homeroom teachers. The
student remains in that homeroom through all four years of
high school.
Freshmen sponsors are Sue
Miller, Martha Crawford, Vikki
Crider, Hope Foster, and Margot
McIntosh.
Registration for returning students began yesterday, Aug. 5,
and will continue through Thursday, Aug. 8.
Seniors and juniors who were
unable to attend the first two days
of registration are asked to come
to the high school on Thursday or
contact the high school as soon as
possible
to
make
other
arrangements.
Sophomores will register,
Aug. 7. Students with last names
beginning with A-M are asked to
come between the hours of 9 and
11 a.m.; students with last names
beginning with N-Z are asked to
come between the hours of 1 and
3 p.m. The registration process
takes about ten minutes; students
will complete various forms and
pay the school fees.
Murray High School has hired
three new teachers for the 199697 school year. Rusty Back, who

taught by Lloyd Hasty, who
retired last year, will be taught be
Martha Crawford who plans an
emphasis on application rather
than programming.
Receptionist/secretary
Monica Hodges will spend her afternoons in the guidance office; her
duties in the front office will be
assumed by Penny Dunn, who is
an instructional assistant at Mur-

has taught the eighth grade at
Murray Middle School for four
years, has joined the high school
faculty as a math teacher.
New art teacher Heather
Duffy also comes to the high
school fresh from experiences at
Murray Middle; she did her student teaching there last year.
Duffy will also sponsor the MHS
yearbook.
Duffy and Murray Middle an
teacher Ted Dotson plan to share
some teaching duties, with Duffy
taking major responsibilty for
teaching drawing and painting
and Dotson for teaching sculpture and other three-dimensional
art forms.
Also new this year are science
teacher Stan Waller, who has
taught at Calloway County High
School for several years, and
special education teacher Rechell Cadwell, a 1996 Murray
State graduate. Cadwell played
basketball for Marshall County
High School and attended Murray State University on a golf
scholarship; she will coach both
girls' basketball and girls'golffor
Murray High. She did her student
teaching last year in the Calloway County school system.
Faculty has also taken on some
new assignments.Football coach
and MMS P.E. teacher Rick
Fisher will coach high school
boys' basketball. Industrial technology teacher Dan Blankenship
doubles his commitment to Murray High, teaching computer
graphics, Technology Education
I and Technology Education II.
Computer classes formerly

ray Elementary in the morning.
Also in the office, Andy Corbin
is now full-time dean of students.
Several changes have taken
place in the curriculum.
For this year only, all freshmen and sophomores will enroll
in physical education. Beginning
next year, physical education
will be a required course for
freshmen and world civilization

will be a required course for
sophomores.(This year's sophomores took world civilization as
freshmen.)
The science curriculum has
been expanded with the addition
of a course named "ICP" (Introduction to Chemistry and Physics). Depending on their course
Il See Page 17
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PUT YOUR AUTOMOBILE IN
TOP CONDITION!
We Specialize In:
Electronic Fuel
Injection $0995
Cleaning
y.

Special:
Lube, Oil S1975
Filter
Call Today
For An
ppointment

Call Today
For An
Appointment

We've done the
homework for you.

CUNNINGHAM
AUTO
REPAIR

YID

stride rite.
Berk.,

dips

"The oldest
Independent
repair shop in Murray"

••••

YOUR TOTAL CAR CARE BUSINESS
from minor tune-ups to major overhauls.
There's a new school of thought that says kids
shouldn't have to sacrifice quality, technology, durability
and fit for a stylish pair of shoes. Or vice versa.
Come to Stride Rite and give them the best.

See or call: W.A. Cunningham, Larry Cunningham,
Randy Cunningham, Ricky Cunningham.

619 S. 4th St.
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00

ft

Children's Shoes
Southside Shopping Center - 753-4383
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Murray Middle open house Aug. 13
The first day of school for all
students at Murray Middle
School, grades four through
eight, will be Wednesday. Aug.
14.
Parents of students who will
enter fourth grade and fifth grade
are invited to attend an Open
House in the middle school's
Austin Transition School building on Tuesday, Aug. 13, 1-4

p.m. Teachers will be in the
rooms to welcome new students,
help students and parents complete registration forms, and answer questions about school
policies and procedures, the curriculum, and school events. Students who are new to the school
system are asked to register in the
Murray Middle School office on
Friday, August 9, between the

hours of8 a.m. and 4 p.m. or may
register earlier by contacting the
MMS office at 753-5125.
On Aug. 14,students in grades
four and five are to report to their
homerooms in the Austin building by 8:20. Class lists will be
posted by each of the clasgroom
doors.
Registration for returning students in grades six through eight

will take place on the first day of
school.
Students in grades six through
eight are to report to the auditorium in the Main building at 8:20.
They will then be dismissed to go
to their homerooms. Class lists
will be posted by the auditorium
doors.
In their homerooms, students
will complete registration forms
and be given information about
school fees. The general school
fee for the 1995-96 school year is
$20.00 There are additional activity fees for some classPs.
Students will be based in
homerooms although there will
be some cross-grading by ability
and teacher teaming; teachers
may also cooperate to teach
interdisciplinary blocks, where
the same topic is approached
from different subject areas.
Murray Middle School has
hired three new teachers for the
1996-97 school year. In addition,
several teachers have taken on
new or different responsibilities.
Mike Epperson assumes the
seventh grade science position
left vacant when Pam Cartwright
retired last year after 29 years
with the city school system. A

•

graduate of EKU, Epperson
spent several years in the U.S.
Army.
In the eighth grade math position left vacant when Rusty Back
joined the high school faculty is
Texas A & M graduate Kris
Zirbel. Zirbel, who has been
teaching in the Graves County
School System for the past three
years, will also coach girls' basketball. She and husband Mike,
an MSU professor, have two
children, Cory and Casey, who
Murray
Elementary
attend
School.
Taking the piece of special
education teacher Cyndie Friedrich who resigned in June to
accept an administration position
in Oregon is Sue Vonnahme.
Vonnahme moved to Murray this
summer when her husband accepted a position with Vanderbilt
Chemical. She has three children; one will be a Murray State
freshman, one will be a Murray
High freshman, and one will
attend seventh grade at Murray
Middle. Vonnahme has twentyfour years of teaching experience, most recently in Carroll
County.
• See Page 22
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Recipient of C.C.D.B.G.

'Preschool 2, 3 & 4 Year Olds
O *Structured Activities
• For 1 Year Olds
• *Quality Programs For
2 Year Olds
• *6 Weeks - 12 Years
'School Age Program Available
*Reasonable Rates
*Call Today For More Information
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APPLE TREE
SCHOOL
1503 Stadium View Dr.
Murray, Ky.
753-9356
Owners
Robert & Linda Kilpatrick
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•Murray High...
FROM PAGE 15
of studies, students may elect the
sequence of biology-chemistryphysics or biology-ICP. Murray
High also offers an elective class
in advanced biology.
Changes in the science curriculum this year reflect a concerted effort by teachers at Murray Middle School and Murray
High School to coordinate what
they teach. Teachers from both
schools met during the past year
to duscuss the curriculum and
choose new science textbooks.
In social studies, there is a new
class in government, taught by

Mark Etherton. Also,for the first
time, one section of American
history, a required class for juniors, will be offered as an "AP"
or advanced placement class.
Through AP, students can receive college credit for classes
they complete in high school.
The change most affecting
students, especially juniors and
seniors, is the cancellation of all
study-halls. Beginning this year,
all students will be enrolled in
academic classses and elective
classes or taking part in a new
services learning program which
formalizes the school's commit-

ment to its student workers.
Students wishing to work as
teachers' aides, office aides, or
library aides will receive a grade
for the expedience which reflects
their mastery of job skills and
demonstration and appropriate
attitudes and behaviors.
According to Dan Hampton,

the principal of Murray High
School, the school will emphasize the importance of auendance
and coming to school on time
during the 1996-97 school year.
There will be less reliance on
suspension on a disciplinary
measure. Instead, the school
plans to make more use of its

"alternative classroom" where
students are monitored as they
complete class assignments. Parents will be notified if their child
is to spend time in the A-room.
Individuals with questions about Murray High School are
invited to call Principal Dan
Hampton, 753-5202.

•East...
FROM PAGE 4
scissors, 1 set of water colors
(Crayola or Prang only), 1 roll of
scotch tape (half inch wide), 1
spiral notebook, 4 folders with
center brads and pockets, 1 book
bag or back pack, 1 block eraser
(Beam only), 1 bottle antibacterial soap, 2 boxes tissues
(Kleenex or Puffs).
The following is the supply
list for Mrs. Hendrick and Mrs.
Wall's Team C: 1 box ofcrayons,
4 folders with pockets, 1 clip
board, 1 book bag or back pack,
*Teachers will collect $1.25 for
year's supply of paper and
pencils.
The following is the supply
list for Cooper and Puckett's
Team C: 1 back pack or book
bag, 1 plain brown clipboard, 1
large box of Kleenex or Puffs
tissues, 5 plain folders (no
brads), 3jumbo pencils,8 skinny
pencils, 1 pack of regular size
Crayola markers, 10 white wire
coat hangers (standard size), 3
large tubes Stick glue, 1 box of
crayons, 1 pair of Fiskers scissors, 1 set of Crayola or Prang
watercolors, 1 12 inch ruler
marked in metric and standard
units.
The following is the supply
list for Mrs. Gibson, Mrs. Patter-

son and Mrs. Scott's 4th grade
classes: 6 pocket folders with
center brad's, 8 pencils, 1 package loose leaf notebook paper
(regular ruled), 1 single subject
spiral notebook(regular ruled), 1
ruler with both metric and standard measures, 1 zippered pouch
for pencils,etc., 1 Elmer's glue, 1
box crayons (small), 1 package
magic markers (optional), 1 pair
scissors, 1 box tissue, 1 stenographer's pad, 1 bottle anti-bacterial
liquid soap, 1 backpack (shoulder strap backpack is recommended as it can be hung on back
of chair).
The following is the supply
list for 5th grade: 6 two pocket
folders with prongs, loose leaf
notebook paper (no college
ruled), 2-6 wooden pencils (prefer no mechanical), 1 spiral notebook with tear out sheets, 1
stenographer pad for journal, 1
box crayons(24 or more), 1 glue
(white Elmer's type), scissors,
small pencil box (lid that closes)
or zip pencil pouch, back pack,
ruler, magic markers (optional).
Please, because of space, no
traper keepers or large notebooks
and no college rule paper. These
are the items we could use in the
room: box tissue(Kleenex or any
brand) and anti-bacterial pump
soap.

Dugolle
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11111111
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School Again!
Drive carefully for a child's
safety.
Plan carefully for a child's
future.

Collector
Cards

Gift
Certificates

==
"Buy, Sell, Trade"
616 SI 4th St. • Murray, KY 42071

753.2744

,44.1

IR Peoples First
OfCalloway CounO,

IA-T-T: 2:304:00, F: 2:304:00
SAT.: 10:00-5:00, CLOSED WED.& SUN.
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Murray food service information
According to Judy Clark,food
services director for the Murray
City Schools, cooks in each of
the three schools have changed
their cooking methods over the
past few years to reflect current
concerns with healthy, low-fat
diets.
"Our goal is to provide healthy
foods that the children will like,"
she says.
This has resulted in more of an
emphasis on fresh vegetables
and fruits. Salad bars are frequently offered at the high
school and the middle school,
and cookies and cakes are an
occasional-not an everydaytreat.
Breakfast and lunch is available in all three schools. At
Murray High School, there is a
breakfast cart where students can
get a quick "pick-up" breakfast.
For lunch, students have a
choice between two entrees plus
several varieties of fruits and
vegetables.
Prices students pay are unchanged from last year. How-

ever,the cost of adult lunches has
increased to $1.75.
Elementary
Murray
At
School,lunch is $1.15 and breakfast is $.50, while at Murray
Middle and Murray High School,
the price of the plate lunch is
$1.25 and breakfast is also $.50.
Children who qualify can
purchase lunch at the reduced
price of $.40 and breakfast at
$.30.
Parents are welcome to eat
lunch with their children. They
are asked to check with the
school office first.
Applications for free and reduced meals will be available at
school registration for all three
schools. Only one application
per household should be submitted, regardless of the number of
chiklren involved.
Any family who is now receiving food stamps of AFCD
will receive a letter in the mail
informing them they are automatically eligible for free
lunches and breakfasts and will
not need to complete an

application.
Parents can pay for their children's meals in advance by the
week or the month. At Murray
Efementary, parents are asked to
check with cashiers between
7:30 and 9 a.m. For the elementary students, the cashier will
keep the records, checking the
child's name off on a coded list as

each purchase is made.
At Murray Middle and Murray
High School, students or their
parents can purchase lunch tickets on Monday morning between
8 and 9 am. Each lunch ticket
buys one lunch. Students can
also pay for lunches with cash on
a daily basis.
Lunchroom managers are

By The Associated Press
Pack up your books, clothes,
and a decent personal computer
for your coming college career.
Now considered an essential,
personal computers outnumber
VCRs, answering machines or
microwave ovens in the dorms
at Purdue University, says Lanny Wilson, associate director or
residence halls at the West
Lafayette, Ind., campus. The

most recent count was 4,261 wide network from their rooms
computers in 6,500 student by renting a data-over-voice
device that lets them use phone
rooms.
He adds that any new resi- lines but does not interfere with
dence hall construction has to voice calls.
Your age, interests, future
include specifications for computer connectivity. Hillenbrand plans — and the computing
Hall, opened in 1993, includes setup, at your campus — will
high-speed Internet access to affect your choice of compustudent computers, he says. ters, says Jack Wilson, dean of
Most Purdue students can connect their PCs to the university- • See Page 21

•MSU...
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Marie Stalls, at Murray High
School; Betty Scott, at Murray
Middle School: and Marilyn
Wathcrford
at
Murray
Elementary.
Questions about the Murray
City Schools'food services program can be directed to Judy
Clark, food service coordinator,
at 753-5700.
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Personal computers becoming
an essential for college careers
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"Great Beginnings" kicks off
the semester with a week-long
celebration including information booths, free food, giveaways, movies and music. University faculty and staff will
continue the tradition of being
available to help students move
into their residence halls. Freshmen can move in on Saturday,
Aug. 24. Upperclassmen may
check in on Sunday, Aug. 25. A
new student convocation will be
held on Monday, Aug. 26 at
10:30 a.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Faculty and professional staff
will gather at 11 a.m. on Friday,
Aug. 23, in the ballroom of the
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Curris Center for the annual
Faculty and Professional Staff
Brunch/Meeting. An Information Exchange will precede the
meeting from 10 to 11 a.m. New
faculty and professional staff
will be honored at a reception
that evening from 7 to 9 p.m. in
the Pational Scouting Museum.
Other activities on the fall
calendar include:
-Classes dismissed for Labor
Day - Sept. 2
-Founders Day - Sept. 28
-Homecoming - Oct. 4
through 6
•Lecture on "Friendship in the
Age of Aids" - Oct. 8
-Family Weekend - Nov. 2
-Fall Break - Nov. 5
-Thanksgiving Holiday - Nov.
27 through Dec. 1
•Hanging of the Green - Dec.8
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For many,learning
will never end
CHICAGO (AP) — Michael
Edna Montemayor, is 48, has
Sloat is 50 years old. a Chicadegrees in English literature
go health care executive —
and nursing, and has done graand a college student.
duate work in anthropology.
He's studying storytelling,
"Storytelling is very much
among other subjects, at Colrelated to the work I'm doing
umbia 2, the continuing educanow in women's group thertion division of Columbia Colapy, and we certainly didn't
lege Chicago.
learn this in nursing school,"
"In health care, we have
she says. "But I'm especially
lots of meetings," he says. "It
fond of it because it is also
helps me get my points across
related to my personal interif I can present them in captiests in folklore .and
vating stories with strong
mythology."
messages."
Another storytelling student, • See Page'21
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III Bus schedules...
Pine; 16. Pine & Cherry; 17.402 Pine; lg.
301 N. LP. Miller (p.m.); 19. 206 N.
Cherry; 20. 202 N. Cherry; 21. 3rd &
Poplar (T & Th)(p.m.); 22. 403 S. L.P.
Miller, 23. 711 Back.

FROM PAGE 12
Jane McCuitson's bus, which will stall
at 7:35 a.m. sod will arrive at 8:15 a.m.,
will make the following stops:
I. 16th & Farmer, 2. 16th at Miller
(p.m.); 3. 16th at Boy Scout Museum
(p.m.); 4. 824 N. 19th & Sherry Lane; 5.
808 N. 20th; 6. College Farm at 18th; 7.
18th at College Farm; 8. 808 N. 18th; 9.
909N. 18th; 10. 816 Coldwater Road; 11.
808 Coldwater Road; 12. College
Courts-800 13. Cosner of Wakirop;_14.
905-A Northwood; 15. Noethwood at
Michelle; 16. Riveria Courts.

Elizabeth Oliver's bus, which will start
at 7:40 a.m. and arrive at 8705 am., will
make the following stops:,
1. 1312 Doran Road (am.); 2. 1617
Wiswell Road or S. 16th into Canterbury;
3. 1507 West Oxford; 4. 1503 London at
Beckett; 5. 1509 London; 6. 1527 Beckett; 7. 1558 Oxford; 8. 1553 Oxford; 9.
1549 Oxford; 10. 1529 Oxford; II. 1526
Spring Creek Drive; 12. Spring Creek
Drive & Misty Creek Drive; 13. Garland
Court; 14. 1 1 1 Fairlane; 15. Fairlane at
Bagwell; 16. Fairlane at Broad; 17. 702
Glendale; 18. 2nd House on Bagwell; 19.
S. 9th at Story.
Eugene Peal's bus, which will start at
7:50 a.m, and arrive at 8:15 a.m., will
make the following stops:
I. Hickory & Main (p.m.); 2. Robertson (a.m.); 3. Locust at Williams; 4.
Locust at Robertson School; 5. Locust at
16th (p.m.); 6. Loch Lomond & 16th; 7.

John Lane's bus, which will start at
7:40 a.m, and arrive at 8 a.m.(MS), 8:10
a.m.(HS), will make the following stops:
1. 1010 Payne(p.m.); 2. 106 & Payne;
3. Payne & 8th; 4. Payne & Beale; 5. 7th
& Ash;6.505 N.5th; 7.509 N.4th; 8. 3rd
& Chestnut(a.m.); 9. Cherry & Chestnut;
10. 101 Spruce (a.m.); 11. L.P. Miller at
Spruce; 12. 400 Ash; 13. Ash at LP.
Miller. 14. 1st & Pine at Pine; 15. 301

16th at Sunset; 8. Entrance to Murray
High; 9. Johnson at Minerva; 10. 17th al
Magnolia; 11. 1703 Keenland; 12. Gates.
borough at 2116; 13. County Cork Drive
at Edinborough; 14. 2218 Quad Creek
Drive; 15. 2216 Gatesborough; 16.
Woodgate; 17. Woodgate & Nancy; IS.
705 Nancy Drive; 19. 2207 Brookhaven;
20.604 Lee; 21. Creek wood; 22. Johmy
Robertson Road & 44 Intersection(p.m.);
23. Murray High School (a.m.); 24. 1610
Main.

13th (p.m.); 5. 220 S. 13th (p.m.); 6. S.
13th at Overby Street; 7. 505 S. 131h; 8.
508S. 13th; 9. 1214-A Peggy Ann Drive;
10. 1307 Peggy Ann Drive; 11. Peggy
Ann at Kirkwood; 12. 1513 Clayshire;
13. 1517 Clayshire; 14. 1208 S. 16th; 15.
1608 Blemont; 16. 1207 Melrose; 17.
1704 Melrose; 18. Melrose at Melrose
Court; 19. Intersection Melrose & Doran;
20. 1205 Doran Road; 21. 1712 Plainview; 22. 1702 Plainview; 23. Holiday at
Parklane; 24. 1616 Parklane; 25. 1604

Parklane; 26. 1510 Parklane; 27. 1502
Parklane; 28. Glendale at Kirkwood; 29.
Glendale at Kirkwood; 30. 1202 Dogwood; 31. 1218 Dogwood; 32. 1211
Dogwood at Mimosa (p.m.); 33. Meadow
Lane at Kirkwood (p.m.); 34. 702 Meadow Lane;35.Cardinal & Meadow Lane;
36. 522 Shady Lane; 37. 1305 Story; 38.
518 Whitenell.

ne03421TIFTITZ
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•Southwest...
FROM PAGE 10

TP111.7

Greer, media specialist; Sharon
Hart and Patty McCuiston,
speech/language specialist; Beth
Durbin, Linda Hester, Robyn
Ridgley and Diana Tatlock, resource teachers; Stacey McCuiston, Title One teacher, Janet
Tynes, guidance, and Becky
Reed, Gifted/Talented teacher.

Angie McCuiston, Mavis Murdock, Rick Parish, Dennie
Wortham.

•North...

Cafeteria: Jeannie Carroll,
manager; Jane Easley, Sue Gamble, Wanda Jones, Verlene Bowerman, and Pat Sheridan.
Bus Drivers: Joan Cooper,
Margaret Enoch,Fay Nell Kelso,

FROM PAGE 8
Roberts, Speech/Language; Debbie Rogers, Special Education
(Primary); Sandy Sasso, Art;
Suzanne Schroader, Kindergarten (Fam 1); Rebecca Vance,
Primary (Fam I) 2nd; Lesa Watson, Fifth Grade; Donna Whitfield, Primary (Fam I) 1st;
Johnny Wilson, Fourth Grade.

INFOLINE
1-800-811-8157

Innovative,fun products
for going back to school
By The Associated Press
For a light break from all the
serious business of getting
ready for school, here are some
innovative and fun products to
consider:
- Gilbert the Fish is a largemouth insulated lunch kit who
keeps his lip zipped until mealtime. The big mouth unzips,
then folds down to serve as a
place mat. His tail fin has a zippered compartment for keys,
mad money, and other small
valuables. The kit, from Rubbermaid, is blueberry- and jadecolored with red zippered
mouth; it costs about $10.
- Who says a stapler has to
be dull? The Swingline Electronic Stapling Machine has a
see-through case and brightly
colored gears and levers, so you
can see what happens when the
machine senses the paper and
delivers the staple. The stapler,
created by ACCO North America, loads 105 standard staples,

has a 12-sheet capacity, and is
powered by four AA batteries.
Price is about $20.
- Classroom cutups will
enjoy the line of craft and
drawing implements from
Fiskars, all in bright colors.
Paper Edgers ($7.50 each) are
scissors on 'the pinking-shears
principle, with 24 blade patterns
to choose from, that let young
artists add decorative touches to
hand-made valentines and paper
craft projects. The Press'n
Punch ($10) is a domed paper
punch that delivers cutouts in a
choice of 13 different shapes.
Templates are interchangeable
and cost about $7 each. The
Protractor Plus ($6) is an allpurpose geometry tool with a
360-degree rotating dial, guide
holes for protractor use, letter
or numeral stencil guides, and
three-ring binder holes. The
Mess-Less Sharpener ($2.86)
handles both crayons and pencils of all sizes and catches the
shavings.

Phone Access To Your
AccountInformation
Now it's easier than ever to access your bank account infomiation.
With a touch-tone phone you can inquire about the balance,activity,or rates
ofyour checking,savings,certificate ofdeposit or loan accounts.
All this is possible at the touch ofa button from anywhere in the continental U.S.anytime,day or night! Call us for more information

PeoplesBank
Of Murray,Kentucky
MEMBER MSC

MAIN OFFICE,5TH & MAIN • NORTH BRANCH,12TH & CHESTNUT
SOUTH BRANCH,12Th & STORY • M9.1 TELLER MACHINE,CURRIS CIR
PHONE 502-767-2265
Niernher f
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Tolerance best taught in preschool
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.
(AP) — A lesson of tolerance
— learning to accept others
who have disabilities — may
best be !aught in the preschool
years, a Purdue University child
development specialist believes.
"You don't see the teasing of
other children and overt meanness that can be displayed by
older kids;
"says Karen E. Diamond, associate professor of
child -development and family
studies. "Also, preschoolers are
open and curious. They ask a
lot of questions. They also like
to test and learn about the
equipment that's associated

with disabilities, such as walkers and computer aids."
Diamond, who directs the
university's Child Development
Labs, a preschool program that
includes children with disabilities, has been conducting
research about how normal
children interact with disabled
peers.
She's found that from at least
age 4, children arc aware of
others' disabilities. "Disabilities associated with adaptive
equipment — for example leg
braces and hearing aids — are
obviously easier for young
children to notice. But our data

point to the fact that young
children can pick up on less
obvious cues, such as developmental delays in cognition, language and physical abilities."
Noticing them isn't the same
as understanding them, she
says. "In one study, several
children referred to a peer's
hearing aids or auditory trainer
as the cause of his hearing loss.
These children appeared to
believe that the equipment
interfered with, rather than
aided, the child's hearing."
It's known that by the third
or fourth grade, many children

have developed negative attitudes toward those with disabilities, she says. But her studies
suggest that preschoolers who
know peers with disabilities are
more accepting of other children with disabilities. In her
study groups, she found that a
majority of the children said
they could be friends with a
hypothetical child in a
wheelchair.
Diamond says interaction
during play will depend on circumstances. "For example, if
they are outside, it may be difficult to include a child in a
wheelchair in a game requiring

a lot of movement. On the other
hand, the disability doesn't pose
a problem for some indoor
activities such as building with
blocks.
"Also, individual personalities come into play. Children
may befriend a child with a disability because he's kind and
cheerful."
She thinks preschoolers more
easily relate to disabled children. "All young children,
whether disabled or not, need
the help of others at some time.
In a sense, all children are
handicapped in an adult
world."

1

school's Creativity Institute,
which works with teachers and
business people to encourage
creativity among engineers and
managers. The aim is to help
them develop the ability to
identify problems and solve
them in creative ways, he says.
Kagan suggests some techniques to inspire students to use
courage, initiative and motivation to creatively solve
problems:

Leasing The

— Accept competence, but
emphasize and give extra points
for ingenuity and willingness to
advance serious contrarian
approaches.
— Consider competitions for
the most outlandish or unexpected problem definitions,
approaches, and solutions.
— Pose open-ended questions or problems, especially
thOse that can lead to multiple

analyses and solutions. There
shouldn't be any one right
answer.
— Encourage sketching of
diagrams, maps, and plans, and
emphasize sketch modeling of
ideas. Invention and visualization are closely linked, Kagan
says.
— Challenge students to see
deeper connections and new
patterns.

— Stimulate informal discussions of the students' thinking
and encourage them to give
each other positive suggestions
and feedback.
— Use simulations and roleplaying to 'become" the problem being considered.
— Make presentations formal, public, and if possible, festive to celebrate students' creative achievements.
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Inspiring students for creative problem solving
TROY, N.Y.(AP) — Let the
creative juices flow, and you've
got power thinking.
Encourage students to take
contrarian approaches, make
sketches and models, and ask
open-ended questions to help
them become innovative thinkers and problem solvers, says
Larry Kagan, professor of arts
at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute.
Kagan co-founded the
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choice, that likely will override
other considerations.
undergraduate and continuing
If the university doesn't supeducation at Rensselaer port any particular platform,
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, then the focus should shift to
N.Y.
the program you're entering.
"Here at Rensselaer, for Find out what software tools
example, students can choose to will be used and choose a comparticipate in a laptop pilot puter that will run that software.
program in which they will Software used in a particular
need a computer that is compat- curriculum will narrow the
choice of computers.
ible with the program.
The standard for the industry
"Another major concern is
the way that the campus con- you plan to enter after graduanects to the Internet. At many tion is another consideration.
schools such as Rensselaer, Johnson observes that IBM PCs
high-speed Ethernet connec- are used most in the business
tions in dormitories make mod- world, UNIX or DOS compuems unnecessary. If such con- ters frequently are used in enginections are not available, the neering, and Macintosh is usucomputer selected should ally the choice in graphic arts.
Suppose a degree program
include at least a 14.4-baud
require a particular
doesn't
modem that can handle images,
video, and sound on the Web." program, and that postIf you're a freshman, picking collegiate industry considerathe right computer for your col- tions aren't that important.
lege life may be the first big Johnson says that if you already
test for you and your parents, have experience with a particunotes Daryl Johnson, assistant lar platform, stick with it. It's
professor in Rochester Institute easier to go with a system you
of Technology's information know than trying to learn a new
technology department in one when you're concentrating
on starting classes.
Rochester, N.Y.
If you haven't any previous
He suggests checking with
your university to see what par- computer experience, and there
ticular platform (Macintosh, aren't any big considerations
IBM personal computer, UNIX related to your major, then
computer, et al) it supports. If determine how you'll use it
the school has a platform of most. Johnson says that probab-

ly you'll be using it as.a word
processor for most curricula. A
liberal arts student, who doesn't
take as much math or science,

Regardless of your choice,
Johnson says it's a good idea to

FROM PAGE 18
Nearly half of all college
students are over 25, according
to a study by The College
Board, and universities and
colleges are striving to serve
up a menu of early morning,
late evening and weekend classes, on-line classes, offcampus locations, and clientbased services to meet their
needs. The board estimates
that about 40 percent of these
students are being reimbursed
for tuition by their emplugs.
Older students are tii'aire
holistic in their approach to
education, says Dr. Philip Klukoff, associate provost for
Columbia 2. They're looking
for courses to both advance
their careers and fill personal
needs. And they're signing up
for classes that once might
have been seen as frivolous or
arty.
Courses in performance arts
are naturals for lawyers, busi-

ness people and other professionals, says Klukoff. "In
classes such as storytelling or
stand-up comedy, we learn to
be credible, enthusiastic communicators not only in our
public presentations, but in
interviewing and job-seeking
strategies as well."
The storytelling class is
taught by Nancy Donoval, who
lists among her students a corporate diversity consultant, a
massage therapist, and members of the clergy. All have
differing needs and
viewpoints, but all are trying
to learn to communicate more
effectively.
"In the past, it was typical
for schools to have a narrow
approach which enabled 'traditional' students to get a fulltime education in the liberal
arts," observes Dr. Norma
Long, president of the Association for Continuing Higher
Education (ACHE). "Now
colleges have to take on a
much broader scope."
That scope includes offering
courses by computer, called
distance learning, typified by

get experience on a ,variety of
platforms. That will make you
more attractive to an employer
later on.

businesses to serve on their
boards and committees, which
helps them both with longrange planning."
Gayle Hendrickson, director
of communications at Minnesota's Minneapolis campus,
says schools must adjust to fit
the older-student market. "We
can use our regular day school
courses,'' she says, "but we
must reconfigure, reconstruct
and modularize them to fit an
audience of working adults."
the Distance Instruction for
Adult Learning (DIAL) program launched in 1993 by the
New School for Social
Research in New York City.
Or cooperating with area corporations, as does the University of Minncsota, whose adult
education division, University
College, worked with IBM as
it was downsizing its Rocfles. ter operations.
"Some higher educational
institutions are forming
alliances with business groups
in their communities," says.
Long. "They're asking

Now that it's back-to-school time, be careful
of youngsters crossing the streets.
Drive with caution.
Our children are our,future.

REMEMBER THE KIDS
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til tif •Murray Middle...

• Personalized
Children's Books

• New & Used
CD's

• Hardback &
Paperback Books

• Audio Cassette
Books
Buy or Rent

Bookshelf 'n CD's
Add-A-Name Books, Etc.
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READING
IS SMART
FUN

Buy - Sell - Trade
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Southslcie Shopping Center • 615 S. 12th. • 753-4876

FROM PAGE 16
Also, returning to Murray
Middle after several years with
the Kentucky Department of
Education as a writing consultant
is Title 1 teacher Kay Warner.
An increase in enrollment in
seventh and eighth grade has
prompted some reorganization
of the school schedule and introduction of new enrichment classes for seventh and eighth
graders.
Through the new classes, students will be given opportunities
"surf the inte-rnet," recreate the
Civil War period through living
history, explore how relationships work, try their hand at
music composition, work on
their "people skills," and more.
Also, expanding the school's
offerings in the arts, choir moves
from an after school activity to an
elective class for seventh and
eighth graders; eighth graders
may enroll in an advanced an
class; a new class in drama takes
its place in the sixth grade nineweeks rotation of music, art, and
p.e.; and all fifth graders will
take a "pre-band" class in which
they learn to play simple musical
installments.
Students will have more op-

portunities to use computers and
the associated technology with
the establishment of a fifth computer lab, primarily for the use of
sixth grade students. All sixth
graders will learn keyboarding at
the beginning of the school year.
Foreign language will be a
part of the curriculum for
selected classes again through a
cooperative agreement with
Murray State University. There
is also a seventh grade exploratory class in Spanish taught by
Greg Gierhart.
Teachers in special areas at
Murray Middle are Charles Haney, music; Dan Blankenship,
industrial arts (grade 8 only);
Ted Dotson, art; Rick Fisher,
physical education; Katie Carpenter, journalism and humanities/fine arts; and Beth Stribling
and John Stroube, band (grades
6-8). The librarian at Murray
Middle School is Daytha Howell.
Special needs teachers are Audrey Brown and Kay Warner,
Chapter 1/Reading; Cindy Reic hmuth,
speech/language
pathology; and Sue Vonnahme,
Jennifer Martin English, Ann
McKee!, and Glenda Roos, special education. Anna Cheancy
and James Payne are aides for the

Title I program. Marianne Scott,
Zandra Barrow, and Leona Colson are aides for the special
education program. The school
counselor is Jan Seargent.
Homeroom teachers for fourth
grade are Sherry Bazzell, Nancy
Thurman, Sandy Cantrell, and
Kim Baust. Fifth grade teachers
are Donna Keller, Lanctte Hunt,
Carolyn Shown, and Patsy
Oakley.
Homeroom teachers for the
sixth grade are Debbie Bell,Dick
Farrell, Pat McMullin,and Kelly
Jackson; for the seventh grade,
Mike Epperson, Peggy Shelton,
Judy Tucker, and Greg Gierhart;
and, for the eighth grade, Kris
Zerbil, Sheila Henry, David
Bloodworth, and Scott Turner.
Peggy Shelton, who taught
eighth grade language arts last
year, will teach seventh graders
for the coming year, while Sheila
Henry, last year's seventh grade
language arts teacher, will work
with eighth graders. Each of the
teachers stays with a group of
students for two years to allow
continuity in writing instruction.
Parents with questions about
registration or Murray Middle
School are invited to call the
school office at 753-5125.
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Nondenominational
Christian Education

Classes Beginning
August 15, 1996

su

Kindergarten - Seventh Grade

figgistration
August 13, 9:00 a.m.-I:00 a.m.
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•Professional Certified Christian Teachers
•Small Teacher-Student Ratio
•Academic Excellence
•Christian Values
Located In The
Immanuel Lutheran Church
100 S. 15th Street
759-1321

8:00-2:30 Grades 1-6
Half Day and Full Day
Kindergarten
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On-line courses gaining popularity
By The Associated Press
If you're taking courses
through cyberspace, it's still
important to check out the
school's credentials the oldfashioned way, experts say.
Dubbed "distance educas
tion," on-line classes have
attracted more than 300,000
students, estimates the National Continuing Education Association. Some educators say
that in the future, most students will take at least some of
their course work on-line.

"It's a buyer's market, so
picking the right school is a
critical choice," says Dr.
Lynne D. Ballard, director of
the continuing education division at Champlain College in
Burlington, Vt. She recommends checking whether the
school is accredited. And you
might want to learn what the
business world thinks about
the school you're considering.
' "Think carefully before
investing time and money in a
school that isn't accredited,"

she cautions. "Ask your
employer or other employers
in the marketplace about how
they would view a degree or
certificate from that school."
Ballard's school offers SuccessNet, an on-line distance
learning program that offers
"virtual classrooms" to students who can earn a range of
professional Certificates and
degrees entirely by computer.
Her advice is echoed by Dr.
Elizabeth A. McDaniel, executive provost and vice president

Electoral process can serve as
teaching tool for future voters

IMF

By The Associated Press
As the nation's voters
choose their government this
fall, they'll be seconded by
students in high schools
around the country.
The electoral process can
serve as a teach-in, preparing
future voters to .evaluate issues
and candidates beyond headlines and soundbites, say
educators.
One school, Northfield
Mount Hermon School in
Northfield, Mass., has organized a poll of teen-agers from
100 schools around the coun-

try — including one public
and one private school from
each state. This year's mock
election will include i short
poll on national issues.
Results of the poll, Voting
Opportunities for Teenagers in
Every State (VOTES) will be
tabulated Oct. 29 in a ,ietwork
newsroom-style letting at
Northfield Mount Hermon, an
independent college preparatory school.
"Most of the students fro,t
our 100 VOTES schools will
be eligible to vote for real in
the next presidential elec.loi.,

so it is important that we educate them about the political
process at this stage," says
organizer Jim Shea, a history
And social science teacher.
Previous VOTES projects in
88 and 1992 have closely
matched the outcome in the
lea' eections.
"The long.term natu -c of
the process coupled with
increased public awareness
make the elec,ions an excellent teaching opporturity,"
says 13.th Citeen o. Clemson
University in Clemson, S.C.

Colleges work to help students
By The Associated Press
They're not offering centsoff coupons yet, but at least
two universities are successfully using modern merchandising techniques to attract
students.
Two years ago, Clark University in Worcester, Mass.,
started a fifth-year-for-free
program that effectively lets
students earn two degrees for
the price of one.
In a recent survey, the
school found that 70 percent
of its first-year students chose
the school because of that
program, which offers a fifth
year free — a tuition waiver

worth $19,500 — to students
who complete a bachelor's
program within four years with
a B-plus average or better. The
free year can be devoted to
work on a master's degree,
something that nearly half of
Clark's students plan to
pursue. Clark estimates additional savings of about
$23,000 in tuition, room and
board for a theoretical sixth
year that isn't needed for an
advanced degree.
At Virginia Wesleyan College in Norfolk-Virginia
Beach, Va., freshmen entering
the school this fall will be

offered a guarantee that all
courses needed for a degree
within four years will be provided, or else offered for free
in the fifth year.

of academic affairs at Nova
Southeastern University in Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., another
school that offers on-line
classes.
She adds that potential students should also find out if
there are opportunities to chat
electronically with other students — an advantage because
many of your classmates likely
will be people with real world
experience. "In the best classrooms, students learn from
other students as well as from

the professor," she says. "IC,
the same on-line."
In fact, you should expect to
participate more in classroom
discussion than you would in a
normal lecture hall setting, she
says. And the teacher should
be able to reply to your electronicallyimailed questions in
36 hours or less.
"If not,'I you may not be,getling the pbrsonalized attention
you deserve," says McDaniel.
"A 24-hour response time
should be the goal."
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The guarantee contract
spells out responsibilities of
both school and students,
which include regular meetings with an advisor to map
the degree course and maintaining an acceptable grade
average.
• Both schools cite financial
savings in making sure the
basic degree is earned in four
years.

Whitney & Sydney Carver

School cafeteria embraces vegetarianism
BRONXVILLE, N.Y. (AP)
— The school cafeteria, long a
bastion of meatloaf and chicken pot pie, has taken vegetarianism to its steamy bosom.
It's a trend that's been driven by student preferences,
says Scott Davis of Flik International Corp., which recently
donated more than $100,000 to
renovate the Health Food Bar

at Sarah Lawrence College.
The facility was the first in the
nation, in 1971, to cater exclusively to vegetarians.
"We're indebted to Sarah
Lawrence because the student
body forced us into the direction of vegetarian fare way
before the current trend," says
Davis, who also provides vegetarian catering for Manhattan-

villc College in Purchase, N.Y.
His firm plans to offer elements of the Sarah Lawrence
Health Food Bar to all its
clients,
Sarah Lawrence estimates
that about 60 percent of its
more than 1,000 undergraduate
students are vegetarian and 5
percent arc vegan — vegetarians vh3 also exclude dairy
products from their diets.
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